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Abstract

Small bodies hold keys to our understanding of the Solar System. By studying these populations we seek
the information on the conditions and structure of the primordial and current Solar System, its évolution,

and the formation process of the planets. Constraining the surface composition of small bodies provides
us with the ingrédients and proportions for this cosmic recipe. This thesis, comprised of studies of inner

and outer Solar System small bodies, is dedicated to understanding the compositional gradient across

the Solar System through spectroscopic and photometric measurements.

I présent a taxonomy of visible and near-infrared spectral data based on 371 asteroid spectra. The

taxonomy consists of 24 classes that best categorize the spectral variation seen among inner Solar System
small bodies. From the création of this taxonomy we learn that with only visible wavelength data there is

uncertainty in shape of the l-/im band. While near-infrared wavelength range is excellent for interpreting
data containing diagnostic 1- and 2-/rm bands, the more subtly featured C- and X-complexes appear to
be largely degenerate in this wavelength régime.

I analyze the photometric colors of 23 Transneptunian Objects and Centaurs, nine of which hâve never
been previously observed, and assign them taxonomie classifications. I discuss objects that either hâve

changed classes from previous data or hâve significant changes in absolute magnitude. Furthermore, I

interpret the surface composition of three outer Solar System small bodies, Jupiter-coupled object (52872)
Okyrhoe, and TNOs (90482) Orcus and (73480) 2002 PN34, by modeling spectroscopic measurements in
the visible and near-infrared wavelength ranges. The spectra reveal varying amounts of H20 ice among

these bodies. I discuss différences between this data and previous observations that could suggest surface

heterogeneity. For Orcus I provide rough constraints for the presence of materials more volatile than
water ice and the ratio of crystalline to amorphous ice on the surface.

I présent a search for solid ethane, C2IÏ6, on the surfaces of Pluto and Triton, based on near-infrared
spectral observations. I model each surface using a radiative transfer model based on Hapke theory

(Hapke, 1993) with three basic models: without ethane, with pure ethane, and with ethane diluted in
nitrogen. While the presence of less than a few percent of ethane cannot be excluded on both bodies,
there is no strong détection on either.

Finally, I review the current knowledge of the compositional distribution of material in our Solar

System, providing the global view of small bodies. I paxticularly focus on the presence of water in ail
its phases which is especially pertinent our understanding of our own planet, Earth, and the life on it.

I briefly compare the general structure of our Solar System to other imaged débris disks to put into
perspective the detailed, though narrow, view of our own Solar System with the broad, low resolution
view of others.

Keywords: Planetology, Asteroids, Transneptunian Objects, Centaurs, Observations, Spectroscopy,

Photometry



Résumé

Les petits corps sont des clés pour comprendre notre système solaire. L’étude de cette population nous

donne en effet accès aux informations sur l’état et sur la structure du système solaire primordial et
du système solaire actuel, ainsi que sur son évolution et sur les processus de formation des planètes.
Connaître la composition de surface des petits corps nous fournit des ingrédients et des proportions pour
cette recette cosmique. Cette thèse, qui inclut l’étude des petits corps du système solaire interne et

externe, est dédiée à la compréhension de la tendance compositionnelle des corps à travers le système
solaire en utilisant des mesures photométriques et spectroscopiques.

Je présente une classification (taxonomie) dans les longueurs d’ondes du visible et du proche infrarouge
(de 0.4 2.4 ^m), basée sur les donnes spectrales de 371 astéroïdes. Cette taxonomie comprend 24 classes
qui chacune caractérise au mieux les variations spectrales observées parmi les petits corps du système
solaire interne. De part la création de cette taxonomie, nous apprenons qu’en analysant les données dans
les longueurs d’ondes du visible uniquement, il reste des incertitudes sur la forme de la bande d’absorption
à 1 micron. Bien que la gamme de longueur d’onde du proche infrarouge soit excellente pour interpréter
les données incluant les bandes diagnostiques à 1 et 2 microns, les complexes C et X des spectres sans
fortes bandes paraissent plutôt dégénérés dans ce régime.

J’analyse les couleurs photométriques des 23 objets trans-neptuniens (OTN) et Centaures, parmi
lesquels neuf n’avaient jamais été observés précédemment, et je leur assigne une classe taxonomique. Je
discute des objets qui ont soit changé de classe depuis les données préalables soit changé considérablement

de magnitude absolue. De plus, j’interprète la composition de surfaces de trois petits corps du système
solaire externe, l’objet couplé avec Jupiter (52872) Okyrhoe et les OTNs (90482) Orcus et (73480) 2002
PN34, en modélisant des mesures spectroscopiques dans les gammes du visible et du proche infrarouge.
Les spectres révèlent des variations de quantité de glace d’eau à la surface de ces corps. Je discute des

différences entre ces données et les observations précédentes qui peuvent s’expliquer par une hétérogénéité
de surface. Pour Orcus j’apporte des contraintes approximatives sur la présence de matériaux plus
volatiles que la glace d’eau et sur le rapport entre la glace cristalline et amorphe à sa surface.

Ensuite, je présente une recherche de l’éthane solide, C2H6, sur les surfaces de Pluton et de Triton.

Celle-ci est basée sur les observations spectrales dans les longueurs d’ondes du proche infrarouge. Je

modélise chaque surface en utilisant un modèle de transfert radiatif fondé sur la théorie de Hapke (Hapke,
1993) de trois manières: sans éthane, avec de l’éthane pur, et avec de l’éthane dilué dans de l’azote. La
présence de moins de quelques pourcents d’éthane sur chaque corps ne permet pas d’exclure ce composant
de Triton et Pluton, cependant il n’y a pas non plus de forte détection.

Finalement, je reconsidère la connaissance actuelle de la distribution compositionnelle des matériaux

de notre système solaire en fournissant une vue globale des petits corps. Je me concentre particulièrement

sur la présence de l’eau dans toutes ses phases qui est pertinente surtout pour notre propre planète, la
Terre, et la vie. Je compare brièvement la structure générale de notre système solaire aux autres disques
d’accrétion, afin de mettre en perspectif la vue détaillée mais cependant étroite de notre système solaire
avec celle, plus large mais à basse résolution, des autres systèmes planétaires.

Mots-clés: Planétologie, Objets TYans Néptuniens, Centaurs, Observations, Spectroscopie, Pho-
tométrie
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Introduction

The study of small bodies began hundreds of years ago with the discovery of Ceres. This rich field has
flourished since the advancement of CCDs and new technology and with the discovery of vast new pop

ulations, such as Jupiter Trojans and particularly the Transneptunian Objects.

Small bodies span across the entire solar System, expérience a gradient of températures, exist in widely

varying sizes, and also hâve diverse compositions. Separate populations of bodies, such as the Main As-
teroid Belt and the Kuiper Belt, traditionally and justifiably hâve been studied separately because of the

stark différences in composition, température, location, and the gap in our relative depth of knowledge

of each population. However, comparison between these populations is now crucial to an overarching
understanding of the solar System. While we separate these objects into different categories, we must
recognize as well that these populations axe ail linked to some extent, that there is a remnant gradient re-
vealing the Solar System’s original structure, and that departures from the trend divulge the history of its
évolution. Small bodies are interesting in their own regards as members of our Solar System community,
but also for what they represent - as the remnants of the foundation for what created the planets, and

as the intermediate link from protoplanetary disks to evolved disks, many with fully developed planetary

Systems that appear abundant in our universe.

This thesis represents a small attempt to view the small body population in its entirety, presenting

research of silicate-rich inner Solar System small bodies side-by-side with ice-rich outer Solar System
small bodies. I présent a taxonomy of asteroid spectra, that while serves to distinguish different composi

tions, also provides a tool to search for trends based on heliocentric distance. I analyze spectra of TNOs
contributing to our knowledge of the surface compositions in the outer Solar System. Finally, I seek to

unify the advancements made from this work as well as from many others to provide a more global view
of small body surface compositions and what it teaches us about our Solar System. I présent general
trends we see among small bodies extended out to the Kuiper Belt, and compare the structure of our

Solar System to that of other débris disks.

While reading this thesis it is important to remember what “system” means and to regard our Solar

System in such context: a System is “a group of interacting, interrelated, or interdependent éléments
forming a complex whole.” While many small bodies are interesting individually or as distinct popu
lations, it is only when combined together and viewed from a greater distance that we can unify the
information each object provides into a global understanding of the System itself.

11



Chapter 1

Background

To understand any single part of the Solar System it is important to put

it into context with the System in its entirety. T'his chapter provides the

basic foundation for the work in this thesis. A general overview of the

structure of the Solar System as we understand it today is introduced. WW' *•

Evolution scénarios and likely events that shaped the Solar System are ^K ’v *
described. Finally, a general characterization of the composition of and

processes affecting the surfaces of small bodies are presented. ^
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND

1.1 The Current Structure of the Solar System

It is often found with a large enough sample that there are no rigid boundaries between certain classes

of objects, but instead there is a somewhat smooth gradient bridging ail types of bodies. Creating
boundaries and définitions, however, facilitate study and discussion. Outlined here are the main (non-
solar) components of which the Solar System is composed. The définitions of a planet, dwarf planet, and
srnall body stated here originate from the recently assigned définitions in Resolution 5A of the IAU 2006

General Assembly (Source: IAU Website).

1.1.1 Planets

A “planet” is a celestial body that: 1) is in orbit around the Sun, 2) has sufficient mass for its self-gravity
to overcome rigid body forces so that it assumes a hydrostatic equilibrium (nearly round) shape, and 3)
has cleared the neighborhood around its orbit.

The eight planets are thus: Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune.

They are located roughly at 0.4, 0.7, 1.0, 1.52, 5.2, 9.5, 19.2, and 30.0 Astronomical Unit (AU). Note this
official définition excludes extra-solar planets because it restricts the définition to bodies orbiting around

our Sun. A planet must hâve cleared its orbit, meaning any body residing in the Main Asteroid Belt

between Mars and Jupiter or the Kuiper Belt belt past Neptune is excluded from planet status.

1.1.2 Dwarf Planets

A “dwarf planet” is a celestial body that: 1) is in orbit around the Sun, 2) has sufficient mass for its
self-gravity to overcome rigid body forces so that it assumes a hydrostatic equilibrium (nearly round)
shape, 3) has not cleared the neighbourhood around its orbit, and 4) is not a satellite.

Dwarf planets are large bodies in the Main Belt, the Kuiper Belt, or further and currently include

(1) Ceres, (134340) Pluto, (136108) Haumea, (136472) Makemake, and (136199) Eris. Ceres is located
in the asteroid belt, while ail others are located past Neptune.

1.1.3 Comets

Ail other objects in the Solar System, except satellites, are considered “Small Solar-System Bodies.”
There is a wealth of small bodies in the Solar System which include asteroids and cornets. Dynamic and

basic physical constraints that characterize each population are detailed for cornets in this subsection and
asteroids in the next two.

Comets are ice-rich bodies that sublimate volatiles during close approaches to the Sun. They are

characterized by a nucléus, the inner core of the body; a coma, the outer spherical halo of sublimated

material surrounding the nucléus; and two tails, a dust tail trailing opposite the comet’s trajectory and
an ion tail in the anti-Sun direction. A neutral gas tail, was discovered on cornet Hale-Bopp, however,

it is typically not visible. If the nucléus contains species more volatile than water it can form a coma
and tail at large distances. Sublimation of water typically begins at a distance of 2-3 AU from the Sun,
although more volatile molécules sublimate at greater distances when exposed.

Comets are often described as “dirty snowballs”. Carbon and other dark materials are mixed with

the ice substantially lowering the albedo. Cornet nuclei are notoriously difficult to observe because the

coma obscures it at close distances, but the dark surface is too dim to observe when farther away.

They are often discovered when a previously known asteroid is reobserved and the image appears

“fuzzy” or blury because a coma is présent. Cornets are usually separated into these dynamical categories:

1) Long period cornets hâve periods greater than 200 years and highly eccentric orbits and 2) Short period
comets hâve periods less than 200 years. Among them are Halley Family Cornets (P > 20 years) and
Jupiter Family Comets (P < 20 years).

Recently discovered within the Main Asteroid Belt is a set of bodies known as either Activated

Asteroids or Main-Belt Cornets (MBCs). As their name implies, these objects hâve qualities attributed
to both cornets and asteroids: asteroid-like orbits within the Main Belt, but comet-like outgassing has

been observed through imaging (Hsieh and Jewitt, 2006). MBCs include 133P/Elst-Pizarro, P/2005 U1
(Read), and 118401 (1999 RE70). These objects had ail been discovered in the outer belt and two belong

14



CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND

to the Thémis asteroid family. P/2010 A2 (P/2008 RI or PGarradd) was just discovered in the middle
part of the belt (a=2.73 AU) with “cometary” activity (Source: Minor Planet Electronic Circulai- 2010-
A32), although it is unique. Throughout most of this body’s orbit, it expériences températures greater
than the melting point of water, suggesting that this was a very recent impact and dust ejected from the
surface is observed and not volatiles.

1.1.4 Asteroids

The term “asteroid” is a broad category including ail small bodies that do not exhibit coma (i.e. not
cornets) and are not satellites of a planet. Wlien an asteroid is discovered it is given a preliminary
désignation based on the date of discovery and how many objects were discovered in the same time
period. The first asteroid discovered in the first half of January 2010 is labeled 2010 AA. The second is
labeled 2010 AB. The first asteroid discovered in the second half of the month is labeled 2010 BA. Once

the alphabet has been used it restarts with 2010 AAI, 2010 AB1 etc.

While they are ail labeled in the same désignation scheme, their compositions and size vary enor-
mously. These range from the warm, rock-dominated bodies close to the Sun, even inside Earth’s orbit,
to the cold, ice-rich bodies in the farthest reaches of the Solar System. Typically, the bodies past Jupiter

are not referred to as asteroids, but instead as Centaurs and Transneptunian Objects. In this thesis, they
are discussed separately from inner Solar System asteroids.

Main-Belt Asteroids: The Main Belt extends from ~2.0 to ~3.3 AU. The largest of these objects

hâve diameters of around 1000 (Ceres, although technically a dwarf planet) and 500 (Pallas, Vesta)
kilometers. There are estimated to be about 1 million asteroids with a diameter greater than 1 kilometer

in the Main Belt (Tedesco et al., 2002). The structure of the belt is shaped in part by the Kirkwood gaps.
These gaps occur at the mean-motion résonances (i.e. 3:1, 5:2, 7:3, and 2:1) with Jupiter. Gravitational
perturbations from Jupiter create instabilities in these régions, therefore there is a déficit of bodies in

these orbits compared with the rest of the Belt. These résonances are also expected to be a source

for small bodies with Mars- and Earth-crossing orbits, because asteroids that fall into these résonances
expérience orbit excitation, increasing the eccentricity. The 3:1 and 5:2 résonances located near 2.5 and

2.82 AU, respectively create the boundaries defining the inner (2.0-2.5 AU), middle (2.5-2.82 AU), and
outer (2.82-3.3 AU) portions of the belt.

Asteroid families (Hirayama, 1918; Zappala et al., 1995) provide important information about the
asteroid belt and its formation and évolution. An asteroid family is a group of bodies with similar orbital

éléments that are thought to hâve originated from a single parent body that was collisionally disrupted.
By integrating the orbits of family members back in time, it is possible to détermine the approximate

time of the collision, thus providing the opportunity to study the différences of surfaces based on âge, as
well as the frequency of collisions over time.

Near-Earth Objects (NEOs): NEOs include asteroids and cornets that hâve orbits that are within
or that cross near-Earth space (q < 1.3 AU). There are an estimated 5000 to 6000 kilometer-sized Mars
Crossing (q < 1.67 AU) and near-Earth objects (Bottke et al., 2002). NEO orbits are unstable for periods
longer than 10 My (Gladman et al., 2000) years thus requiring resupply from various sources throughout
the Solar System (e.g., Ôpik, 1963; Wetherill, 1976, 1979; Wisdom, 1985). While the primary source
région is the Main Asteroid Belt (particularly the uq and 3:1 résonances and the outer belt; Bottke et al.,
2002), about 8% of NEOs are consistent with a cometary origin (Jupiter Family Comets) based on both
dynamical and physical criteria: their orbits, albedos, and spectra (DeMeo and Binzel, 2008).

Some NEOs require less propulsion (and therefore lower cost) to encounter by spacecraft than the
moon, making them idéal mission targets. Indeed, numerous National Aeronautics and Space Admin

istration (NASA), European Space Agency (ESA) and Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA)
missions hâve been dedicated to exploring NEOs and Mars Crossers (or hâve passed by en route to more
distant targets), including NEAR, Hyabusa, Deep Space and several proposed missions.

In 1998, NASA was given the objective to discover 90% of ail NEOs with a diameter greater than
1 km by 2008. One kilometer is the approximate size of a body that could cause global disaster if it

struck the Earth. More recently the objective was expanded to discover 90% of ail asteroids greater than

15



CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND
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Figure 1.1: Left: Typical orbits for Amor, Apollo, and Aten asteroids (Figure Source). Right: Discovery
rates for NEOs from 1980 to the présent. While it appears that most of the largest NEOs hâve already

been discovered, since 1998 the rate of discovery of the smaller bodies been very high. This rate will

likely be increased further when Pan-STARRS becomes fully operational in 2012. (Source: NASA)

140 meters in diameter by 2020. While these objects would likely not cause global disaster, they would

certainly cause significant local destruction. There are 6792 known NEOs, 803 of which are greater than
1 kilometer (Source: NASA. Feb. 22. 2010). Figure 1.1 shows the rate of discovery of NEOs from 1980

to the présent.

NEOs are subdivided into several dynamical categories. Figure 1.1 displays a typical orbit for these

objects.

• Amors: Objects that satisfy 1.017 < q < 1.3 AU, where q is the perihelion. These objects approach
Earth’s orbit but do not cross it.

• Apollos: Objects that satisfy a > 1 AU and q < 1.017 AU, where a is the semi-major axis. These

objects cross Earth’s orbit.

• Atens: Objects that satisfy a < 1 AU and Q > 0.983 AU, where Q is the aphelion. These objects
cross Earth’s orbit.

• Atira: Objects that satisfy Q < 0.983 AU, meaning the orbit lies entirely inside that of Earth’s.
The class is named after the first object, (163693) Atira, discovered in 2003 (Source: NASA). Some
consider these objects part of a subclass of Atens, and hâve also been called Apoheles.

Potentially Hazardous Asteroids (PHAs): PHAs are a subset of NEOs that are flagged because
of their proximity to Earth’s orbit. An object is considered a Potentially Hazardous Asteroid (PHA), if
its Minimum Orbit Intersection Distance (MOID) with respect to Earth is less than 0.05 AU and it has a
diameter of 150 meters or greater. The size condition is satisfied by having an absolute magnitude (H) of
22.0 or less (with an assumed albedo of 0.13). There are 1103 PHAs known today (Source: NASA. Feb.
22. 2010). Continued tracking of these objects increases the accuracy of their orbits which allows us to

better quantify the likeliness of impact. These objects are important to characterize because ail objects
that hâve impacted the Earth in the past or that will in the future corne from this population. The most

“famous” of known PHAs is 99942 Apophis which will hâve a very close approach (about 6 Earth radii,
Chesley, 2005) in 2029 and could possibly impact the Earth in 2036 (1:43,000 impact probability, Source:
NASA. Sep 8. 2009). Apophis’ orbit is shown in Figure 1.2.

Trojan Asteroids: There are almost 4,000 objects in the L4 (2,483 objects) and L5 (1,430 objects)
Lagrange points of Jupiter’s orbit (Source: Minor Planet Center, .Tan. 13, 2010). Jewitt et al. (2000)
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Figure 1.2: Shown here is the orbit of the inner planets and PHA (99942) Apophis. Its orbit closely
intersects that of the Earth on April 13, 2029, making it an important object for continued tracking and

a great mission target during close approach. (Source: NASA)

estimate that the number of L4 Jupiter Trojans with radius greater than 1 km is estimated to be around
l.GxlO5, which is on the order of the estimated population of the Main Belt. Several Mars and Neptune
Trojans hâve also been discovered.

1.1.5 Centaurs and TNOs

Centaurs: Centaurs are icy bodies in orbit between Jupiter and Neptune. There are 256 known Cen

taurs (including Scattered Disk Objects) as of May 16, 2010 (Source: Miner Planet Center). Diameters
hâve been derived for over 20 Centaurs, ranging from tens to hundreds of kilometers (Stansberry et al.,
2008), although this samples the brightest and therefore mostly likely the largest of the population. Their
orbits are not stable over long time periods and are thus thought to hâve originated in the transneptunian

région. (2060) Chiron was the first discovered Centaur in 1977, and it was later learned to hâve cometary
activity and renamed 95P/Chiron. Most Centaurs, however, hâve been discovered within the past decade.
The unique property of the Centaur population is its color bimodality. Their B-R colors divide into gray

and red groups with 99.5% confidence (Tegler et al., 2008). The gray Centaurs also hâve a lower mean
albedo than the red ones, although dynamically, no différences in their orbits hâve been found (Tegler
et al., 2008).

TNOs: TNOs axe objects that résidé in and past the Kuiper Belt past Neptune’s orbit. The Kuiper

belt (see Fig. 1.3) lies roughly between 30 and 55 AU. There are 1130 (as of May 16, 2010) known TNOs
including Pluto (which is also a dwarf planet) and excluding Centaurs (Source: Minor Planet Center).
Figure 1.3 shows the eight largest known TNOs. The current mass of the Kuiper Belt is estimated to
be between 0.01 to 0.1 of Eaxth’s mass (Bernstein et al., 2004; Gladman et al., 2001), and is only 0.1%
of the original mass of the Kuiper Belt (Morbidelli et al., 2008, and references therein). Diameters of
measured TNOs range from hundreds to thousands of kilometers (Stansberry et al., 2008). The discovery
of a serendipitous stellar occultation of a ~500-meter body at 45 AU arnong archivai data supports the

current belief that there is a déficit of sub-kilometer TNOs (Schlichting et al., 2009).
Dynamical classifications summarized below are described in detail by Gladman et al. (2008). Fig

ure 1.4 is a plot of the dynamical régions of these classes from Gladman et al. (2008).

• Résonant: Résonant objects are in mean motion résonances with Neptune, meaning they complété

a fixed number of orbits per orbit of Neptune. The 3:2 résonance is the most populous, and

includes Pluto. These objects complété three orbits for every two Neptune orbits. Other prominent

résonances include 5:3, 7:4, 2:1, and 5:2.
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Figure 1.3: Left: An artists depiction of the eight largest known TNOs and their satellites relative to

tke Earth (modified from: Hubble Website). Right: An artists depiction of the Kuiper Belt, with the
the orbits of Pluto and the giant planets marked (Source: J. Schombert).

• Scattered Disk Objects: These objects are in unstable orbits. They hâve perihelions neax

Neptune and high eccentricities. Théories that would allow objects to résidé in this région include a

passing star, a rogue planet, or sweeping résonance, ail of which are discussed further in Section 1.1.5.

• Detached Objects: These objects hâve perihelia decoupled from Neptune and include objects

with large semi-major axes.

• Classical: Any object not within these outlier groups makes up part of the classical population,

whose typical members hâve relatively circular orbits and low eccentricities. The densest région of

objects is between about 42 to 48 AU. The classical objects hâve been proposed to be split into two

populations, the hot and cold populations. The cold population has an inclination of less than 5

degrees and either formed in situ or was pushed outward during the planet migration phase, whereas

the hot population has more excited orbits, with inclinations greater than 5 degrees. These bodies

were thought to hâve originally been doser to the Sun and were then perturbed by Neptune and
Uranus into their current orbits.

This distinction between the hot and cold populations is made based on both dynamical and physical

characteristics. Both Brown (2001) and Elliot et al. (2005) found evidence of two inclination distributions
among classical objects. Brown (2001) found that the sum of two Gaussians with sigma of 2.2 and 17
degrees could be fit to the inclinations of around 250 objects, while Elliot et al. (2005) found a cold
population core with a full width at half maximum of 4.6 degrees, while the hot population is more

disperse. Levison and Stern (2001) found that at low inclinations there were many smaller objects, but
there is a déficit of larger objects.

Objects in the cold, low-i population tend to be red, while the high-i population displays a large range

of colors from neutral to red (Tegler and Romanishin, 2000; Trujillo and Brown, 2002; Doressoundiram
et al, 2002; Tegler and Romanishin, 2003; Peixinho et al., 2004; Gulbis et al., 2006). Recent studies,
however, support a break in color différences nearer to 12 degrees inclination (Peixinho et al., 2008).
Further support for two populations was provided by Noll et al. (2008) who found that 29% of ail
low-inclination classical TNOs (i < 5.5 deg) are binaries, while only 9% of high-inclination objects axe
binaries.

1.2 Solar System Evolution

The Solar System today does not look like it did shortly after formation. There has been significant

mixing of material and an excitation of orbits seen in the current Main Belt. In the Kuiper Belt there

are a few main attributes of the current structure that make formation in its présent location without

significant disruption very unlikely. First, is the existence of the hot population of excited objects that

vary widely in composition. Second, is the apparent edge of the Kuiper Belt near 50 AU (Allen et al.,
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Figure 1.4: Plot of semi-major axis versus eccentricity defining régions of dynamical classes of TNOs.
The boundaries defining the classical belt, scattered disk, detached objects, and Centaurs are shown as

well as well as the major résonances with Neptune (Source: (Gladman et al., 2008))

2001), after wliich the flux of objects within the limits of discovery drop rapidly, as opposed to a smooth,

constant dropoff in flux. Third, is the total mass of the current Kuiper Belt is much smaller (0.1%) than
the expected initial mass. In most models, explained below, the Kuiper Belt was originally much more

massive, denser, and doser to the Sun (with an outer edge at approximately 30 AU) than in its présent
State (Morbidelli et al., 2008).

The most prominent model, the Nice model, includes migration of the giant planets from their original
locations in the early Solar System, and is capable of explaining much of the structure of both the Main

Belt and the Kuiper Belt. The rogue planet and companion or passing star théories could also bring
about the structure of the Kuiper Belt.

In this section we briefly describe the formation of the Solar System and the bodies contained within

it. We then summarize the main théories that explain the évolution of the Solar System. Also presented

within this section is a period affecting the inner Solar System known as the Late Heavy Bombardment,
a violent period where a spike in the flux of impactors caused significant cratering of bodies in the inner
Solar System.

1.2.1 Solar System Formation

The Nebula Theory was first proposed in the 1700s, and has been improved (known as the Solar Nebula

Disk Model, see Weidenschilling, 2000; Kenvon and Brornley, 2006, for reviews) over time as we’ve learned
more about our own neighborhood and other star Systems. The Solar System began as a large nebula (a
molecular gas and dust cloud) which eventually accumulated sufficient mass and density for gravitational
collapse, this event is expected to be typically triggered by random turbulences which locally increase the
density within the cloud. The gas and dust cloud condensed to form a central mass and a flat dust disk,

a protoplanetary disk, that surrounded it. The rate of rotation of the disk and central mass increased as

it collapsed, conserving angular momentum. The central mass continued to gain mass and a protosun is

formed; when enough mass accumulated for fusion to occur it became the Sun. At this point a strong
température gradient across the disk dictated the distance at which certain materials condensed. The

inner disk was too hot for water and more volatile species to form, so it was dominated by rocky material,
while the outer disk had a mixture of rocky material and ices.
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Within the protoplanetary disk, small, micron-size dust grains collided at velocities low enough be-

cause of the gas drag to coalesce to form bodies up to a kilometer in size (although the sticking mechanism
for centimeter to kilometer size planetesimals is not well-constrained, Weidenschilling and Cuzzi, 1993).
At kilometer sizes, gravity becomes the dominant force during this “runaway growth” stage, and gravi-
tational focusing caused kilometer-size bodies to accrete nmch faster than smaller planetesimals. During

oligarchie growth these bodies cleared their orbits of smaller bodies and débris. Many of these large
bodies collided and merged or ejected other bodies and eventually grew to planetary sizes.

The planetary formation process occurred over a very short time period (< 10 My) (Yin et al., 2002)
because at this point strong solar winds begin to clear the residual dust from the Solar System, leaving
the minor bodies and planets with a paucity of new material to accumulate. At this point destructive

collisions become a more significant factor in shaping the Solar System.

Figure 1.5: A simple scheme of Solar System formation. (1) The Solar System starts as a molecular gas
and dust cloud, (2) collapses into a flattened disk with a central mass, (3) small planetesimals form, (4)
larger planetesimals then dominate the accretion process and the Sun forms as fusion begins, (5) finally
dust is cleared halting planetesimal formation, collisions combine and eject material leaving the 8 planets

a Main Belt, Kuiper Belt, and Oort Cloud (Figure Source).

1.2.2 Planet Migration: The Nice Model

In the Nice Model, a model of Solar System évolution created primarily by a group of researchers in Nice,

Flrance, Jupiter is originally further from the Sun than its current location, and Satura, Uranus, and

Neptune are doser to the Sun. The Kuiper Belt is also originally rnuch doser to the Sun, with its outer
edge around 30 AU (Tsiganis et al., 2005). Over time, Jupiter would move inward as Satura, Uranus,
and Neptune would migrate outward. As Neptune’s orbit crept further from the Sun, it would “drag”
the bodies in 3:2 rnean motion résonance with it, pushing them outward and preserving the résonance.

The resuit of this outward motion is shown in Figure 1.6.

The first to suggest the idea of planet migration was Fernandez and Ip (1984). The idea that Pluto’s
orbit could be explained by planet migration and how that migration would affect the structure of the

Kuiper Belt was first presented by Malhotra (1993) and Malhotra (1995). With the help of increased
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Figure 1.6: The primordial Solar System was thought to be much more compact than its current structure.

As Satura, Uranus, and Neptune migrated outward, the smaller bodies past Neptune were pushed outward

expanding the Kuiper Belt to its current location. (Source: Gomes, 2003a)

computing capabilities which allowed solving more complicated numerical intégrations, exploration of

planet migration was further expanded by Gomes (2003b) and Gomes et al. (2004). Gomes (2003b)
introduced objets with mass into the planet migration models and showed that as Neptune moves outward

it pushes the belt outward, and also scatters many objects in the process to create the hot population.

This scattering is inefficient, with only 0.1% of the original scattered bodies surviving in the Kuiper Belt

today (Gomes, 2003b). A simple diagram of the motion of the outer planets and the effect it had on the
smaller bodies is shown in Figure 1.7.

Some problems in the work of Gomes (2003b) and Gomes et al. (2004) include the too small eccentric-
ities and positions of the giant planets: Neptune would not proceed past the 1:2 résonance with Uranus

(Gomes, 2009). In the Nice Model, after about 600 My Jupiter and Satura cross their 1:2 résonance which
maintains their high eccentricities, which are later dampened by dynamical friction (Tsiganis et al., 2005;
Gomes, 2009). This Crossing can also create a Jupiter Trojan population although any objects originally
in the Trojan régions would be kicked out (Morbidelli et al., 2005; Gomes, 2009). The model has become
increasingly refined and can explain many of the intricacies of the structure of the Solar System, such as

the detail of the Kuiper Belt (Levison et al., 2008) and the existence of the Late Heavy Bombardment
(Gomes et al., 2005; Morbidelli et ah, 2009b). Gomes et al. (2005) show that as Jupiter and Satura cross
the 1:2 résonance and their orbits change the u6 résonance is displaced. As it sweeps across the Main Belt

it ejects many bodies into the inner Solar System. They predict that this instability in the inner Solar

System occurred around 3.9 Gy, consistent with current evidence for the Late Heavy Bombardment (see
Section 1.2.4).

1.2.3 Passing Star, Companion Star, and Rogue Planet Théories

Ida et al. (2000) proposed that a star passing by the Solar System could create the sharp cutoff in the
Kuiper Belt past 50 AU. This suggests that the Solar System was formed in a relatively dense région of
stars, and that a star passed within 80 - 200 AU of the Sun after the first 100 My after planetesimal

accretion. For this theory to be valid, the timing for the passage is particularly sensitive because a late

passage would destroy the 3:2 résonance of objects with Neptune (Gladman et al., 2001; Morbidelli and
Brown, 2004). Weaknesses in the theory described in Gomes (2009) include its inability to explain the
presence of the hot and cold populations and the déficit of detached objects compared to what would be

expected in this scénario.
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Figure 1.7: In the model by Gomes (2003b), as Jupiter moved inward and the three other giant planets
moved outward, most small bodies in the région were ejected from the Solar System. Some bodies that

were scattered by Neptune, however, were excited into orbits that are expected to now make up the “hot”

population. (Source: Morbidelli and Levison, 2003)

Similarly, the existence of a companion star to the Sun has been proposed by many authors (e.g.,
Murray and Dermott, 1999; Collander-Brown et al., 2000; Matese et al., 2005; Gomes et al., 2006). This
companion could be up to hundreds of Earth masses at a distance of 104 to 106 AU. The latter two
models demonstrate that this companion star could create detached objects, such as Sedna.

Another theory States that a Mars-sized planet could hâve helped shape the Kuiper Belt. The edge of

the Kuiper Belt could hâve been created by a Mars-sized object at 60 AU, which was proposed by Brunini

and Melita (2002). A similar theory by Lykawka and Mukai (2008) stated that a Mars-sized object could
hâve been scattered by Neptune, which would then shape the outer edge of the belt. However, a wide-field

survey searching 12000 deg2 up to a Magnitude of 21 that was sensitive to Mars-size objects out to ~300
AU and Jupiter-size objects to ~1000 AU did not detect any bodies (Schwamb et al., 2009).

1.2.4 The Late Heavy Bombardment

On the Moon, the Nectarian and early-Imbrium basins were formed around 3.8 to 4.1 billion years ago.

Additionally, nearly ail lunar impact melt breccia samples hâve âges between 3.8 and 4.0 Gy old (e.g.,
Cohen et al., 2000; Norman et al., 2006). During this time it is suspected that a spike in impacts occurred
throughout the inner Solar System, potentially caused by orbital excitation due to sweeping résonances

in the Main Belt resulting from planet migration. Evidence for the Late Heavy Bombardment (LHB) has
also been suggested for Mercury, Mars, and Earth.

It has also been argued that the LHB was simply the end of a monotonically decreasing flux of impacts
from 4.5 to 4.0 Ga. They purport that the sample of lunar impact melts is liighly biased and that we find

no material older than 4.0 because the younger impacts erased the underlying older ones (Chapman et al.,
2007). Models of the young small body population, though limited, show that the declining bombardment
scénario is extremely unlikely (Bottke et al., 2007).

1.2.5 Effects currently shaping the Solar System

The four processes predominantly shaping the current structure of the Solar System are gravity, collisions,
and the Yarkovsky and YORP effects.

• Gravity is the most important force shaping our Solar System. It was responsible for forming the
minor bodies and planets through accretion, and acts as the “glue” keeping them in their solid form.
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It is the force keeping ail bodies in orbit around the Sun and maintains the distribution présent in

the Solar System. Gravitional interactions are also responsible for displacing much of the mass in

the original asteroid belt and Transneptunian population.

• Collisions link the original asteroid and Kuiper belts to the current one. Asteroids are thought to

hâve originally accreted to very large sizes, from ~100 to 1000 kilometers in diameter (Johansen
et al, 2007; Cuzzi et al., 2008; Morbidelli et al., 2009a). Throughout the âge of the Solar System,
most bodies collided creating smaller fragments which eventually resulted in the current size distri
bution. Collisions affect the surfaces of ail bodies in the Solar System, evidenced by the existence

of impact craters on ail bodies, even ones with young surfaces such as the Earth.

• The Yarkovsky EfFect is a thermal radiation force that changes the semi-major axis of a small

body’s orbit. The force can cause small asteroids to migrate over time into résonances which even

tually excite their orbits into Mars-crossing or near-Earth orbits, thus resupplying these unstable

populations. It is also responsible for the graduai dispersion of asteroid collisional families in orbital
element space over time. The Yarkovsky and YORP effects are discussed in Bottke et al. (2006).

Diurnal EfFect: Sunlight reaching the asteroid on the “day” side is absorbed, heating the

surface, and is later reradiated as thermal energy in a different direction (the “night” side), after
the body has already rotated. As the photons are radiated from the surface they take angular

momentum with them, causing an uneven push to the object. For prograde rotators this pushes

the body outward, increasing the semi-major axis, and the opposite is true for rétrogradé rotators.

This effect is more important for larger bodies (100 m < D < 40 km)

Seasonal EfFect: Throughout an asteroids orbit, the “night” side that radiâtes more energy

than the “day” side faces the direction of the orbital motion. The radiation emitted acts as a

breaking force, slowing the motion and causing the body to drift inward (lowering the semi-major
axis). This effect is more important for smaller bodies ( 1 m < D < 100 m)

• YORP: The Yarkovsky-O’Keefe-Radzievskii-Paddack (YORP) effect, similar to Yarkovsky, is
driven by reflection and re-emission of sunlight. YORP Controls the asteroid spin vector, rota
tion rate, and the rate of Yarkovsky drift. It is driven by the asymmetric shape of the body that

créâtes a “windmill” effect. It is particularly effective for objects with diameters less than ~10 km

over 108 years and faster for smaller bodies (Rubincam, 2000).

Figure 1.8: Left: Diagram of Yarkovsky effect. Asteroid surfaces are lieated preferentially on the areas
facing the Sun. As they rotate thermal radiation is emitted in a different direction causing the asteroid
to change its orbit slowly over time. (Source: Binzel, 2003) Right: Diagram of YORP effect. Sunlight
hits the uneven surface of an asteroid causing a torque which changes the spin vector and rotation rate.

(Source: Bottke, 2007)
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1.3 The surfaces of small bodies

1.3.1 Composition

Inner Solar System: The composition of bodies throughout the Solar System varies roughly according

to their distance from the Sun. Température plays a large rôle in the compositional gradient throughout

the Solar System. Particularly, bodies within the “ice line” cannot retain frozen volatile material. The
ice line is the distance from the Sun at which H2O freezes to its solid form. In the présent Solar System

the line is located in the main asteroid belt at about 2.7 AU, although it was originally presumed to be

near 5 AU earlier in time (Kennedy and Kenyon, 2008).
An asteroid’s composition is primarily determined through spectroscopic observations, explained fur-

ther in Section 2.1. Asteroids are classified into different taxonomie categories that are expected to

roughly correlate with surface composition. Taxonomy evolves as technology improves and the resolution

and wavelength range of the data increases. A brief introduction to previous classification Systems and a
présentation of the most recent taxonomy, part of this thesis, is detailed in Chapter 4.

Asteroids located in the inner Solar System are primarily comprised of silicates, which are minerais

that contain the component SiCU. The objects in the inner part of the Main Belt are considered more

altered, and the outer belt more primitive, however, radial mixing perhaps caused by sweeping résonances
hâve blurred boundaxies.

The three very broad categories that describe asteroids are: primitive, partially melted, and differen-

tiated. Primitive material include C-, X- (although only a subset of X-types, the low albedo P-types), T-
and D- types and are mainly made of silicates, carbon, and organics and some are similar to CI and CM

meteorites. Partially melted, or at least thermally altered, include the S-complex asteroids and are made

primarily of olivine, pyroxene and métal. Their meteorite-analoges are ordinary chondrites and other

chondrites. Remuants of disrupted differentiated bodies include basaltic V-types, nearly-pure olivine

A-types, and metallic bodies (some M-types), that represent pièces of the crust, mantle, and core.
Much of what we know about the composition of asteroids corne from the samples we hâve on Earth:

meteorites. For meteorites, in depth compositional analyses in laboratories can be performed with much

higher signal-to-noise ratios than can be achieved through telescope observations. Meteorites are charac-

terized as being either “falls” or “finds”, meaning it was either discovered as it fell to the ground, or that

it was found on the surface presumably long after it arrived. There is an inhérent bias in the sample of

“finds” because many meteorites are indistinguishable from ordinary earth rocks, while others, such as

iron meteorites, are easily détectable.

Meteorites are broken up into three main classes: stones, stony-irons, and irons. Stones, which make

up the large majority of meteorites in our sample, include chondrites (ordinary and carbonaceous), and
achondrites. Chondrites are defined by having small grains, or chondrules, that accreted within the

asteroid during formation and hâve remained intact throughout the life of the body. Ordinary chondrites

are separated into H, L, and LL classes depending on their iron content (high, low, and very low).
Carbonaceous chondrites are divided among classes CI, CM, CV, CR, CO, CK, CH, and CB depending

on their composition and hâve additional notations according to the amount of aqueous and thermal

alteration they hâve undergone. Stony-irons are partially differentiated material and include pallasites
and mesosiderites.

Linking meteorites to their asteroid analogues is fundamental to our understanding of asteroid com

position. The clearest connection is between the HED meteorites and Vesta (McCord and Johnson, 1970;
Consulmagno and Drake, 1977), reviewed in Drake (2001). Binzel and Xu (1993) discovered small aster
oids in Vesta’s vicinity of similar composition that created a trail to the 3:1 résonance, which is capable

of transporting material into near-Earth space (Wisdom, 1985), thus strengthening the case that Vesta
is the HED parent body. Many other asteroid-meteorite links hâve been suggested based on spectral

similarity, although no firm conclusions can be reached without more clear minéralogie evidence. These
comparisons include olivine-rich A-types to Bracchinites or R-chondrites, subtly featured, low albedo

C-types to Carbonaceous Chondrites, K-types to CO and CV chondrites, red D- and T- types to the only

sample resembling them, Tagish Lake, and olivine and pyroxene S-types to ordinary chondrites (Burbine,
2000; Burbine et al., 2001; Hiroi et al., 2001; Sunshine et al., 2007; Clark et al., 2009).

Spectral discrepancies between the most common fall, ordinary chondrites, and the most common

near-Earth asteroid type, S-type, suggest that some process is affecting the surfaces of asteroids and
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altering the spectra. This process, called space weathering, is discussed further in section 1.3.2. Most

ordinary chondrites are delivered to Earth via the u6 résonance, although 3:1 résonance is also a prefer-

ential source for H chondrites (Thomas and Binzel, 2010). Curiously, the composition (specifically the
percent divine versus pyroxene) of the most common meteorites, H and L chondrites, do not match
the most common near-Earth asteroids which hâve compositions équivalent to LL chondrites (Vernazza
et al., 2008). Asteroid 2008 TC3 was observed just days before it fell to the Earth and was recovered as
meteorite Almahata Sitta (Jenniskens et al., 2009). This event provided an extraordinary opportunity to
compare telescopic observations to laboratory measurements, and was the first occasion since the return

of lunar samples décades ago.

Outer Solar System: TNOs are located beyond 30 AU from the Sun and therefore hâve much lower

températures than asteroids. Their surfaces are dominated by ice and dark materials such as carbon,

and most hâve low albedos, typically from 3 to 10% (Stansberry et al., 2008). In the visible and near-
infrared wavelengths, Trans-Neptunian Object (TNO) spectra range from featureless to dominated by
ice signatures.

The featureless spectra differ widely in slope from nearly neutral to very highly sloped. TNOs and
Centaurs hâve the highest spectral slopes in the visible wavelength range of ail bodies in the Solar System.

One hypothesis is that the increased redness, such as that seen in outer belt D-type asteroids, is due to

organic material (Gradie and Veverka, 1980; Vilas and Smith, 1985), although it has also been proposed
that the réflectance properties of ice may contribute to the uniquely high slopes of TNOs that are not

seen elsewhere in the Solar System (Grundy, 2009).
Many TNO spectra hâve distinct signatures of H2O ice at 1.5 and 2.0 microns (Barkume et al.,

2008; Guilbert et al., 2009a). H20 ice can be in crystalline or amorphous form and they are easily
distinguishable by the additional feature at 1.65 microns for crystalline ice. Crystalline H20 ice was
originally expected to be amorphized by space weathering processes over time scales shorter than the

âge of the Solar System (Kouchi and Kuroda, 1990). Recent experiments, however, hâve shown that
when crystalline water ice is irradiated, the 1.65-/im band strength decreases when irradiated, but is still

présent, and that thermal recrystallization is the dominant process at températures greater than about

40K (Mastrapa et al., 2006; Zheng et al., 2008). There is one set of TNOs ail closely linked in dynamical
space that hâve very unique spectra with very strong solid H20 bands; these objects are ail part of the

Haumea family that is believed to hâve been created by a collision with Haumea over a billion year ago

(Brown et al., 2007b; Ragozzine and Brown, 2007).
Only the largest TNOs are massive enough to hâve retained their volatiles throughout their lifetime.

Figure 1.10 shows the loss of volatiles due to Jean’s escape on bodies throughout the outer Solar System

based on size and température. Levi and Podolak (2009) perform a similar calculation, but they include
the effects of hydrodynamic escape. Methane has been detected on the surfaces of Pluto, Triton, (136199)
Eris (Brown et al., 2005b), (136472) Makemake (Licandro et al., 2006b), (90377) Sedna (Barucci et al.,
2005a), and (50000) Quaoar (Schaller and Brown, 2007a; Dalle Ore et al., 2009). Triton is the largest
moon of Neptune, but due to its composition and rétrogradé orbit it is believed to be a captured TNO

(McCord, 1966; McKinnon, 1984; Agnor and Hamilton, 2006). Nitrogen is présent on the surfaces of
Pluto, Triton, Eris, and Makemake; CO has been found on Pluto and Triton, with H20 and C02 ices

being présent on Triton as well. An analysis of the surfaces of Pluto and Triton is presented in Chapter 7.

Only two objects hâve been discovered to hâve methanol: (5145) Pholus (Cruikshank et al., 1998) and
(55638) 2002 VE5 (Barucci et al., 2006). NH3 is présent on Pluto’s satellite Charon (Buie and Grundy,
2000; Brown and Calvin, 2000) and is suspected on (90482) Orcus (de Bergh et al., 2005; Barucci et al.,
2008b). Figure 1.9 shows the spectra of some of the bodies rich in either crystalline H20 or methane.

1.3.2 Surface Evolution

There are many processes that can cause physical and Chemical changes on the surfaces of small bodies.

These include collisions, aqueous alteration, thermal alteration, and space weathering. Evidence of aque-

ous alteration, caused by water interacting with anhydrous rock, is often detected on low albedo asteroids

seen as a weak feature at 0.7 \im (Vilas and Gaffey, 1989). Bodies that résidé in the inner solar System or
that hâve highly elliptic orbits expérience thermal effects due to high températures or large température
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Figure 1.9: Left: Spectra of a sample of water-rich TNOs and Pluto’s moon Charon. These large minor
bodies display the distinct wide absorption bands of water ice at 1.5 and 2 /xm as well as at 1.65 /xm

indicative of the crystalline form of ice. Ail data are from the Large Program except for Haumea which

is from Pinilla-Alonso et al. (2009). There is a large variation in the depths of water absorption bands
among TNOs, and water is found in both the crystalline and amorphous form. The strongest bands are

seen among the Haumea family. Right: Spectra of methane-rich large TNOs, Pluto, Eris, Makemake,

and Neptune’s largest satellite Triton. These are the largest of TNOs, dwarf planets in fact, and hâve

retained their volatile species throughout their lifetime. The différences between the spectra indicate

different compositions and grain sizes. Ail data are from the Large Program except for Makemake which

is from Barkume et al. (2008).

variation throughout their orbits. Cornets show the most drastic changes due to température différences:

sublimation of large amounts of volatiles creating a coma and a tail. Finally, the processes that change

the spectrum of airless bodies (bodies with no atmosphère to shield the surface from the space environ
ment) over time are referred to collectively as “space weathering.” These effects include bombardment by
micrometeorites, solar wind ions, and cosmic ions. The strength of these processes dépend on porosity,

grain size, composition, and the amount of time a surface has been exposed to space. Also, as distance

from the Sun increases the importance of solar wind decreases and of cosmic rays increases. A simple

cartoon, Figure 1.11, illustrâtes space weathering processes acting on the surface of an airless body. Our

understanding of and evidence for space weathering is detailed throughout the rest of the section.

Space weathering on the Moon: With the return of Apollo lunar samples, lunar regolith could

be compared to fresh lunar rock pulvarized in the laboratory. They were found to hâve differing spectral

signatures, the lunar soil being darker and redder than the fresh sample (McCord and Johnson, 1970;
McCord and Adams, 1973). Originally, it was proposed that the darkening and reddening of the spectrum
seen in lunar soils was caused by the création of dark glass agglutinâtes by meteoritic bombardment of

the lunar regolith (Conel and Nash, 1970; Adams and McCord, 1971a,b). Because this glass formation
was spécifie to the Moon, it was not expected to affect the surfaces of asteroids.

Through continued experiments, reviewed in Pieters et al. (2000) and Hapke (2001), it was found
that these spectral effects were caused not by the glass, but instead by the production of nanophase iron

particles (npFe0, also referred to as submicroscopic metallic iron, or SMFe, because the particles typically
range from tens to hundreds of nanometers in size; Hapke, 2001). FeO réduction in minerais is caused
by vapor déposition and irradiation effects from micrometeorite bombardment and solar wind sputtering

(Pieters et al., 2000; Hapke, 2001).

Space weathering on asteroids: Ordinary chondrites make up about 80% of ail meteorite falls.
One would expect that majority of Earth-crossing asteroids would hâve similar spectra. On the contrary,

Q-type asteroids, the type most spectrally similar to ordinary chondrites, are a minority among NEOs.

Not a single Q-type asteroid has yet been indisputably discovered in the Main Belt. Thus many questions
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Figure 1.10: Minimum volatile loss in the outer Solar System as a function of température and radius.

The lines show the températures as a function of radius at which the initial inventories of CH4, N2, and

CO must be lost over the âge of the Solax System. (Source and text: Schaller and Brown, 2007b)

arise: is there a delivery bias? Is there a size bias, that only smaller asteroids are ordinary chondrite-like

(NEOs can be observed down to smaller sizes than the Main-Belt asteroids because they are doser to
Earth and thus brighter)?

One of the most common spectral types among both Main-Belt asteroids and NEOs is the S-type.
While similar to the ordinary chondrite spectrum, it is significantly redder and its bands are weaker.

Could these asteroids be “disguised” ordinary chondrites? Furthermore, Binzel et al. (2004) show for
S-type NEOs that as size decreases (from 5 to 0.1 km) the average spectral slope of the objects decrease.
Binzel et al. (2004) suggest this trend is either due to a différence in particle size on the surface, or to
the âge, since smaller asteroids hâve shorter collisional lifetimes.

Vernazza et al. (2008) measured the spectral signatures of very young families in the Alain Belt and
found that they had already been reddened. They prove that this reddening process must occur over

very short time scales, less than one million years, implying that any fresh Q-type surface observed in

the Solax System must hâve been rejuvenated very recently.

Evidence for space weathering has been seen by in situ observations of near-Earth asteroids (for a
review see Clark et al., 2002). Asteroid 433 Eros was visited by the NEAR Shoemaker spacecraft and
images and spectra of the wall of crater Psyché show that dark regolith appears to move downslope

and brighter material is then exposed (Veverka et al., 1999; Alurchie et al., 2002). On asteroid Itokawa,
visited by the Hyabusa spacecraft, the brighter fresher régions are also seen at inclined areas of the Little

Woomera région (Saito et al., 2006).

Laboratory simulations of space weathering: Recent laboratory experiments hâve made signifi-

cant process toward understanding the effects space weathering could hâve on the surface of an asteroid.

Laboratory simulation of solar wind and cosmic ion can be achieved by keV-AleV ion irradiation. Ali-

crometeorite bombardment can be simulated by impacting meteorites with quartz micro-spheres.

Simulation of micrometeroid and cosmic ray impacts was achieved through nanopulse lasers on divines

and pyroxenes (e.g., Sasaki et al., 2001; Brunetto et al., 2006b)). They showed that laser ablation caused
lowering of the albedo, dampening of absorption bands, and reddening of slope, ail effects that could ex-
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Figure 1.11: This diagram shows the types of processes, including micrometeorite bombardment, solar
wind ions, and cosmic ions, that affect the surface of airless bodies. Only the exposed part of the topmost

grains are affected. Heavier ions from the Sun such as argon are significant contributors to weathering.
In the inner Solax System solar wind is a more important factor than cosmic rays, although farther out in

the Solar System, the relative effects of cosmic rays are expected to be more considérable. The different
black and white colors represent grains of different compositions. The effect of space weathering is best

understood on silicates, for which the grains are darkened and reddened.

plain the transition from “fresh” ordinary chondrite meteorite material to the observed asteroid spectra.
It lias also been demonstrated that pyroxene is less sensitive to the effects of space weathering than divine

(Hiroi et al., 1999; Hiroi and Sasaki, 2001). Figure 1.12 présent the spectra of olivine and orthopyroxene
before and after irradiation in a laboratory by nanopulse lasers.

Space weathering in the outer Solar System: Although there is a much lower flux of solar

ions at greater distances, space weathering effects are not isolated to the inner Solar System. Labora
tory experiments hâve been performed on ices such as methane (CH4), methanol (CH3OH) and benzene
(CeHg) (Brunetto et al., 2006a). They show that an organic refractory residue forms which darkens and
reddens the spectra. When red material such as asphaltite and kerite is irradiated, however, the visible
spectrum tends to become more neutral (Moroz et al., 2004). Crystalline H2O ice is amorphized and NH3
is destroyed by irradiation (Kouchi and Kuroda, 1990; Mastrapa et al., 2006; Strazzulla and Palumbo,
1998; Cooper et al., 2003). Significant work remains to be realized to advance our understanding of the
effects of space weathering in the distant régions of the Solar System.

Surface freshening: While space weathering âges a surface, there are processes which rejuvenate

and “freshen” it by shifting regolith, thus surfacing unaltered material just below the top layer. Impacts,
if large enough, can cause seismic activity that mobilizes regolith (Richardson et al., 2005). Additionally,
YORP (see Section 1.2.5) spin-up is thought to be significant for NEOs, because the uneven radiation
distributed throughout the surface increases the rotation rate of the body. Achieving thus fast rotation
rates could disturb the regolith layer, and perhaps even cause small grains to escape the surface of these

low-gravity bodies (Walsh et al., 2008). Another mechanism occurs when asteroids pass close to a planet
and expérience large gravitational (tidal) forces that cause “shaking” which surfaces fresher material from
just below. A study has shown (Binzel et al., 2010) that there is statistical significance to the freshness
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Figure 1.12: Laboratory experiments simulating space weathering through nanophase puises. Left:

Olivine before and after specified irradiation doses by Sasaki et al. (2001). After irradiation the réflectance
in the visible régime is significantly decreased causing an apparent reddening of the spectrum and decrease

in absorption. Right: Orthopyroxene before and after irradiation by Brunetto et al. (2006b). As for
olivine the réflectance at shorter wavelengtlis is decreased at shorter wavelengths althougli the effect is

not as pronounced for pyroxene as for olivine.

of an NEOs surface and the value of its Earth Minimum Orbit Intersection Distance (MOID), the closest
distance a body should pass by a certain planet by integrating the orbit back a specified number of years.
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Chapter 2

Observational Data

Observations from Earth can provide important information about small

bodies, and at a much lower cost than in-situ spacecraft missions. In

formation such as rotational period, size, shape, density, albedo, and

composition can be determined. In this chapter I overview the main

observational techniques used for the analysis in this work which include

photometry and spectroscopy, describe the télescopes and instruments

used to conduct this research, and explain the process of reducing the

data to its final, analyzable form. Finally, I describe to the two principal

observing programs I hâve been involved in during this thesis.
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2.1 Methods of investigating surface composition

Photometry and Spectroscopy are the primary techniques used to détermine the composition of a body’s

surface. By looking at the changes in réflectance over wavelength, absorption features can be identified

that indicate the presence of a material that absorbs light at that particular wavelength. For this work,
observations were carried out in the visible and near-infrared from 0.45 to 2.45 microns.

When studying small bodies one is typically interested in the relative réflectance, that is, the ré
flectance off the surface of the body with respect to the réflectance of the Sun. Since these small bodies

don’t émit any light at these wavelengths, ail light measured from its surface is reflected sunlight. To find

the relative réflectance we divide the asteroid spectrum by the solar spectrum. Asteroids are only ob
servable at night, meaning near-simultaneous measurements of the Sun and target body axe not possible.

A solar-like star (e.g., Landolt, 1992; Persson et al., 1998) is observed instead.
A second and important reason for measuring a standard star is to correct for absorptions due to the

Earth’s atmosphère. Atmospheric transmission dépends on the wavelength as well as the atmospheric

conditions (température, cloudiness, wind). The régions in the visible and near-infrared that are partic-
ularly opaque are 1.4-1.5 microns and 1.8-2.0 microns. See Figure 2.1 for the atmospheric transmission

in the visible and near-infrared wavelength région. Because of the effects of the atmosphère, observations

with télescopes in space, such as the Hubble and Spitzer télescopes, axe particularly valuable.

Wavelength

100 [_im

100

Ultra-Violet Visible Near-infrared Mid-lnfrared Far-lnfrared

Figuxe 2.1: Plot representing Earth’s atmospheric absorption as a function of wavelength. Interpreting
data in régions of strong telluric absorption is difflcult and must involve very careful corrections. This

plot is reproduced and translated from Carry (2009).

It was previously mentioned that ail light measured from a small body is reflected sunlight, however,

some NEOs pass so close to the Sun that they are extremely hot and émit thermal radiation even in

the near-infrared with a spike in réflectance beginning around 2.3-2.4 microns. Measurements of this

“thermal tail” can provide constraints on the surface albedo (Lebofsky et al., 1986; Rivkin et al., 2005).
The darker the body, the more light is absorbed at a particular distance from the Sun, and therefore the

warmer the body becomes and the more thermal energy it emits.

2.1.1 Photometry

Photometry is an observational imagery technique that measures the flux of incoming light from an

object. The total flux in a spécifie band-filter is measured and is converted into a magnitude.

Photometric measurements in a single band over a few hours are used to measure the lightcurve of

an object. By calculating the periodicity of the magnitude with time, the rotation rate of a small body

can be determined. This change in magnitude is due either to the shape irregularity of an object where

more light is reflected when more surface is exposed in the direction of measurement, or it could be due

to heterogeneity on the surface and light and dark patches are exposed during rotation.

Transits, éclipsés and occultations are observed using photometry. By measuring the change in mag
nitude, the rapidity of the change, and the length of time of the transit, constraints can be made on the

radius and magnitude of the body as well as the presence or absence of an atmosphère.
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Photometric measurements in multiple bands are used to détermine the color of an object, for example

how blue, red, or neutral it is compared to the colors of the sun. For observing dim objects, particularly

for sampling a large portion of TNOs, photometry is the preferred method as opposed to spectroscopy

because better signal-to-noise ratios can be achieved since the light is less dispersed than for spectroscopy.

2.1.2 Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy is a measure of émission or réflectance of a source. The incoming light is dispersed according

to wavelength. For non-cometary Solar System bodies, the light reflecting off the surface of the body
is divided by a spectrum of a solar-like star to détermine the réflectance relative to that of the original

light source, the Sun. If the resulting spectrum is flat, the light is reflected equally across ail measured
wavelengths. If the spectrmn has a positive slope, more light is reflected at longer wavelengths. Localized

dips in the spectrum indicate a paxticular material is absorbing light at that wavelength. Analyzing these

absorption features provides crucial information about the composition on the surfaces of these bodies.

For asteroids, signatures at 1 and 2 microns are indicative of olivine and pyroxene. For TNOs, features

at 1.5 and 2 microns are indicative of H20. A feature at 2.15 microns reveals nitrogen, and a large array

of strong absorptions in the visible and near-infrared represent methane. Reflected light pénétrâtes only
a few microns below the surface, so spectroscopy probes only the utmost surface layer. Any information

about the interior can only be inferred by density measurements.

2.2 Télescopes and Instruments

Figure 2.2: Left: The NASA InfraRed Telescope Facility at the Mauna Kea Observatory on the Big

Island in Hawaii. Right: The Very Large Telescope at the Paranal Observatory in the Atacama desert
in Chile.

2.2.1 IRTF

The NASA InfraRed Telescope Facility (IRTF) is a 3.0-meter telescope located at the Mauna Kea Ob
servatory summit of Mauna Kea, Hawaii. It is equipped with 4 instruments, SpeX, NSFCAM2, CSHELL

and MIRSI, that allow imaging, polarimetry, and low and high resolution spectroscopy in the near to mid

infrared. For the work in this thesis we use the instrument SpeX for low resolution spectroscopy. The

IRTF is an idéal size for observing MBAs down to diameters of tens of kilometers and NEOs hundreds of

meters (and even tens of meters for very close approaches). An image of the IRTF is shown in Figure 2.2.
SpeX: SpeX is a medium-resolution spectrograph and imager that opérâtes in the 0.8 - 5.5 micron

range (Rayner et al., 2003), on the 3-meter NASA IRTF located on Mauna Kea, Hawaii. SpeX can be
operated in a number of science modes which include, single prism, single order, and cross-dispersed.

The resolution ranges from 250 to 2500 depending on the mode and wavelength range. SpeX is a grating
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spectrograph; the grating is used to disperse the incoming light (the function that a prism could similarly

perforai).
Observations on the IRTF can be performed anywhere in the world provided the user has a solid

internet connection and VNC. Most IRTF observations for this work were performed remotely either at

the MIT campus in Cambridge, Massachusetts or at the Centre d’Observation à Distance en Astronomie

à Meudon (CODAM) at the Meudon Observatory in Meudon, France.

2.2.2 VLT

The European Southern Observatory (ESO) Very Large Telescope (VLT) (see Fig. 2.2) is located at the
Paranal Observatory in the Atacama desert in Chile. It is comprised of four 8.2-meter télescopes. These

four units are named Antu, Kueyen, Melipal, and Yepun. For the research presented in this work we used

the instruments Focal Reducer Spectrograph 2 (FORS2) and Infrared Spectrometer and Array Caméra
(ISAAC) on unit 1 (Antu), Focal Reducer Spectrograph 1 (FORS1) on unit 2 (Kueyen), and Spectrograph
for INtegral Field Observations in the Near Infrared (SINFONI) on unit 4 (Yepun). The results for TNOs
in this thesis corne from VLT observations performed either in visitor or service mode. While TNOs are

hundreds to thousands of kilometers in diameter, they are far from the Sun and often hâve dark surfaces.

Thus their visible magnitudes are often greater than 20 even in the most idéal conditions. The VLT and

other large télescopes axe crucial for the study of the surfaces of TNOs because spectroscopic observations

are not possible on smaller télescopes.

FORS: FORS, a visible (0.33 -1.1 fim) imager and spectrograph, is installed on both Unit 1 (FORS2)
and Unit 2 (FORS1) of the VLT. After a Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) change in 2007, FORS1 was
optimized to the blue range (less than 0.6 £un), so observations were then taken using FORS2 which is
optimized to the red range. FORS1 is equipped with two 2k x 4k E2V CCDs, while FORS2 has two
2k x 4k MIT CCDs, each with 15 fim pixels. The field of view is 6.8' x 6.8'. Photometry observations
were performed in IMA (imaging) mode and spectroscopy in LSS (long slit spectroscopy; resolution 200)
mode. The BVRI filters used for photometry are centered at 0.429 /im, 0.554 fim, 0.657 pm and 0.768

fini.

ISAAC: ISAAC (Infrared Spectrometer and Array Caméra, Moorwood et al, 1998) is an infrared
(1-5 fim) imager and spectrograph. For work presented here we use the the short wavelength arm in
imaging and low resolution spectroscopy (resolution 500) modes with the 1024 x 1024 Hawaii Rockwell
array with a pixel size of 18.5 fim. The pixel scale is 0.148”/pixel and the field of view is 2.5' x 2.5' .
For photometry, the J, H, and Ks filters were used with central wavelengths of 1.25, 1.65, and 2.16 pm,

respectively, each with widths of about 0.3 fim.

SINFONI: SINFONI (Eisenhauer et al., 2003; Bonnet et al., 2004) is a near-infrared (1.1 - 2.4 fim)
echelle spectrograph mounted on the Cassegrain focus of Unit 4 of the VLT. The spectrograph has 4

gratings, J, H, K, and H+K each with a spectral resolution of 2000, 3000, 4000, and 1500, respectively.
There are three spatial resolutions to choose from, 0.25”, 0.1” and 0.025” per image slice, which correspond

to a field-of-view of 8”x8”, 3”x3”, or 0.8”x0.8”, respectively.

The echelle grating is used for high resolution and a cross disperser is used to separate orders which
are projected on a 2D CCD array. Its field of view is split into 32 image-slitlets which reflect onto small
plane mirrors before being re-directed toward the grating. The 32 spectra are then re-imaged on a 2048

x 2048 pixel Hawaii 2RG fim near-infrared detector. A diagram of this process is shown in Figure 2.3.

SINFONI may be used with or without Adaptive Optics. The AO module of SINFONI can be fed by
an artificial sodium laser guide star (LGS) for high-order AO corrections. A natural guide star is also
required to correct for the tip-tilt motions, which are not sensed by the LGS. Figure 2.4 depicts how AO

opérâtes.

2.3 Data Réduction

Here we describe the réduction process of the observational data to its final form. We first introduce the

calibration files needed for réduction and then describe the basic process for photometry and spectroscopy.

More information on CCDs and the réduction process can be found in the book “Handbook of CCD

Astronomy” (Howell, 2006).
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Figure 2.3: Diagram demonstrating how the image field is split into separate segments, each segment is
dispersed separating the light per wavelength and finally a 3D image cube is reconstructed with the X
and Y spatial dimensions on each slice with 2048 slices which represent the spectral dimensions (each

slice represents a certain wavelength). (Source: SINFONI User Manual)
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Figure 2.4: This diagram depicts how images are corrected using AO. The left side of the diagram
shows that light is affected by the atmosphère before entering the telescope. Wavefront distortions are

measured by a real-time computer. A déformable mirror then performs low and high order corrections to
compensate. The goal of AO is to achieve diffraction-limited images. The right side of the image shows
the observed object, the resulting image uncorrected by Adaptive Optics where the three sources are not

distinguishable, and finally the AO corrected image where the three sources are resolved (Source: Carry
(2009) and SINFONI User Manual).
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2.3.1 Calibration files

• Bias: A CCD’s zero-level is a positive value. In other words, an unexposed pixel may hâve a signal.
To measure this underlying noise called the bias, an image of a zéro second exposure time is taken
to détermine this value to correct for it.

• Dark: Any material at a température above absolute zéro will be affected by thermal noise. On a

CCD, électrons can be excited and freed from the valence and are subsequently collected within the

potential well of a pixel. It is not possible to distinguish between the signal from these électrons

and that of the measured astronomical light (photons). To minimize this effect CCDs are generally
cooled to low températures.

To correct for this extra signal, an exposure is taken of similar length as the target data, however,

in this case, the dôme and shutter are closed and no light can enter. Any measurement recorded is

thus the thermal noise and this signal can be subtracted from the target data. These daxk images

can also be used to find dead or hot pixels. When dark frames are used, the CCD bias is contained

within them and separate bias corrections are not necessary. Typically, multiple dark exposures are
taken and the mean or médian is calculated to create a “master dark” file.

• Fiat: Each pixel on a detector has a slightly different efficiency. A fiat field image to correct for

this effect is usually obtained by illuminating the dôme with a light source (a projector lamp), and
taking a number of short exposures. Ideally, each pixel should be uniformly illuminated, however,

this is never the case. To flatten the response of each pixel, removing the variation among pixels,

the target data is divided by a fiat field image. As for dark frames, multiple fiat field frames are
taken and a “master fiat” field file is created from the mean or médian of ail frames.

• Arc lamp: Standard or “arc” lamps are used create a pixel to wavelength correspondence to

calibrate the data. Arc lamps are typically hélium, néon, xénon, argon or a combination. The

émission fines from the spectrum of the arc lamp are at known wavelengths and can be identified.

• Standard star: For spectroscopy, a solar-like standard star taken at similar airmass as the target

is required to correct for atmospheric effects and to remove the signature of the Sun’s spectrum from

the data to leave only the signature of the target’s surface. For photometry, photometric standard

stars of well known magnitudes that are not variable are taken to calibrate the relative flux of the

target and star to the actual magnitude. Multiple stars throughout the night are needed to correct
for atmospheric extinction.

2.3.2 Photometry Réduction

For photometry réduction, the master dark frame is subtracted and the master fiat is divided. In the

near-infrared, the target is observed in a “jitter” pattern meaning it is moved to a different part of the

field for each exposure for optimum sky background correction. The individual frames must thus be

shifted and combined into one final file. The flux of the target is then deterinined by summing the flux

within an aperture determined by the seeing and growth curves of the objects. The growth curve is the

flux increase per increase in radius. The idéal aperture size maximizes the flux from the target while

minimizing background flux from the sky or other objects. The radius is typically 3-5 times the full

width at half maximum (FWHM). A flux to magnitude correspondence is calculated by relating the flux
of the standard star to its known magnitude. The zéro point, extinction coefficient and color term for

that night is also calculated for that night of observing. The flux of the target can then be calculated
from the star flux to magnitude relation.

2.3.3 Spectroscopy Réduction

To reduce asteroid spectroscopy data, the relevant callibration files include standard star spectra, dark

spectra, and fiat fields. Once the dark files hâve been subtracted and the fiat fields divided, the two

dimensional spectrum is collapsed to one dimension. To find the correspondence between pixel and
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Figure 2.5: Example of an ISAAC image field. The target is typically centered and can be identified by
finding its expected location at the time of observation with respect to the background field.

wavelength, the émission features of the lamp must be identified and labeled according to their known
wavelength. The target spectra can thus be calibrated using this dispersion relation.

Because we study bodies that do not émit their own light, they reflect sunlight, we want to account

for the properties of the Sun’s spectrum. Since the Sun cannot be observed during these night time
observations, solar-like standard stars are chosen. The target spectrum is divided by that of the standard
star. If 100% of the light over every wavelength was reflected, the resuit would be a fiat line of constant
value. Since material on the surface scatters and absorbs the light, the division often results in departures

from linearity. The spectra can then be normalized to unity at a given wavelength. Visible data is typically
normalized at 0.55 fim.

2.4 Observational Programs

The data for this thesis cornes primarily from two long-term programs I hâve been involved with. Here I

describe each of these observing campaigns.
Asteroids: In collaboration with researchers at MIT, and as an extension of work I started as an

undergraduate student, I contribute to the Small Main-Belt Asteroid Spectroscopic Survey (SMASS,
smass.mit.edu). Originally, the goal of this program was to spectroscopically investigate Main-Belt aster
oids. In visible wavlengths, over 1,000 spectra were published (Bus and Binzel, 2002b) and are publicly
available on the website. The program was extended to survey near-Earth objects under the “MIT-UH-
IRTF Joint Campaign for NEO Reconnaissance1’ which aims to publicly release near-infrared spectral

data shortly after observation (e.g., Binzel et al., 2006b). I hâve been involved in observing, reducing,
and analyzing the SpeX IRTF data that we hâve acquired during this program.

TNOs and Centaurs: As part of the TNO team in Laboratoire d’Etude Spatial et d’instrumentation

en Astrophysique (LESIA) at the Paris Observatory, I hâve been involved in the Large Program lead by
Dr. M. A. Barucci. Based on observations carried out between 2006 and 2008 using the ESO VLT and
the NTT (New Technology Telescope), this program is dedicated to investigating the surface properties of
Centaurs and Transneptunian objects. Observational methods included spectroscopy, photometry (colors
and lightcurves), and polarimetry. During this campaign 45 objects were observed, a significant fraction
of which had never previously had photometric or spectroscopic measurements, allowing us for the first
time the gain an understanding of the TNO population by analyzing full visible to near-infrared spectra.
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Figure 2.6: Left: Example of a growth curve for a star. This plots the flux within the circular aperture
as a function of the aperture’s radius. The curve shown here is idéal for measuring total flux because the

radii which contain nearly 100% of the flux of the target can easily be determined. Right: Example of
good TNO growth curve. While not as idéal as seen with the star, it adéquate to find a flux estimate.

Figure 2.7: This image shows an arc file from an IRTF observation. To calibrate it, each peak must be
identified and assigned a wavelength.
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Chapter 3

Methods of Analysis

Here I summarize the principal methods of analy

sis used for the work in this thesis. Principal Com-

ponent Analysis was used to define boundaries for

spectral taxonomie classes in the Bus-DeMeo Sys

tem described in Chapter 4. G-mode analysis was

used to classify TNO colors in Chapter 5. The

Hapke model of bidirectional réflectance was cru

cial in modeling spectral features of icy TNOs

to détermine composition in Chapters 6 and 7.

An alternative réflectance model, the Shkuratov

model is also described. Finally, I briefly intro-

duce the space weathering models of Hapke and

Brunetto used in ongoing research during this the
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CHAPTER 3. METHODS OF ANALYSIS

3.1 Classification Methods

3.1.1 G-mode analysis

G-mode analysis, developed by Coradini et al. (1977), is an analytical technique that can be used for
assignment to a taxonomie class. The method was first introduced to asteroid taxonomy by Barucci et al.

(1987). An important advantage to this method is that even if only a subset of variables are available
for an object (i.e. only part of a spectrum, or an incomplète set of photometric colors), a preliminary
classification can still be achieved.

G-mode takes an initial data array of N x M where N is the total number of objects each with M

variables. Equations 3.1 through 3.4 are the main components of the tool, presented in the notation frorn

Fulchignoni et al. (2000).

M M / _ \ 2

(s-u
i=l i=l

z? is a variable describing the sample, Xij is the ith variable of the jth sample and and <jj are the
mean value and standard déviation for the ith variable. Each sample is then tested for its proximity to

a “zéro class” for class identification. The center of the “zéro class” is defined by the following équation,

the sum of the three closest samples:

3

Zp,q,t ~ ^ ^[(^pi Zqi) + (Zpi Zti)" + (Zqi £«)”] (3.2)
i= 1

where zPi, zqi, zti are the normalized values of the ith variable of the pth, çth and tth variables,
respectively. The mean (x*) and standard déviation (cr*) for each of these variables is then computed:

j=i

The user must then décidé the size of the class by choosing a value that defines the boundary. An

object is assigned to a class if it falls within that boundary. The statistical distance of a sample from a
taxonomie class calculated to détermine how good of a fit an object is to a certain class.

For the work presented in Chapter 5, we use the statistical distance value defined by Barucci et al.

(2005a) corresponding to a classification confidence of ±3cr. A simple description summarizing the G-
mode method can be found in Tosi et al. (2005) and Barucci et al. (1987).

3.1.2 Principal Component Analysis

Shlens (2009) and Smith (2002) are two useful Principal Component Analysis tutorials on which this
description is based. Principal Component Analysis was used for the work described in Chapter 4, also

presented in DeMeo (2007) and DeMeo et al. (2009a).
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a method of reducing the dimensionality of a data set,

involving linear coordinate transformations to minimize the variance. The first transformation rotâtes

the data to maximize variance along the first axis, known as Principal Component 1 (PCI'), the second
axis is the second Principal Component (PC2'). The first few principal components contain the majority
of the information contained within the data set. An illustration of how PCA works on a sample is shown

in Fig. 3.1.

Discovering the relationship between two dimensions is usually relatively straightforward. The data
could be fit by a line, polynomial, gaussian, or other fitting équation that minimizes the residual of
the data. As the number of dimensions increases, finding relationships among ail dimensions becomes

increasingly difficult. This is where PCA is useful, because it seeks to minimize the greatest amount of
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variance with each component. Thus ordering the components in order of importance. The first few

being the most important. Higher order principal components are often noise.

The variance (a\) of a vector A (where A = {ai,a2, ...an}) is

<4 = ^2°? (3.5)
i

The covariance between A and B (B is another vector) measures the degree of the linear relationship
between two variables. The greater the absolute value of the covariance, the stronger the corrélation.

Positive covariance values signify positively correlated data and large négative values signify negatively
correlated data. The covariance between A and B is calculated as:

aAB = - yZaA (3.6)
n '

i

When more than two dimensions are involved a covariance matrix Cx of a matrix X can be calculated.

In the case for this work each column of matrix X corresponds to a certain wavelength and each row

contains the measurements at each wavelength for a certain asteroid.

Cx = -XXT (3.7)
n

where XT is the transpose of matrix X. Cx is thus a square symmetric matrix where the diagonal
terms are the variance and the non-diagonal terms are the covariance. The greater the variance between

two values the more important they are because they each contain different information (they maximize
the signal). On the other hand, the greater the covariance between two values are the more related these
values are; combined they do not provide much more information than each does individually and thus

they are redundant.

An optimized matrix would minimize ail non-diagonal terms (that measure how related values are)
and maximize the variance, the information, contained within it. PCA does this by multiplying the

covariance matrix by basis vectors (pi,...pm) that are ail orthonormal. So, PCA finds the normalized
direction, pl5 along which the variance is maximized. Next, a direction p2 is computed that maximizes

the remaining variance and is orthonormal to pi. This is repeated for ail vectors within the set.

Figure 3.1: An illustration of PCA. a) A data set given as 3-dimensional points, b) The three orthogonal
Principal Components (PCs) for the data, ordered by variance, c) The projection of the data set into the
first two PCs, discarding the third one. (Figure and C'aption source: Dimensionality Réduction Methods

for Molecular Motion)

There are three important assumptions to Principal Component Analysis:
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1. Ail transformation are created by linear fits to minimize variance. If the data is non-linearly

related, PCA may not be the most efficient data analysis method.

2. Larger variances are more significant. The method assumes that greater variance between values

provides more important information. If data has low signal to noise and the noise add significant

variance to the data set, the noise will be contained within the first, and most important, principal

components. Similarly, if greater variance does not necessarily correlate with greater importance this

ordering of components is not idéal.

For example, if spectra hâve large, broad features as well as small, subtle features, PCA will be biased

toward recognizing the large features as the most interesting, and thus these features will dominate the

first principal components. If the presence of either the large or small features is considered of equal

importance regardless of their size or strength, one must recognize this inhérent bias in PCA. This was

particularly important for this work, where the presence of a more minor feature can be as equally

distinguishing and unique as a larger feature, and this must be considered carefully when creating class

boundaries and understanding the limits of PCA.

3. The principal components are orthogonal which allows a simple solution.

To compute the principal components of a data set, the transpose of the eigenvector is multiplied by

the transpose of the mean-subtracted data set as described in Eq. 3.8:

PCX = [EÏ][Dt] (3.8)

where PCX is principal component x and Ex is eigenvector x. D is the column vector containing, in

the case for this work, an individual réflectance spectrum, normalized to unity at 0.55 /im, from which

the mean channel value has been subtracted at each wavelength.

3.2 Bidirectional Réflectance Models

Figure 3.2: For this blue surface, more blue light is reflected than red light. Different colors, and thus

different wavelengths, probe different depths of the surface. (This figure is modified from a similar figure
by W. Grundy)

Interpreting a spectrum is not necessarily straightforward. Many factors need to be taken into account.

The viewing geometry can affect overall réflectance levels and the overall slope. The depth probed is

dépendent on many factors, such as the opacity of the material, the wavelength of the light, and the

grain size. As grain size increases, albedo levels decrease and absorption features widen and deepen.

The relative abundances of each material is significant since some molécules are more optically active

(and therefore dominate a spectrum’s signature) than others. Intimate mixtures of materials are also not
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necessarily linear combinations of their individual components. Températures affect spectra and often

cause phase changes in materials such as ices. Therefore linearly combining laboratory spectra of samples
taken under limited conditions cannot adequately reproduce a spectrum of a small body in space. Luckily,
there are models that take into account these factors by approximating radiative transfer équations. The

most commonly used spectral models include the Hapke (Hapke, 1981, 1993) and Shkuratov (Shkuratov
et al., 1999) models. In this work only Hapke modeling is applied, and it is described in this section. For
a full description of the theory see Hapke (1993).

Hapke theory provides an approximate solution to the radiative transfer équation that describes the
émission, absorption, and scattering of light on a nonuniform particulate surface. Exact solutions hâve

been derived (i.e. Chandrasekhar (I960)), but other théories hâve either required too much computation
or were too general. Hapke theory has few free parameters and is comparable with exact solutions within
the accuracy of the observational measurements.

Shkuratov et al. (1999) created a one-dimentional model intended particularly for understanding lunar
regolith. The approximations and assumptions simplify the model making it dépend on fewer variables
than for Hapke (1981, 1993). Poulet et al. (2002) perform a comparison of the Hapke and Shkuratov
models and find the main différences is the treatment of the phase function, which is a free parameter

Hapke model but is fixed in the Shkuratov model. Also, because of the manner in which they materials
are mixed, the Hapke model is a valid approximation for a wider variety of situations. For example,

the Shkuratov model ignores the angle dependence of réflectance so it is not appropriate for analysis of
resolved surfaces.

These models combine optical constants derived from laboratory spectra of different materials under

conditions expected to be on the surfaces of small bodies to recreate the telescopic spectral data by

calculating the géométrie albedo. Optical constants are comprised of the real and imaginary refractive
index, as shown in Eq. 3.9

m = n + ik (3-9)

where m is the complex refractive index, n is the real refractive index and k is the extinction coefficient
of the material.

There are two types of mixtures that can be modeled, géographie (areal) and intimate (homogenous).
For géographie mixtures, the réflectance of each material is calculated separately and each réflectance
is linearly combined based on the total fraction of the surface it represents. It is often referred to as a
“checkerboard” mixing of material because each component is spatially separated from the others and
incoming light reflects off only grains of one composition. Intimate mixtures, also described as “sait and
pepper” mixtures, are where light scatters off multiple types of particles before finally being reflected.
The single scattering albedo, w, is calculated for each type grain and a final average is calculated. A
third type involves the mixing of components at the molecular level, such as methane diluted in nitrogen
in the case for Pluto and Triton. The spectra of molecular mixtures of some materials, particularly ices,

are not necessarily equal to the sum of the pure solid components. In this case, the optical constants
of the mixture are necessary, and the mixture is created as a single inputs for the modeling. Figure 3.3

shows the different ways that components can be mixed on a surface.

3.2.1 Hapke Model

The réflectance, the fraction of incident light scattered or reflected by a material, is affected by absorp

tion, scattering, and émission. Different types of émission include single scattering, thermal émission,
fluorescence and luminescence, and stimulated émission, although only the first two are relevant to par

ticulate surfaces for this work. For planetary regoliths, we assume a particulate surface of irregularly

shaped particles.

The type of réflectance is described by two adjectives, the first being the collimation (how parallel the

rays are) of the source, and the second of the detector. The collimation can be directional, conical, or
hemispherical. For this work, bi-directional (both the source and detector hâve directional collimation)
and bi-hemispherical réflectance are applicable.

To calculate the géométrie albedo using the Hapke model, several parameters need to be defined. a is

the volume absorption coefficient inside a particle (Eq. 3.10), where k is the extinction coefficient and A
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Figure 3.3: This figure shows the different types of mixtures that can be found on a surface. For a

molecular mixture, with molécules of sizes typically on the order of angstroms, individual molécules of

different species are mixed. A photon may interact with different molécules before finally being reflected.

For an intimate mixture, with grains typically tens to hundreds of microns, different types of grains are

mixed. A photon may interact with multiple different types of grains before finally being reflected. For

a géographie mixture there axe patches of a single component that may span for hundreds of meters to
hundreds of kilometers. A photon will interact only with grains of a single component. The molécules

are not to scale. (Molécule image sources: N?, C'H4)

is the wavelength. It represents the power scattered relative to the total power removed, or the decrease

in power due to absorption of the beam’s energy as it propagates.

a =

4nk

T~ (3.10)

p and po describe the geometry of the System where e and i are the angle of emergence and incidence,

respectively.

fi = cose (3.11)

Ho = cosi (3.12)

The surface scattering coefficient of a particle for diffuse light incident externally (Se) is defined in
Eq. 3.13 (Eq. 6.20 of Hapke, 1993).

+ 0.05 (3.13)
(n + l)2 + k2

The surface scattering coefficient of a particle for diffuse light incident internally (S*) is defined in
Eq. 3.14 (Eq. 6.23 of Hapke, 1993).

Si = 1 - 7 , (3.14)
n(n + l)2

The average single-scattering albedo (tu) is defined in Eq. 3.15 (Eq. 11.14 of Hapke, 1993). The
single-scattering albedo describes the albedo when light is scattered only once off a single regolith particle.
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Figure 3.4: This is a diagram of Hapke geometry from Hapke (1981). The incident light J makes an angle
i with the z-axis, and the reflected light makes an angle e with the z-axis. The detector has an area da

and receives light within the solid angle duj.

It averages the single scattering albedos of the individual particles weighted by their extinction cross-
sectional areas. For the following équation D is the average path length, generally considered on the

order of the grain size.

(1 - Se)(l - Sj)e-°D
(1 - Sie~aD)

(3.15)

The Chandrasekhar H function for isotropie scatterers is simplified for the réflectance équation and

is given in Eq. 8.55 in Hapke defined here in Eq. 3.16.

(1 + 2/i)

1 + 2fx(l — w)%
(3.16)

The bihemispherical réflectance (Eq. 3.17) for isotropie scatterers is described by Hapke (1981) as “the
brightness of a surface viewed at arbitrary angles compared to a Lambert surface illuminated normally.”
A Lambert surface scatters light equally in ail directions.

r = 7-—([1 + B(g)]P(g) + - 1) (3.17)
Q Hq + n

B (g) (Eq. 3.18) in the above équation characterizes the opposition effect, also known as the shadow-
hiding effect. At small phase angles the réflectance follows a nonlinear trend. As the phase angle
approaches zéro there is a sharp surge in brightness. It affects surfaces on which the particles are large
compared to the wavelength of the incident light, particularly for fine grain powders less than about 20

/iin. The particles on the surface cast shadows on grains deeper down. These shadows are visible at large
phase angles, but at very low phase angles the shadows are hidden by the objects that cast them.

B(g) =
B0

l + 5«an(f)
(3.18)

Above, h is the angular-width parameter, also called the compaction parameter, and characterizes the

width of the opposition effect peak. “g” is the phase angle, the angle between the Sun, object, and the

Earth. Bq is the value of B (g) at a phase ange of zéro.
P (g) from Eq. 3.17 represents the average phase function of particles on the surface. Also called the

scattering profile, it describes the amount of incident light scattered in a certain direction. It is often
approximated by a sériés of Legendre polynomials or by the Henyey Greenstein function (Henyey and
Greenstein, 1941). The single Henyey Greenstein function is given in Eq. 3.19.
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P(g) =
(1 + 2Çcos(g) +

(3.19)

where £ is the cosine asymmetry factor, which defines whether a surface is forward- (£ > 0), back- (f < 0),
or isotropically- (£ = 0) scattering.

In the case of most planetary regoliths, there is roughness on scales much larger than the particle

size, geological features on the order of meters to kilometers. There are three main effects of macroscopie
roughness as described by Hapke (1993): 1) Light is scattered from one facet to another which increases
the réflectance, 2) Unresolved shadows cast on one part of the surface decreases the réflectance, and 3)
As the zénith angle increases, the facets tilted away from the observer will be in shadow while those tilted
toward the observer are illuminated and visible. The macroscopie roughness of the surface is accounted

for by Eq. 3.20 and is dépendent on 9, the mean slope angle.

cr n -. Ve Mo XW)
e’V) ~ mo) /Mo) i - m+mxfàpfa

where

m) = e-2(“"Ÿ

Finally the géométrie albedo can be calculated by including ail the above équations.

A = --—-([1 + B(g)]P(g) + H(ii0)H(li) - 1)S(i,e,tf)
47T /i0 + n

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

3.2.2 Shkuratov Model

Figure 3.5: Left: Part “a” of this diagram shows the behavior of light scattering randomly on irregular
particles. Part “b” demonstrates the assumed geometry for the Shkuratov model which approximates the
grains as planar slabs (figure from Shkuratov et al., 1999). Right: Diagram of the light in the Shkuratov
model with labels for the different components (from Barucci et al., 2008a).

The réflectance is calculated by assuming light passes through a half-infinite stack of layers. The

Shkuratov model begins by calculating the albedo of a particle approximated by light reflecting on a
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planar slab. Multiple reflections are accounted for as scattering within this slab. The fraction of light

scattered backward (rb) and forward (r/) are then found based on the average external and internai
reflection coefficients (Re and Ri) and the optical density, r.

For intimate mixtures for the Shkuratov model, rb and r/ are linearly combined for each grain type
and then an average for ail types according to their abundance is calculated to find the average single

scattering albedo.

As light propagates through a medium it is characterized by the reflection, R, and transmission, T,
coefficients which dépend on the complex index of refraction and the angle of incidence. Each of these

coefficients is separated into incidence and emergence terms, for incoming and outgoing light, respectively,

subscripted with i and e. A few key équations and approximations are listed below.

rQ = (n — 1 )2/(n + l)2 (3.23)

Re « (r0 + 0.05) (3.24)

Rb « (0.28 • n - 0.2)Re (3.25)

Ri « 1.04 - 1/n2 (3.26)

rQ is the Fresnel coefficient at the normal incidence, Rb and Rf are the
réflectance coefficients and Re is the sum of the two, and Ri is the average

inside a particle.

The fractions of light scattered by a particle backward and forward

These équations are dépendent on the optical density, r.

average backward and forward
coefficient of internai reflection

are then calculated rb and r/.

A.'nkD

T= X (3.27)

where k is the imaginary part of the complex index of refraction (the extinction coefficient) and D is
the average path length of the light. The fraction of light scattered backward and forward is given below.

±TeTiRie-2T

T^R^+\-Rie-r (3.28)

\T&TiRier2T
r/ = */+r.Tl«-+Y_£_r (3.29)

Pb=Q-rb (3.30)

Pf = Q rf + 1 - q (3.31)

Here, q is the volume fraction filled by particles.

Finally, the albedo of a half-infinite stack of the layers can be calculated.

, 1 +PÎ~P2f Il+Pï-P}
2Pb V 2pb (3.32)

3.3 Space Weathering Models

Space weathering affects the continuum of a silicate-rich spectrum, but does not greatly affect the positions
or relative intensities of the bands (Brunetto et al., 2006b). Weathering causes a greater slope increase
at visible wavelengths than near-infrared and decreases the overall albedo (Hapke, 2001; Pieters et al.,

2000). There are two space weathering models, a more sophisticated model by Hapke (2001) and a simpler
model by Brunetto et al. (2006b). I briefly explain each model in this section.
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3.3.1 Hapke Model

The Hapke space weathering model is closely tied to the properties of nanophase iron (nFeO or sub-
microscopic iron, SMFe) because these particles are formed in lunar soil by surface weathering. They
use Maxwell-Garnett effective medium theory to calculate the absorption coefficient of a silicate host

medium with inclusions of small Fe métal spheres (Hapke, 2001). Using approximations it is shown that
the absorption coefficient is equal to the sum of the absorption coefficients of the host material and the

Fe inclusions (a=û/j+ûFe)-

where,

367T
aFe = —Ç>z (3.33)

r n3hnFekFe
(n2Fe - k2Fe + 2n2h)2 + (2nFekFe)2

aFe is the absorption coefficient of nanophase iron, <p is the volume fraction of Fe particles, nF and kF
are the real and imaginary refractive index of the host material and likewise for nanophase iron is nFe

and kFe.

(3.34)

3.3.2 Brunetto Model

Brunetto et al. (2006b) find that the spectral alteration due to weathering can be simply recreated by an
exponential function.

The space weathering model created by Brunetto et al. (2006c) is shown in Eq. 3.35

W(A) = I<e^ (3.35)

where W(À) is the ‘weathering function’, À is the wavelength, K is a scale factor and Cs is the strength
of the exponential curve, measuring the amount of weathering.
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The Inner Solar System
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Chapter 4

Taxonomy of Asteroids

This chapter describes the Bus-DeMeo taxonomy which began as a Mas

ters thesis (DeMeo, 2007), but was expanded and solidified into published
form as part of this PhD thesis. Much of the text in Sections 4.1 to 4.3

has been taken directly from DeMeo et al. (2009a). In this chapter I focus
on describing the taxonomy and analyzing what has been learned about

the usefulness of visible and near-infrared data in spectral analysis. For

more discussion of the principal component boundaries for the classes,

the reader is referred to DeMeo (2007) and DeMeo et al. (2009a).
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CHAPTER 4. TAXONOMY OF ASTEROIDS

4.1 Need for a new taxonomy

Taxonomie classification Systems for asteroids hâve existed since there were enough data to distinguish

meaningful groups. The first taxonomies were based on asteroid broad band filter colors such as Wood

and Kuiper (1963) and Chapman et al. (1971) where they noted two separate types of objects denoted
as “S”and “C”. Figure 4.1 shows the séparation of the C and S classes using U-B and B-V colors from

Bowell et al. (1978). Taxonomies and their nomenclature grew and evolved as later taxonomies became
based on higher resolution spectral data which reveal features offering dues to surface composition,

âge, and alteration. The most widely used taxonomies for asteroids currently are the Tholen taxonomy

(1984) based on the Eight-Color Asteroid Survey data (ECAS, Zellner et al., 1985) and SMASSII spectral
taxonomy (Bus, 1999; Bus and Binzel, 2002b,a) based on the SMASSII spectral dataset. The average
spectra for each of their classes are shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. For a review of the évolution of asteroid

taxonomies see Bus (1999).
Both the Tholen and Bus taxonomies were based on Principal Component Analysis, a dimension-

reducing technique first applied to the field of asteroid classification by Tholen (1984). Most previous
asteroid taxonomies were based on visible data because only in the current decade has spectral data

collection become widely available in the near-infrared for asteroids down to relatively faint (V=17)
limiting magnitudes. The instrument SpeX on the NASA Infrared Telescope Facility (IRTF) has been
crucial to increasing the library of near-IR asteroid spectra. (Rayner et al., 2003)

Figure 4.1: Left: Séparation of classes in Bowell Taxonomy using U-B and B-V colors Bowell et al.
(1978). Middle and Right: Example spectra for each class in the Tholen taxonomy (Zellner et al.,
1985; Tholen, 1984)

The near-IR data range reveals diagnostic compositional information because of the presence of fea
tures at one and two microns primarily due to the presence of olivine and pyroxene. Other classification

Systems created using near-IR data include Howell et al. (1994) who created a neural network taxonomy.
Gaffey et al. (1993) created an S-complex taxonomy of olivine- and pyroxene-rich asteroids based on near-
infrared data. Our goal was to create a taxonomy extending from visible to near-infrared wavelengths for
the entire suite of asteroid characteristics with a method that can be easily reproduced by future users

to classify new data. We also strove to keep the notation consistent with past taxonomies, specifically

the Bus taxonomy, to facilitate the transition to this new System. The Bus taxonomy, in turn, strove to

keep its notation consistent with the Tholen taxonomy.

The taxonomy was created using Principal Component Analysis which is described in detail in Sec
tion 3.1.2. It is comprised of 24 classes compared to 26 in the Bus System with three Bus classes eliminated

(SI, Sk, Ld) and one (Sv) created, as well as the addition of a “w” notation, a mark meant to flag objects
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Figure 4.2: A key of the 26 spectral classes of the Bus taxonomy mapped out by their locations in

principal component space (Bus and Binzel, 2002a)

having similar spectral features but differing only by having a higher spectral slope.

The taxonomy classes are formally defined by data spanning the wavelength range 0.45 to 2.45 microns

as compared with 0.34 to 1.04 microns for Tholen (1984) using eight points, and 0.435 to 0.925 microns
for Bus (1999) using 48 points. A method of interpreting near-infrared data from 0.85 to 2.45 microns is
also described but for many classes IR-only data do not yield a unique outcome in Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) and the data cannot formally be classified.

4.2 The Data

The new data used for creating this taxonomy are near-infrared spectral measurements from 0.8 to 2.5

microns obtained using SpeX in single prism mode (R=250) with a slit width of 0.8 arcseconds.
As described in DeMeo and Binzel (2008), objects and standard stars were observed near the meridian

to minimize their différences in airmass and match their parallactic angle to the fixed N/S alignment of
the slit. Frames were taken so that the object was alternated between two different positions (usually
noted as the A and B positions) on a 0.8 x 15 arcsecond slit aligned north-south. The asteroid spectrum
was divided by the spectrum of a solar-type star, giving relative réflectance. Our primary solar analog
standard stars were 16 Cyg B and Hyades 64. Additional solar analog stars with comparable spectral
characteristics were utilized around the sky. Two to three sets of eight spectra per set were taken for

each object, with each with exposures typically being 120 seconds. The total intégration time for each
of these objects therefore ranged from 30 to 120 minutes.

Réduction was performed using a combination of routines within the Image Réduction and Analysis
Facility (IRAF), provided by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories (NOAO) (Tody, 1993), and
Interactive Data Language (IDL). We use a software tool called “Autospex” to streamline réduction
procedures. Autospex writes macros containing a set of IRAF (or IDL) command files that are then
executed by the image processing package. Autospex procedures operate on a single night at a time,
with the opportunity for the user to inspect and verify the results at each stage. Briefly, autospex writes
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macros that: trim the images down to their usefnl area, create a bad pixel map from fiat field images,
fiat field correct ail images, perform the sky subtraction between AB image pairs, register the spectra in
both the wavelength and spatial dimensions, co-add the spectral images for individual objects, extraet
the 2-D spectra from co-added images, and then apply the final wavelength calibration.

Using IDL, an absorption coefficient based on the atmospheric transmission (Atmospheric Transmis
sion Model (ATRAN)) model by Lord (1992) is determined for each object and star pair that best
minimizes atmospheric water absorption effects for that pair. Tins coefficient correction is most impor
tant near 1.4 and 2.0 microns, locations of major absorption bands due to telluric H2O. The final IDL

step averages ail the object and standard pairs to create the final réflectance spectrum for each object.
Most (321) visible wavelength spectra (usually 0.4 to 0.9 microns) were taken from the Small Main-Belt

Asteroid Spectroscopic Survey (SMASS) data set (Bus and Binzel, 2002b). Our sample was comprised
of 371 objects with both visible and near-IR data.

4.3 The Taxonomy

PC2'

Figure 4.3: Results for PC2' versus PCI'. Ail objects plotted are labeled with their taxonomie classifi
cation in this System. Notice the “grand divide” between the S-complex and the C- and X-complexes.
Line a séparâtes objects with and without 2-^m absorption bands. The direction orthogonal to line
a (increasing PC2' values) indicates deeper 2-/zm and narrower 1-fim absorption bands. The direction
parallel to line a (increasing PCI' values) indicates wider l-fim absorption bands. The notation “PCI'”,
“PC2'”, etc. dénotés that these principal components are computed after removal of the slope.

The guiding principle for the classification rules of this taxonomy was to define régions of principal
component space that most consistently envelop objects within each of the original Bus (1999) classes.
With this principle as a guide, we subjectively define boundaries so that the most similar spectra consis
tently fall into the same taxonomie classes. The over-riding criterion of similarity of spectral properties
in a class, as examined over the full 0.45 - 2.45 fim range, led to some objects in the Bus (Bus, 1999; Bus

and Binzel, 2002a) classification receiving new class désignations.
Of the 371 objects in our sample, 321 were previously assigned labels within the Bus taxonomy. We

used this set of 321 objects to guide the class boundaries. Details of the process and descriptions of

the boundaries created are explained thoroughly in DeMeo et al. (2009a) and the flow charts outlining
each step to classification are listed Appendces B and C of that work. In Figs. 4.3 and 4.4, the main
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PC2'

Figure 4.4: PC2' versus PCI' plotted for the S-complex plus A-, Q-, O-, R-, and V-types. Boundaries
chosen for each class are shown and lines are labeled with greek letters. Ail boundaries are perpendicular

or parallel to line a. A- and Sa- types are the only classes which can lie on either side of line a.

results of the principal component analysis are shown in principal component space. Particularly, Fig. 4.3

displays the “grand divide” (labeled as line a) that séparâtes the featured and subtly featured spectra,
and Fig. 4.4 shows the break up of the S-complex.

It is important to note that throughout this chapter on taxonomy, the most basic division among
spectra is between “featured” and “subtly featured” spectra. By “featured” we mean the spectrum

contains a prominent 1 or 2 micron band. By “subtly featured” we mean there may or may not be

shallow absorption features particularly in the visible wavelength range, however, there are no prominent

one or two-micron absorption bands.

The taxonomy is comprised of 24 classes (compared to the 26 in Bus and 8 in Tholen). Some
argue that too many classes make taxonomy and classification confusing, however, without the proper
level of detail compared to the quality of the data, a taxonomy is of little use. For those who are not

spectroscopists and seek a “simpler” System, the taxonomy has a hierarchy that suits their needs. The

taxonomy, consistent with previous work, has three main “complexes” that encompass the large majority
of ail spectral types. These include the S-complex, C-complex, and X-complex. This notation has existed

nearly since the invention of asteroid taxonomies and puts classification into its most simple form. Within

those complexes are classes which subdivide the spectra in further detail. In addition to the complexes,

there are the “end members.” Those classes represent fairly unique spectra for which there is not a very
large sample. Thus this taxonomy can suit the needs of those who seek simplicity as well as those who

need more of the detail contained within a spectrum. Here we présent the results of the analysis by

describing the characteristics of each class over the visible and near-IR wavelengths (and largely overlook
the details of PCA). For a table of observations and references for ail data included in this work as
well as the final taxonomie désignations for ail objecta see Appendix A.l. The spectra are plotted in
Appendix A.2.

4.3.1 The end members: A, V, R, O, Q

Spectrally, the A-class has a deep and extremely broad absorption band with a minimum near 1 fim
and may or may not hâve shallow 2-^zm absorption band; it is also steeply sloped. It is spectrally very

unique and therefore easily identifiable. Figure 4.5 shows the spectral progression from S to A (the S-
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and Sa-types are described in section 4.3.2).
The V-class, based on the asteroid 4 Vesta (Tholen 1984), is characterized by its strong and very

narrow l-/zm absorption band, as well as a strong and wider 2-^rni absorption feature. Most V-class

asteroids that hâve been discovered are among the Vesta family and are known as Vestoids, although a

few other objects hâve been identified throughout the main belt, such as 1459 Magnya (Lazzaro et al.,
2000) and objects from the basaltic asteroid survey by Moskovitz et al. (2008).

The R-class, created for its sole member 349 Demboska by Tholen (1984), is similar to the V-class in
that it displays deep 1- and 2-fim features, however the one-micron feature is broader than the V-type

feature and has a shape more similar to an S-type except with deeper features. Bus (Bus and Binzel,
2002a) included three other members in the R-class, two of which axe included in our sample. These two
objects (1904 Massevitch and 5111 Jacliff) were reassigned to the V-class after discovering that in the
near-infrared their one-micron bands remain very narrow. Moskovitz et al. (2008) list 5111 Jacliff as an
“R-type interloper” within the Vesta family, but it appears to be an object more confidently linked to
Vesta. 1904 Massevitch, however, has a semi-major axis of 2.74 AU. The unusual spectrum and outer

belt location for asteroid 1904 has been noted previously (e.g. Burbine and Binzel (2002)). In the sample
we présent here, asteroids 1904 Massevitch and 1459 Magnya (Lazzaro et al., 2000) are the only two
V-types beyond 2.5 AU, a région where V-type asteroids are rare (Binzel et al., 2006a, 2007; Moskovitz
et al., 2008).

The O-class also has only one member, 3628 Boznemcova, defined by Binzel et al. (1993). Boznemcova
is unique with a very rounded and deep, bowl shape absorption feature at 1 micron as well as a significant

absorption feature at 2 fim. Even though the class is separated in the flow chart, more data on R-type

and O-type objects may help establish more rigorously their région boundaries. Bus (Bus and Binzel,
2002a) designated three other asteroids as O-type, 4341 Poseiden, 5143 Heracles, and 1997 RT. Only 5143
was included in our sample. Asteroid 5143 is reclassified here as a Q-type because with near-infrared data

it is clear the object did not hâve the distinct ”bowl” shape of the one-micron feature of Boznemcova.

This adds 5143 Heracles as a Q-type to those known within near-Earth space (e.g., Binzel et al., 2004).
The Q-class, whose boundaries are labeled in Fig. 4.4 was first defined by Tholen (1984) for near-Earth

asteroid 1862 Apollo. The class is characterized by a deep and distinct l-/zm absorption feature with

evidence of another feature near 1.3 /zm as well as a 2-/j,m feature with varying depths among objects.

The spectral différences between the end member classes A, V, R, Q, and O are displayed in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Left: Examples of S-, Sa-, and A-classes. There is a clear progression from S-types with
a shallow one-micron band and low slope to A-types with a deep one-micron band and high slope. Sa-

and A-types show similar 1-fim band absorptions, but Sa-types are much less red than A-types. The

class and the asteroid number are labeled next to each spectrum. Right: Comparison of prototypes for

the V-, O-, Q-, and R-classes. Note the O-class has a very wide 1-micron band and the V-class has a

very narrow band. The V-types with the deepest 2-micron bands plot farthest from line a. For this and

ail subséquent spectral plots: We présent relative réflectances normalized to unity at 0.55 microns; the

spectra are offset vertically for clarity of comparison. The class and asteroid number are labeled next to

each spectrum.
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4.3.2 The S-complex: S, Sa, Sq, Sr, Sv

Just as in the case of the Bus taxonomy, the S-complex was by far the most difficult to subdivide. Most

Bus classes within the S-complex seemed to blend together or scatter randomly in ail combinations of

PCA components. For example, many objects labeled as “Sa”, “SI”, and “Sk” in the Bus (Bus, 1999;
Bus and Binzel, 2002a) taxonomy no longer form distinct groups when their spectra are extended into
the near-IR. Most original Bus class objects of these types merged into the S-class. The SI and Sk classes

were excluded from tliis new system. The Sa-class was kept, however, it was redefined and no longer

contains any of the objects previous designated by the Bus System. Similarly, many Bus S, Sq, and Sk

objects become less clearly separated when their spectra extend to the near-infrared. Within PCA space,

the Bus S, Sq, and Sk objects were initially impossible to define clearly because the boundaries blur and

overlap. Because spectrally the main différence between the classes of the S-complex appears to be the

width of the 1-micron absorption band we used the wavelength range 0.8 to 1.35 microns and performed

PCA on only S-complex objects to gain insight on their différences. Tliis S-class PCA served as a guide
to separate S- complex classes in a meaningful way based on the near-infrared spectral features.

The Sa-class, the most distinct among ail S-complex types, lias the sanie characteristic l-/xm absorp

tion band as the A-class, but is less red. A figure showing the spectral progression from S to Sa to A is

shown in Fig. 4.5. The current Sa-class was redefined from the Bus System because the two Sa objects

(main belt object 984 Gretia and Mars crosser 5261 Eurêka) in this system were both Sr-types in the
Bus system. Since these objects prove to be intermediate between S and A we change the classification

of these two (Bus) Sr-types to Sa in this taxonomy.
The S-class has moderate 1- and 2-/rm features. The Sq-class has a l-/rm absorption band that is

wider than that of an S-type with evidence of a feature near 1.3 /nn like the Q-type, except the l-/im

feature is more shallow for the Sq. Many objects that were previously designated as Sa-, SI-, or Sq- types

in the Bus taxonomy were designated as S- or Sq-types in this extended taxonomy.

The Sr-class typically has a fairly narrow l-/rm feature similar to but more shallow than an R-type

as well as a 2-/zm feature. One object (5379 Abehiroshi) was a V-type under the Bus (Bus and Binzel,
2002a) system and is now labeled an Sr. While the visible data hâve a “moderate to very steep UV
slope shortward of 0.7 fim with a sharp, extremely deep absorption band longward of 0.75 ^m” (Bus and
Binzel, 2002a), it is clear with the inclusion of near-infrared data that the one-micron absorption band
is too wide to be a V-type.

The Sv-class has a very narrow l-/zm absorption band similar to but more shallow than a V-type as

well as a 2-/rm feature. Two objects (2965 Surikov and 4451 Grieve) are considered spectrally unique
from Sr because they exhibit very narrow l-fim absorption bands. The objects in this région spectrally
appear to be in transition between S- and V-classes. They are not included in the Bus dataset, and

Bus and Binzel (2002a) did not report any cases of objects with these characteristics. Because of their
intermediate properties between S and V that are clearly displayed over the 0.45- to 2.45-micron range,

we define a new class with the label Sv. Figure 4.3.2 displays the spectra of typical S-, Sq-, Sr-, and

Sv-class spectra.

4.3.3 The w-notât ion

The objects in the S-complex had widely varying spectral slopes. To hâve some taxonomie distinction

in spectral characteristics arising from slope, we înade an arbitrary cutoff at Slope = 0.25 dividing high
slope objects from other objects. These objects are not relabeled in a class of their own. Instead the S,

Sq, Sr, and Sv objects with high slopes receive a notation of w added to their name as a moniker for

what is commonly discussed as an increase in slope arising from space weathering (Clark et al., 2002).
[We make no pretense of knowing whether or not their surfaces are actually weathered.] The high slope
S objects are labeled Sw, Sqw, Srw and Svw. We extended this flag to the V- types for which there were

two objects with slopes greater than 0.25, which we label as Vw. Sa-types do not receive a w notation

because, as an intermediate class between S and A, they are by définition highly sloped. Figure 4.3.2
displays the différences between low- and high-slope objects, S and Sw.

The choice of 0.25 for the “w” notation is arbitrary. When plotting Bus labeled S, Sa, and SI objects,

there is a mixing around the 0.23 to 0.27 slope range. The goal was to keep the “w” notation more sélective

without setting the boundary too high where objects with unusual slope features (such as deeper UV
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Figure 4.6: Left: Comparison of spectra within the S-complex (S, Sq, Sr, Sv) showing the variation in
the one-micron absorption band among these types. Sq-types hâve the widest one-micron feature, similar

to the Q-class. Sv-types hâve the narrowest feature, similar to the V-class. Right: Illustration of S and
Sw réflectance spectra. The absorption features for both are very similar. Slope is the most significant

distinction between the two, where the “w” is a notation to dénoté the slope différence, but does not

describe a distinct class. These two spectra are not offset vertically, showing their différences relative to

their common normalization at 0.55 /un.

dropoffs) were preferentially selected rather than focusing on the significant slope range between one and
two microns for the S-Complex.

4.3.4 The end members: D, K, L, T

The D-class spectra are linear with a very steep slope, and some show slight curvature or a gentle kink

around 1.5 /un. The T-class is linear with moderate to high slope and often gently concaving down, It is
preserved from the Bus System, although it is very similar to the X-class in the near-infrared.

The Bus (Bus and Binzel, 2002a) L- and K-classes were part of the S-class in the Tholen (1984)
taxonomy. While the L-class may show 1- and 2-/un features, it is distinct from the S-class because the

steep slope in visible région levels out abruptly around 0.7 /un, but does not show a distinct absorption

band like the S. There is often a gentle concave down curvature in the near-infrared with a maximum

around 1.5 /un, and there may or may not be a 2-micron absorption feature. A typical K-class object

displays a wide absorption band centered just longward of 1 /un. This feature is unique because the left
maximum and the minimum are sharply pointed and the walls of the absorption are linear with very

little curvature. Figure 4.3.4 shows examples of typical spectra in the D-, K-, L- and T- classes.

Figure 4.7: Left: Prototype examples of D-, L-, K-, T-, and X-class spectra. Right: Prototype examples

for C- and X-complex spectra.
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4.3.5 C- and X- Complexes: B, C, Cb, Cg, Cgh, Ch, X, Xc, Xe, Xk

Over the wavelength range used for this work, PCA is not particularly sensitive to the subtle features

that define the C and X complexes. This taxonomy generally strives to follow the définitions created by

Bus and Binzel (2002a) because most features exist in the visible wavelength range. Significant analysis
was performed to distinguish these classes in the near-IR, which is discussed further in Section 4.6.

Figure 4.3.4 shows typical spectra for classes within the C- and X-complexes.

The B-types are easily distinguished by their négative slope. Their spectra are linear and negatively

sloping often with a slight round bump around 0.6 /im preceding a slight feature longward of 1 micron

and/or a slightly concave up curvature in the 1- to 2-/xm région.
Cb-types are linear with a small positive slope that begins around 1.1 /xm. Cb objects were interme-

diate objects between the B- and C-classes in the Bus System (Bus and Binzel, 2002a). We keep the same
notation, however, the near-infrared data shows, that Cb objects hâve low to moderate near-infrared

slopes, while the visible slopes are low or négative.

C-types are linear with neutral visible slopes and often hâve a slight rough bump around 0.6 /xm and
low but positive slope after 1.3 /xm. They also may exhibit slight feature longward of 1 /xm. Ch spectra
hâve a small positive slope that begins around 1.1 microns and slightly pronounced UV dropoff, and a

broad, shallow absorption band centered near 0.7 /xm. The Cgh-class is similar to the Ch showing a

0.7-micron feature, but also lias a more pronounced UV dropoff like the Cg-type.

There is only one object (175 Andromache) in the Cg-class carrying over from the Bus (Bus, 1999;
Bus and Binzel, 2002a) taxonomy. The Cg-class is characterized by a pronounced UV dropoff similar to
the Cgh, but does not show the 0.7-micron feature that define Ch and Cgh.

The X-class is identified based on medium to high slope values and its linear spectrum. Xc-types

hâve low to medium slope and are slightly curved and concave downward. The Xe-class exhibits low to

medium slope similar to either Xc- or Xk-type, but with an absorption band feature shortward of 0.55

/xm. The Xk-class is slightly curved and concave downward similar to Xc-type but with a faint to feature

between 0.8 to 1 /xm. The spectral slope after this feature varies widely among spectra.

A summary of the descriptions of each spectral class is provided in Table 4.1. A key of the taxonomy
is plotted as the average spectrum for each class in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9.
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Class

Â

B

C

Cb

Cg

Cgh

Ch

D

K

L

O

Q

R

S

Sa

Sq

Sr

Table 4.1: Spectral Class Descriptions

Description

Deep and extremely broad absorption band with a minimum near 1 pm, may or may not hâve
shallow 2-pm absorption band; very highly sloped.

Linear, negativeiy sloping often with a slight round bump around 0.6 pm and/or a slightly concave
up curvature in the 1- to 2-/im région.

Linear, neutral visible slope often a slight rough bump around 0.6 pm and low but positive slope
after 1.3. May exhibit slight feature longward of 1 pm.

Linear with a small positive slope that begins around 1.1 pm.

Small positive slope that begins around 1.3 microns and pronounced UV dropoff.

Small positive slope that begins around 1 micron and pronounced UV dropoff similar to Cg also
includes a broad, shallow absorption band centered near 0.7 pm similar to Ch.

Small positive slope that begins around 1.1 microns and slightly pronounced UV dropoff also
includes a broad, shallow absorption band centered near 0.7 pm.

Linear with very steep slope, some show slight curvature or gentle kink around 1.5 pm.

Wide absorption band centered just longward of 1 pm, the left maximum and the minimum are
sharply pointed and the walls of the absorption are linear with very little curvature.

Steep slope in visible région leveling out abruptly around 0.7 pm. There is often a gentle concave
down curvature in the infrared with a maximum around 1.5 pm. There may or may not be a
2-micron absorption feature.

Very rounded and deep, bowl shape absorption feature at 1 micron as well as a significant absorp
tion feature at 2 pm.

Distinct 1-pm absorption feature with evidence of another feature near 1.3 pm; a 2-pm feature
exists with varying depths between objects.

Deep 1- and 2-pm features; the one-micron feature is much narrower than a Q-type, but slightly
broader than a V-type.

Moderate 1- and 2-pm features. The 2-micron feature may vary in depth between objects.

Has a deep and extremely broad absorption band at 1 pm; has similar features to A-types but is
less red.

Has a wide 1-pm absorption band with evidence of a feature near 1.3 pm like the Q-type, except
the 1-pm feature is more shallow for the Sq.

Has a fairly narrow 1-pm feature similar to but more shallow than an R-type as well as a 2-pm
feature.

Prototypes

246, 289, 863

2, 3200

1, 10, 52

191, 210, 785

175

106, 706, 776

19, 48, 49

1143, 1542, 3248

42, 579, 742

236, 402, 606

3628

1862, 3753, 5660

349

5, 14, 20

984, 5261

3, 11, 43

237, 808, 1228

Sv

T

V

X

Xc

Xe

Xk

Bus-Ld

Bus-Sk

Bus-Sl

Has a very narrow 1-pm absorption band similar to but more shallow than a V-type as well as a
2-pm feature.

Linear with moderate to high slope and often gently concaving down.

Very strong and very narrow 1-pm absorption and as well as a strong 2-pm absorption feature.

Linear with medium to high slope.

Low to medium slope and slightly curved and concave downward.

Low to medium slope similar to either Xc- or Xk-type, but with an absorption band feature
shortward of 0.55 pm.

Slightly curved and concave downward similar to Xc-type but with a faint to feature between 0.8
to 1 pm.

Diverged to L- and D-classes.

Diverged to the S- and Sq-classes.

Merged with the S-class.

2965, 4451

96, 308, 773

4, 1929, 2851

22, 87, 153

21, 97, 739

64, 77, 3103

56, 110, 337

279 (D), 3734 (L)

6585 (S), 3 (Sq)

17 (S), 30 (S)
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Figure 4.8: A “key” showing ail 24 taxonomie classes defined over 0.45 - 2.45 fim. The average spectra
are plotted with constant horizontal and vertical scaling and are arranged in a way that approximates

the relative position of each class in the primary spectral component space defined by slope, PCI', and

PC2'. Thus the depth and width of the 2-fim band generally increases lower left to upper right, and the
depth and width of the 1-fim band increase moving downward and toward the right. For subtly featured
objets slope increases from bottom to top. Due to the spectral complexity of the C- and X-complexes,
the locations of some of these classes do not strictly follow the pattern. The horizontal lines to which

each spectrum is referenced has a réflectance value of unit)'. This figure and description follows the style
of Bus and Binzel (2002a, Fig. 15).
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Bus-DeMeo Taxonomy Key

S-complex

ïlfSj , Sa jyj Sq Sr
0.45 2.45

C-complex

B ^ C

X-complex

Cb. Cg, Cgh. Ch.

Xc Xe, Xk

End Members

Rvfl(V
http://smass.mit.edu/busdemeoclass.html

Figure 4.9: Re-axranged key to Bus-DeMeo taxonomy showing average spectra for each of the 24 classes,
grouped according to their complex.
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Classify asteroid spectrum using Bus-DeMeo taxonomy

Stcohen M. Slivan

MTT DepL of Eartn, Atmospfteric, arc Pianctary Soences

Implémentation of the Bus-DeMeo taxonomy fDeMco et al.. 2009V an asteroid taxonomy with 24 classes based on

principal components analysis of spectral data spanning wavelengths from 0.45 to 2.45 microns, fread morel

(2009 June 19) Wha^s New in Version 3

Input spectrum

Spectrum data file fread morei: l/Users/franceieademeo/Desktop/a000004.sp02.txi iRrowse.J j

Wavelength units: | pm, microns J

Wavelength range of spectrum data nie:
& VISIR, 0.45 to 2.45 microns fread more)
r IR, 0.85 to 2.45 microns fread morel

Réflectances already divided by slope? fread morel
<** No

Yes; slope is |

Smooth and sample this spectrum before classification?

Undo changes |

No; lt's already smoothed and sampled fread more)

P Yes; smoothing scale parameter fread mo-el is jl.00

Next > |
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Copynçnt (c) 2009 Kassacftuserts înstitute of “ecnnoioîv. Ali n;res réservée.

Figure 4.10: Taxonomy Web Tool Application Step 1: Input Spectrum. Here the user spécifiés the
wavelength units, the wavelength range, and whether or not the slope has been removed and sample lias
been smoothed.

4.4 Taxonomy Web Application

A web application (constructed by Dr. Stephen Slivan) was created that détermines taxonomie types for
visible plus near-infrared data or near-infrared-only data based on this extended taxonomy (smass.mit.edu)
This tool takes an input spectrum and créâtes a spline fit with the appropriate data values. It then calcu

lâtes the principal component values, and classifies the spectrum using the appropriate (visible+near-IR
or near-IR-only) flow chart. The final output displays the classification, the principal component values,
a définition of the class (or classes if there are multiple possibilities), and plots the spectrum with the
average spectrum from each possible class along with the residual to give an quantitative estimate of how

good the fit is. The main user interface for the web tool is shown in Figs. 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12.

4.5 IR-only taxonomy

After defining each class using visible and near-infrared data, the next step was to create a System of

classification using only near-infrared data. The goals here are twofold: first, it allows classification of

data sets in the near-infrared where important mineralogical information lies, second, it acts as a test for
the limits of information we can extract with this incomplète wavelength range. We discuss the limits of

incomplète data ranges further in Section 4.6.

For many objects, data exist in either the visible or near-infrared wavelength ranges but not both.

While taxonomies such as the Bus System (Bus, 1999; Bus and Binzel, 2002a) are available for visible
data, no System has been widely accepted for assigning classes to data existing only in the near-infrared.

We hâve adapted our présent taxonomy to interpret spectral data available only in the near-infrared

range. This adaptive taxonomy is not meant to détermine a definite class, but instead is an intermediate

tool to indicate classes. We especially note that several classes in section 4.3.5 are carried over unchanged

from the Bus taxonomy and are based exclusively on features présent at visible wavelengths. Assignment
to these classes (Cg, Cgh, Xc, Xe, Xk) requires visible wavelength data, therefore objects in these classes
cannot be recognized by near-infrared-only data. Further discussion is provided in Section 4.6.

To study the ability to classify objects having only near-infrared spectral data we took the same 371

objects used in the original taxonomy but included only data longward of 0.85 microns, again splining
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Classify asteroid spectrum using Bus-DeMeo taxonomy

Stephen K. Slivan
MTT Dept. of Earth, Atmospheric, anr Pianetary sciences
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Figure 4.11: Taxonomy Web Tool Application Step 2: Smooth Spectrum. The user may increase or
decrease the smoothing parameter (default = 1) to change the strength of smoothing. When the user is
satisfied, s/he chooses “Classify this spectrum” and then “Next”.
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Figure 4.12: Taxonomy Web Tool Application Step 3: Classify Spectrum. Here the classification resuit
is displayed along with principal component values and a plot of the spectrum compared to the average
spectrum for that class. If more than one class is given, the user must inspect each plot and the average
absolute residual of the input spectrum compared to the average for each class to détermine the best

classification for the object.
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the data to smooth out noise. Our spline incréments remained 0.05 fim covering the range of 0.85 to 2.45
microns resulting in 33 datapoints. We chose to normalize to unity at 1.2 microns, the closest splinefit

wavelength value to 1.215 /zm which is the isophotal wavelength for the J band based on the UKIRT

filter set (Cohen et al., 1992). Next, we removed the slope from the data. As in the case with visible
and near-infrared data we calculated the slope function without constraints, and then translate it in the

y-direction to a value of unity at 1.2 microns. We then divide each spectrum by the slope function to

remove the slope from the data set.

4.6 Limits of only visible or near-IR coverage

It is clear that both the visible and near-infrared wavelengths give important dues to the composition

and alteration of asteroid surfaces, but what are the advantages of having both pièces of information?

Does the visible wavelength range tell us everything we need to know? Can the near-infrared tell us

everything we need to know?

4.6.1 Visible: The 1-micron band uncertainty

For S-complex and other olivine-rich asteroids, the visible wavelength is limiting because we cannot

characterize the olivine and pyroxene content without the 1- and 2-micron bands. We find that the “very

steep to extremely steep UV slope shortward of 0.75 /zm, and a moderately deep absorption feature,

longward of 0.75 /zm” (Bus and Binzel, 2002a) that defines the Bus A-type surprisingly is not necessarily
indicative of the very large 1-micron band seen in olivine-rich (> 80%) spectra. Out of the 10 Bus A-types
in our sample, half of them are not A-types in the Bus-DeMeo taxonomy (4 Sw-types, 1 L-type). An
example of the divergence of Bus A-types in the near-infrared is shown in Fig. 4.13. When inspecting
spectra classified as Bus Sa-types which are in the intermediate class between S and A because of the

steep UV slope, we find that their near-infrared information excludes them from this status. Ail 12 Bus

Sa-types within this sample were reclassified as Sw-, Sqw-, and S-types. While ail of these objects had
steep UV slopes, their 1-micron bands did not appear any more A-like than any other average S-complex

spectrum. We find instead, that two objects previously classified as Sr-types under the Bus System do

hâve the characteristic A-type wide and deep 1 micron absorption band, with very low overall slopes

compared to A-types. Interestingly, these olivine-rich (>~80%) asteroids are hidden from identification
in the visible-only wavelength range because their UV slopes are not nearly as steep and unique as Bus

A-types.

Of the 16 Bus I<-types in our sample, 5 of them were reclassified as L-types when greater spectral

coverage is added. K-types differ slightly from L-types in the visible wavelength range, L-types having

steeper UV slopes and a generally flatter spectrum past 0.75 /zm, but in the near-infrared the K-types
hâve a distinct 1 micron band, similar to an S-type although often slightly wider and more V-shaped

rather than U-shaped, while L-types hâve much more subtle 1-micron bands.

We do find many strong consistencies between visible and near-ir data as well, which is very useful.

Overall, we find that S-complex objects, remain S-complex with added near-ir data, even if the exact

shape of the 1 micron band or depth of the 2 micron band cannot be entirely predicted by visible data.

Ail three Bus Q-types in our sample remain unequivocally Q-types. Ail but one of the Bus V-types
remain V-types. These classes are robust whether visible or the combination of visible and neax-IR are
used for classification.

4.6.2 Near-IR: S-complex and Q-types

The process of creating a decision tree to classify near-infrared-only asteroid data within the same System

as the visible and near-IR data provided a rigorous test for the amount of information contained within

the near-IR only data.

We started by performing Principal Component Analysis on the same 371 objects used in the original
taxonomy, including only the data past 0.85 microns. The data were normalized to unity at 1.2 microns.

We find that principal component space nicely séparâtes featured from subtly featured classes in PCir2'

and PCir3' space. Figure 4.14 shows this division in PC space. We learn that further subdivisions become
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Figure 4.13: Shown here are two Bus A-types, asteroids 289 and 1126. While they hâve nearly identical
behavior in the visible région, their spectra in the near-infrared région are significantly different. Asteroid
289 remains an A-type, but asteroid 1126 becomes and Sw-type.

much more difïicult. PCirl' and PCir2' space is shown in Fig. 4.15. While some general boundaries can

be constrained, the level of detail attained by using the visible plus near-infrared is not possible.

PCir2‘

Figure 4.14: Plot of PCir2' v. PCir3'. Here “featured” versus “subtly featured” objects are separated by
the line.

Without the peak at the beginning of the 1-micron absorption feature, we lose important information
about the depth and to a lesser extent the width of this feature making séparation between S-, Sr-, Sq-, and
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Figure 4.15: Plot of PCirl' v. PCir2'. Here we create four segments separated by the three Unes to
help détermine to which class an object belongs. Without the visible information, we cannot détermine
definite class boundaries in many cases.

even Q-types impossible. Principal component analysis cannot separate between these classes. Visual
inspection of the overall band shape and width, however, usually allows a more definite classification
than PCA could provide. For example, an Sv- and an Sq-type should never be confused even without
the entire wavelength range, because Sv-types hâve extremely narrow bands, while Sq-types are much
broader. Distinguishing between the S and Sq classes is often not clear with visual inspection because
the différences between their bands are not always so great. We subsequently attempted to find a simple
measure of band width to quantitatively separate classes.

By comparing the average spectrmn of the S, Sr, Sq, Sv, and Q classes we find that the band minimum
for Q is located at 1.0 micron, while for the others it is at 0.9 microns. We created a simple test by
comparing the différence between the normalized réflectance value at 0.95 and 0.90 /xm (f(0.95)-f(0.90)).
We expected that ail objects with négative values would be Q-types, because the réflectance values are
still decreasing between 0.90 and 0.95 and the minimum has not yet been reached. We found that in
general this could separate between Q-types and the others, but not definitively because the average
spectra on which we based this method do not represent the entire range of spectra within that class.
There were still S- and Sq-types that had minima at longer wavelengths. We attempted many other tests
by comparing values and ratios of réflectance values at different points throughout the band. No test or
combination of tests could adequately separate among classes.

We also found that many high-sloped S-types (Sw-types) were indistinguishable from lower-sloped
objects in the sample with near-IR-only data. As stated in DeMeo et al. (2009a), because the entire
1-micron absorption band is not sampled, some depth versus slope information is lost, making it difficult,
if not impossible, to distinguish between a steeply sloped spectrum with a shallow 1-micron feature and
a spectrum with a lower slope, but a deep 1-micron feature. Figure 4.16 plots ail S-complex, Q-type and
R-type spectra in the sample normalized at 0.55 microns (right) and 1.2 microns (left). It is clear that the
depth and width of the 1-micron band can be determined because the left peak is présent. Figure 4.17
shows only the near-infrared wavelength région. Classification of these spectra is more difficult.
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Figure 4.16: Left: Here we plot ail S-complex, Q-type, and R-type spectra from our sample over the

0.45 - 2.45 micron wavelength range normalized to unity at 0.55 microns. The peak near 0.75 microns

before the absorption band allows a clear détermination of band depth, band width and overall slope of

the spectrum. Right: Data here are normalized to unity at 1.2 microns to compare data over the entire

range to near-IR-only data normalized at the same wavelength.

Figure 4.17: Here we plot ail S-complex, Q-type, and R-type spectra from our sample over the 0.85 -
2.45 micron wavelength range normalized to unity at 1.2 microns. Without the peak near 0.75 microns
before the absorption band, one cannot distinguish between a spectrum with a deep absorption and a

low slope, or a shallow absorption and a high slope.

4.6.3 Near-IR: C- and X- complexes

While some information could still be salvaged about the 1-micron band by inspecting its shape and its

width in the near-IR range, we learn about the degeneracy of subtly featured objects in the near-infrared.

C- and X- complex objects do not hâve any strong distinguishing features in the near-infraread, with

the exception of Xk-types which show a small feature near 1 micron, and C-types which tend to hâve
a shallow, broad feature near 1-1.3 microns. Without the important visible wavelength information is

it possible to separate these classes? Is there some slope information still retained? For example, do
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PCtr2'

Figure 4.18: Plot of PC values from principal component analysis of exclusively C- and X-complex plus
D- and T-type objects in near-infrared. Here the first two principal components are plotted.

C-complex objects hâve lower slopes than do X-complex objects in the near-infrared as is true in the
visible?

We started with a comparison of slopes among classes. By comparing the average slope for each class

and the range of slopes we find that there is a significant range of near-ir slopes within each class, much
more than is seen in the well-contained visible wavelength région. There does not seem to be any clear

slope boundaries, except for the exceptionally high-sloped D class.
Since no immédiate answer could be found in our near-infrared PCA, we performed another principal

component analysis on only subtly featured objects (including ail C- and X-complex objects as well as
D and T types). The advantage of isolating these objects is that PCA becomes more sensitive to subtle
différences between these classes rather than the significant 1 and 2 micron features of S-complex objects.

We find by comparing the first principal component in tliis subtly-featured-only PCA that C-types

tend to hâve the lowest PC values, while D-types tend to hâve the highest. These two classes, however,

can already be separated by their slope for the D class and by visual confirmation of a subtle 1.3 micron

feature for the C class. Unfortunately, no other clear séparation between the B, Cb, Cg, Cgh, Ch,

X, Xc, Xe, Xk, and T classes are évident. From this we can conclude that the C- and X- complexes

can be defined exclusively with visible wavelength data and are entirely degenerate in the near-infrared.

Figures 4.18, 4.19, and 4.20 plot the these objects in the various principal component spaces created in
this analysis.

4.7 Albedo Distributions among Taxonomie Classes

The next step to refining taxonomy and ultimately our understanding of asteroid surfaces based on remote

sensing is to include albedo information. Albedo tells us how dark or bright a surface is, helping constrain
composition and âge. It is generally found that the S-complex has higher albedos than the C-complex.

Table 4.2 reports the average géométrie albedo and the standard déviation for each class. The table also

reports the debiased average albedos for NEOs calculated in Stuart and Binzel (2004), to compare to
the primarily Main Belt sample in this taxonomy. Their objects were classified in the System of Bus and

Binzel (2002a) and were grouped into complexes. The average C-type albedo for our sample is lower than
for their C-complex. This is likely because we report separately the Cgh-types that hâve a higher average
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Figure 4.19: Plot of PC values from principal component analysis of exclusively C- and X-complex plus

D- and T-type objects in near-infrared. Here the first and third principal components are plotted.

Figure 4.20: Plot of PC values from principal component analysis of exclusively C- and X-complex plus

D- and T-type objects in near-infrared. Here the first and fourth principal components are plotted.
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Table 4.2: Average Albedos for each Taxonomie Class

Class Albedo0 Standard Dev N" NEO debiased albedoc

A 0.29 0.17 5 0.200±0.020

C 0.06 0.02 12 0.101±0.027

Cb 0.07 0.05 3

Cgh 0.13 0.14 10

Ch 0.06 0.01 16

D 0.09 0.06 12 0.042±0.013

K 0.15 0.05 13

L 0.15 0.05 14

S 0.21 0.05 63 0.239±0.044

Sw 0.20 0.08 7

V 0.27 0.14 3 0.417±0.147

X,Trf 0.06 0.03 7 0.072±0.025

Xc 0.17 0.10 3

Xe 0.14 0.03 3

Xk 0.15 0.08 16

“Average géométrie albedo per class. Albedo values axe from Tedesco et al. (2002)
bNumber of objects used for average
cNEO debiased average albedos are from Stuart and Binzel (2004). They group the classes differently then we hâve here.
dBecause the X and T classes are spectrally very similar we combine them for albedo averages to increase the sample

size.

albedo. The average NEO albedo for D-types is lower than this sample, however it is based only on one

albedo measurement. The V-types also hâve very different average albedos, although each of our samples

only contains 3 objects. Vesta has a high albedo (0.42) matching those of the NEOs, which presumably
came from Vesta. The two other Main Belt V-types with albedo measurements (1904 Massevitch and
1459 Magnya) are not in the Vesta family.

Figure 4.21 plots the distribution of géométrie albedos for each taxonomie class for which there are

at least three objects with albedo values. The albedo data is from Tedesco et al. (2002). While many
classes hâve a small sample size, there are a few trends that can be noted. Many classes (C, Cb, Ch, S,
X, T, and Xc) hâve reasonably well constrained albedos that vary by less than 0.15. The S-type has a
broader overall range because of its large sample size, but the large majority of objects do not vary more

than the other classes. Some classes (K, L, Sq, and Xk) hâve wide distribution of albedos among objects.
Other classes hâve “albedo anomalies” in their class, with just one or two outliers with a significantly

high albedo. While most Cgh-types hâve albedos less than 0.1, there is one object with an albedo greater
than 0.4. Vesta is the high albedo outlier among V-types; however, the sample size is very small. Among

D-types there are also two high albedo outliers. D-types are traditionally thought of as very dark, with
very low albedos. The existence of two higher albedo objects forces us to recognize that this class of very

red objects likely has a variety of different surfaces.
Larger samples, including objects classified under the Bus or Tholen Systems, or simple classifications

from SDSS colors, should provide much more insight on the albedo distributions of asteroid populations.

The information provided by albedos of objects classified in this System, however, hâve the advantage of

knowledge of spectral behavior in the near-infrared. With a larger sample, it would be worth reexamining
the albedo distributions particularly among S-complex objects for which near-infrared data is critical.

4.8 Conclusion

An extended taxonomy was presented here using Principal Component Analysis and visible features to

chaxacterize visible and near-infrared wavelength spectra. The System, based on the Bus visible taxonomy

from Bus (1999); Bus and Binzel (2002a), has 24 classes compared to 26 in the Bus System. We eliminated
three classes: Ld, SI, and Sk. Ail the Bus S subclasses (Sa, SI, Sk, Sq, Sr) had objects that merged back
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Cb
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Sq X ond T

Xc Xe Xk

Figure 4.21: The distribution of object géométrie albedos per class. Albedos are from Tedesco et al.
(2002). Only classes with at least 3 objects with albedo measurements are presented. The bin width
is 0.05, and the last bin represents any albedo value greater than 0.4. The mean and médian albedo
error for the sample are 0.02 and 0.01, respectively. The largest error by far is for a single S-type with a
measured albedo of 0.43±0.15.
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into the S-class, although many Sq objects remained Sq and two Sr objects were relabeled Sa. A new

intermediate class, the Sv-class, was created as a link between the S- and V-classes. High-sloped S, Sq,

Sr, Sv, and V objects were given a w notation to indicate possible weathering, but this notation does not
constitute a new class. Many of the classes that lie left of line a in PC2' versus PCI' space are either

featureless or exhibit only small features at visible wavelengths identified by Bus (1999); Bus and Binzel
(2002a). It is still necessary to use these visible features to distinguish the classes because there are no
other corresponding features at near-infrared wavelengths. We hâve also devised a method to categorize

data when solely the near-infrared wavelength range is available, however, without visible wavelength

information, the near-infrared taxonomy supplément cannot definitively classify many types especially

those in the C- and X-complex, as many of those classes are defined only by visible wavelength features.

By attempting to create a supplementary method of classifying near-infrared-only data, we simultane-

ously provided a test for the limits of having only visible or only near-infrared wavelength data. We find

that visible wavelength data is strongly indicative of near-infrared behavior. Spectra classified as A-types

however, often do not hâve the expected strong l-/im absorption band. We learn that the strength of

the dip seen toward the end of the visible régime that indicates the presence of a l-/im feature, does not

necessarily indicate the shape and depth of that feature. This prompted the change of désignation among

some objects labeled L and K, as well as among some S-, Sq, and Sr- types.

Additionally, we hâve found the limits of PCA. When near-infrared data are added, PCA is over-

whelmed by the 1- and 2- micron features and does not do an adéquate job of identifying more subtle

features such as those found in the visible région in the C- and X- complex spectra. Even though a more

quantitative approach is preferred for distinguishing groups, being able to visually identify and define

characteristic features of a spectrum lias proven valuable.

The ultimate goal of a taxonomy is to lead toward a better understanding of the minéralogie com

position of asteroids. While grouping asteroids is a useful tool, without minéralogie insight behind it,

taxonomy is “just a letter”. Many methods of analysis are used to interpret the mineralogy of asteroid

spectra. Band depths and widths are used to interpret olivine and pyroxene contents (e.g. Gaffeyl993).
Modeling, such as that described in section 3.2.1, are also used to estimate abundances by reproducing a

spectrum using optical constants created from laboratory spectra. Meteorites, which are actual asteroid

samples that can be measured in the lab, are also enormously important for understanding the com

position of asteroids. Linking meteorite types with asteroid classes can provide important minéralogie
constraints.

There is much future work to be accomplished for asteroid taxonomy. More complété Systems in the

future should include more than spectral information. Including visible albedo, radar albedo, densities,

polarimetric measurements, longer wavelength data, and dynamical families could more thoroughly sep-

arate types of objects. At the same time, a taxonomy must always strive to be user-friendly, for if it

is overcomplicated or not easily accessible and understandable to the community, it is not providing its
intended service.
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The Outer Solar System
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Chapter 5

Photometric Analysis of TNOs and
Centaurs

This chapter analyzes the photometric colors of 23 TNOs and Centaurs,

nine of which hâve never been previously observed. Taxonomie classi- ||É
fications are assigned to the data and a search for possible variation is

performed. The five objects that differ from previous data are discussed
in further detail. This chapter is directly from DeMeo et al. (2009b)
except for Section 5.6 which is from DeMeo et al. (2010a).
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5.1 State of Understanding

By studying the colors of distant, minor bodies in our solax System, we learn about the initial conditions
and évolution of the outer solar System, as well as the characteristics of the building blocks of planets.

Because Transneptunian Objects (TNOs) are particularly faint and long intégration times are essential for
good quality data, photometry currently provides the best method of surveying a significant population of
these objects. From these initial data, we can target spécifie objects of interest for follow-up observations.
Although spectroscopy is a more useful tool for determining surface compositions, we are limited to the

brightest of the TNO population to achieve acceptable signal-to-noise ratios from even the laxgest ground

based télescopes. TNOs display a wide range of colors ranging from neutral or slightly blue to very
red. The goal of surveying a large number of these objects is to identify color characteristics that

relate independent populations of TNOs. A review of Transneptunian Object compositions and surface

properties is provided by Barucci et al. (2008a).
The first ESO (European Southern Observatory) Large Program at Paranal, Chile, which occurred

between 2001 to 2003, provided excellent photometric data (Boehnhardt et al., 2002; Peixinho et al.,
2004; Delsanti et al., 2006). Relevant statistical analyses were performed and ail possible corrélations
between colors and orbital parameters were analyzed (for a complété review see Doressoundiram et al.,
2008). The main resuit was that different colors could be identified with the cold classical objects (low
inclination, red color and small size diameters), supposed to be more primitive, and the hot classical
objects (with higher inclinations and diverse colors and sizes) (Doressoundiram et al., 2002).

In analyzing a significant number of objects, it is important to identify groups of objects with similar
characteristics. There are two means of characterizing TNOs, according to either their dynamics or surface

properties. Their dynamical orbital groups are defined by Gladman et al. (2008). Our sample includes
objects from each of the following Gladman categories: résonant (objects in mean motion résonances
with Neptune), detached (pericenters decoupled from Neptune), scattered (unstable orbits and high
eccentricities), and classical (circular orbits and low eccentricities).

Taxonomies used to differentiate between a range of surface compositions hâve been used for small

body populations since the 1970s (Chapman et al., 1975) when they were first applied to main belt
asteroids. More advanced Systems were developed for inner solar System small bodies such as the Tholen

taxonomy based on 8 colors (Tholen, 1984) and SMASSII (Small Main-Belt Asteroid Spectroscopic Survey
II) spectral taxonomy (Bus and Binzel, 2002a). Classification Systems are extremely useful for organizing
surface characteristics, which may suggest âge, composition, and surface alteration. By applying the

same methods used for asteroids (multivariate statistical analysis and principal components), the first
TNO taxonomy was created using 22 objects with data for four colors (B-V, V-R, V-I, and V-J) by
Barucci et al. (2001). The Barucci taxonomy is a four-class System ranging from a neutral color, BB, to
intermediate red colors, BR and IR, to very red, RR.

In this paper we présent the visible and near-infrared photometric results for data acquired between
October 2006 and September 2007 for 23 objects, 9 of which hâve never been previously observed, obtained

in the framework of a second ESO Large Program (PI=M.A. Barucci) devoted to observing TNOs and
Centaurs with different techniques. The corresponding spectra of these objects are presented in Alvarez-

Candal et al. (2008) and Guilbert et al. (2009a). While we strive to observe any objects available that
hâve never been observed photometrically, it is also important to continue to study previously observed

objects and asses whether results are consistent or if there are changes occur in these objects that could
reflect inhomogeneous surface properties. The visible and near-infrared observations were carried out

simultaneously when possible. See Appendix B.l for observational circumstances. We calculate colors
for ail objects, détermine taxonomie types when sufficient data are available, and verify the types for

previously observed objects. Classification was performed by G-mode analysis developed in Fulchignoni

et al. (2000) for the Barucci classification System (Barucci et al., 2005a) using between two and five color
data per object.

5.2 Taxonomy of TNOs

Barucci et al. (2005a) created a new taxonomy for TNOs and Centaurs based on a sample of 51 objects
using the same method as asteroid taxonomies (Barucci et al., 1987; Tholen and Barucci, 1989): Principal
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Component Analysis (PCA) and multivariate G-mode analysis. Using 5 colors (B-V, V-R, V-I, V-J, V-
H), four groups based on photometric colors were defined, each with capitalized two-letter désignations
to distinguish this TNO taxonomy notation from those for asteroids. Objects having neutral colors with
respect to the Sun are classified as BB (blue objects), and those having very high slope are classified
RR (very red objects). The BR group contains objects with an intermediate blue-red color, while the
IR group includes moderately red objects. These classes are expected to represent objects with different
surfaces. Some objects could differ in their initial compositions, which distinguish their colors, while

others may hâve different colors and slopes because their surfaces hâve been affected by processes such as
bombardment by energetic particles over time. Fig. 1 highlights the différences between classes among

our sample. It is évident that there is also wide variation in slope among the BB class objects due to the

broad boundary defining the class.

Fulchignoni et al. (2000) published an extension of the G-mode analysis method, which enables the
new classification of objects within the Barucci taxonomie System. The G-mode analysis calculâtes how

different an object’s colors are compared to the mean for that class. A variance value is found for each

object for each taxonomie class and any class within three sigma is designated to the object.
Even if only a subset of the colors used in the initial taxonomy exists for an object, the algorithm

provides at least a preliminary indication of its class. Of course, the fewer colors (and thus less infor

mation) decreases the confidence of the classification. Objects that do not hâve a full set of colors for
classification may be assigned two taxonomie types silice there is insufficient information to differentiate

to which of the two classes the object belongs. We applied this algorithm to each object with more than

one color data, and the resulting classes along with the colors are reported in Appendix B.3.

5.3 Results

We report colors and magnitudes for the 23 observed objects. Magnitudes in the V, J, H, and Ks filters are

reported in Appendix B.2. In Appendix B.2, we also provide absolute H magnitudes, labeled H„(1,1,0),
the visible magnitude of an object if it were placed 1 AU from the sun and 1 AU from the Earth with a

phase angle of zéro. The équation used to calculate the absolute magnitude is expressed in Eq. 1:

Hv{1,1, 0) = V(l, 1,0) = V - blog (rA) - a(3 (5.1)

where V is the visible magnitude reported in Col. 5 of Appendix B.2, and r, A, and a are the heliocentric

and topocentric distances and the phase angle, respectively, given in Appendix B.l. /3 is the phase

curve slope (mag/deg). For TNOs, we used a j3 value of 0.14T0.03 mag/deg, the modal value of the
measurements from Sheppard and Jewitt (2002). For Centaurs and Jupiter Family Cornets (JFC), we
used a (5 value of 0.1Ü0.01 mag/deg, the resuit of a least squares fit by Doressoundiram et al. (2005) of
the linear phase function 4>(a) — 10“°^ of data from Bauer et al. (2003).

Mean colors with respect to the V magnitude are shown in Appendix B.3. The errors for the colors

were calculated as the square root of the sum of each magnitude error squared, \Jerr\ + err|. When
more than one observation was taken for an object, and hence more than one magnitude measurement in

a certain filter existed, the weighted mean magnitude was calculated and one single color was reported.

From these colors, we calculated réflectance values at each wavelength using Eq. 2:

R(X) = (5-2)

where (Mp) and (Afpo) are the magnitudes of the object and sun, respectively, at the central wave
length of filter F (specified to be BVRIJHKS). The équation is normalized to unity at the central
wavelength of filter V using My and My0, the V magnitudes of the object and sun, respectively. Solar
colors listed in the first row of Appendix B.3 are taken from Campins et al. (1985) and Hardorp (1980).
In Fig. 1, a plot is shown of normalized réflectance values for ail classified objects with more than three
data points; a large slope variation is évident.

Some color values differ significantly from the literature, and even some previously published results

disagree significantly from each other (for a summary of TNO photometry values, see Fulchignoni et al.,
2008). These color différences could be attributed to inhomogeneous surface compositions or irregular
shapes for objects that were not observed simultaneously in the visible and near-infrared wavelengths.
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Figure 5.1: Normalized Réflectance Values for 14 TNOs and Centaurs. This figure plots reflectivity values
for classified objects with more than two data points. The spectra are normalized to unity at the center
of the V-band (0.554 /nn). Reflectivities are calculated using Eq. 2. BB objects include 28978, 32532,
136199, 145451, and 2003 AZ84. BR,BB objects are 10199 and 60558. BR objects are 42355, 54598,

90568, and 120132. The IR, RR object is 55565, and the two RR objects are 47171 and 50000.
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Table 5.1: Known Lightcurve Data for TNOs

Object A Magnitude0 Period (h)' Ref

26375 <0.10 1

28978 <0.05 2,3

32532 0.16 ±0.02,0.18 4.1546±0.0001(s) 4

8.34(d) 5

42355 <0.05 2,3

47171 <0.05 2,3,6

47932 0.61 ± 0.03 8.329±0.005(d) 1

50000 0.13 ± 0.03 17.6788±0.0004(d) 7

54598 0.75 ± 0.09 4.57±0.02(s) 4

55565 0.08 ± 0.07, <0.03 8.86±0.01(s) 8,9

55637 <0.06, 0.21±0.06 7.2 or 8.4(s) 2,10

60558 0.24 ± 0.06 13.401 (s) 10

83982 0.14 ± 0.04 6.97 or 9.67(s) 3

90568 <0.08 9

120132 <0.08 9

136199 <0.01 9

“The peak to peak range of the lightcurve.

^Lightcurve periods in hours noted as single (s) or double (d) if the period has one or two maxima.
“Data is referenced from: 1. Sheppard and Jewitt (2002), 2. Sheppard and Jewitt (2003), 3. Ortiz et al. (2003a), 4.

Ortiz et al. (2002), 5. Farnham and Davies (2003) 6. Lacerda and Luu (2006), 7. Ortiz et al. (2003b), 8. Ortiz et al. (2006),
9. Sheppard (2007), 10. Rousselot et al. (2005). For a complété listing see Sheppard et al. (2008).

Some of these objects hâve known lightcurves that can provide insight into the expected magnitude

changes during a rotational period. These lightcurve magnitude amplitudes are listed in Table 5.1. A
complété list of ail known TNO lightcurves can be found in Sheppard et al. (2008). Objects in our sample
with the most striking magnitude changes include 47932 and 54598 with magnitude changes throughout
their rotational periods of 0.61 ± 0.03 and 0.75 ± 0.09, respectively.

5.4 Discussion

Using between two and five color data for each object, we classified 18 of the 23 objects, and their classes
are reported in Appendix B.3. There were six BB, four BR, two RR and six designated two or more
categories due to insufficient data. Three objects (83982, 119951, 2003 UZ117) had only one color and
were therefore unclassifiable. Two objects (26375, 145452) did not fall within the range of the 4 taxonomie
groups: objects 26375 was previously classified as IR (Fulchignoni et al., 2008), while 145452 had never
been previously observed. These two objects did not fall within any particular class because their visible
colors matched those of the redder IR and RR classes while their infrared colors were more consistent

with the bluer BB and BR classes.

Of the nine newly observed objects, we classified six. Objects 145451 and 145453 are in class BB,
90568 and 120132 are class BR, object 50000 was classified as RR, and the sixth object, 2003 QW90 had

only two colors allowing us only to exclude it from the BB class because the object is redder than BB
types. Objects 119951 and 2003 UZ117 had insufficient color data to complété the analysis, while the
third object 145452 had five colors but did not correspond to any of the four categories.

Fourteen objects in our sample had been previously labeled. Ten objects remained in the same class
or at least one of the two désignations agreed if an object had been given two types. One (83982) had

only one color data and could not be classified. Three objects changed from their previous classes: 26375
(1999 DE9), 28978 (Ixion), and 32532 (Thereus).

Seven objects hâve known periods from their lightcurves (see Table 5.1 for a summary of lightcurve
publications). Object 47171 is a binary Two of the objects, 47932 and 54598 (Bienor) hâve extreme
lightcurve amplitudes (0.61 and 0.75 magnitude changes, see Table 5.1). Their calculated absolute mag-
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Table 5.2: Comparison of infrared colors with previous work for selected TNOs

Obj J-H J-K Ref 0

26375 0.29±0.09 0.35±0.09 4

0.40±0.09 0.41±0.13 1

0.32±0.11 0.28±0.11 2

0.29±0.06 0.36±0.06 3

28978 0.26±0.06 0.25±0.06 4

0.30±0.07 0.09±0.07 1

32532 0.39±0.07 0.51±0.07 4

0.34±0.07 0.62±0.07 1

0.51±0.04 0.62±0.06 5

47932 0.37±0.07 0.44±0.09 4

0.37±0.11 0.54±0.11 1

54598 0.36±0.06 4

0.36±0.06 1

0.35±0.06 6

0.51±0.07 7

“References 1: Doressoundiram et al. (200/"), 2: Delsanti et al. (2006), 3: Doressoundiram et al. (2003), 4: This work, 5:
Barucci et al. (2002), 6: Dotto et al. (2003), 7: Delsanti et al. (2004).

nitudes Hv (1,1,0) are significantly different from previous results, but still inside the A magnitude value
of their lightcurves. We discuss these objects and others that changed classes in further detail.

5.4.1 26375 (1999 DE9)

Seven measurements combined in Fulchignoni et al. (2008) produced the previous classification (IR) of
26375. Combined with lightcurve data indicating no significant magnitude variations (see Table 5.1) it
appears that previous measurements were robust and stable. While our visible colors agréé with published

results, the infrared colors with respect to V are approximately 0.3 magnitudes lower. Our J-H and J-K

colors, however, are in good agreement with previous work (see Table 5.2 and Table 5.3). Jewitt and
Luu (2001) noted a feature attributed to H20 ice (abundance around 10%), which was also detected by
Barkume et al. (2008). This feature was not seen by Doressoundiram et al. (2003), suggesting that there
may be heterogeneity on the surface.

5.4.2 Ixion (29878)

Ixion (28978) had been previously classified as an IR, but is a BB according to our data, which represents
a significant change. The previous classification was based on one set of observations of six colors (data
from Doressoundiram et al., 2007). Ixion does not hâve a significant lightcurve amplitude (see Table 5.1),
although, while our J-H color agréés with previous work, the J-K is higher. This may correspond to

surface heterogeneity. Our V-J and V-H colors were each almost 0.3 magnitudes lower than seen by
Doressoundiram et al. (2007), which produced a significant classification change. Slight H20 ice features
were detected in the infrared spectra by both Licandro et al. (2002) and Barkume et al. (2008).

5.4.3 Thereus (32532)

Thereus (32532) was previously a BR, but our data classifies it as a BB. While our optical data agréé
with published results, our V-J value is more than 0.3 magnitudes lower, V-H is almost 0.4, and V-Ks

is around 0.45 magnitudes lower than averages published by Fulchignoni et al. (2008). These différences
are striking. Thereus has a double peak lightcurve of amplitude 0.18 magnitudes (see Table 5.1), and
has a period of over eight hours (see Table 5.1). Our measurements were nearly simultaneous with only
an 11 minute séparation between visible and near-infrared data, so the différence cannot be attributed

to observing different parts of the surface. Merlin et al. (2007), however, report spectral variation across
the surface, which could account for différences between our data and previous work.
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5.4.4 47932 (2000 GN171)

For object 47932, visible and near-infrared observations were taken between 20 and 45 minutes apart.
Although this object has a fairly long rotation period of 8.329±0.005 hours (see Table 5.1) with respect
to the time différence between our visible and near-infrared observations, double maxima were detected

implying that within 45 minutes, the object’s surface shape or composition that we measured, changed
significantly. It is probable that, during our exposures in J, the surface changed as well. 47932 previously
classified as an IR type, by our analysis is placed in either the BR or IR classes, consistent with previous
results.

We calculate an absolute magnitude (1,1,0) for 47932, ranging from 6.20 to 6.31±0.04 depending on
the night of observation (see Table B.l). Doressoundiram et al. (2007) reports a magnitude of 6.7Ü0.05,
and McBride et al. (2003) report a similar value of 6.71T0.04. The différence between our value and that
reported by previous work is well within the 0.61±0.03 magnitude lightcurve amplitude.

5.4.5 Bienor (54598)

Bienor (54598) has a single peak lightcurve with a period of 4.57T0.02 hours (see Table 5.1). Visible and
near-infrared observations for Bienor were taken approximately 45 minutes apart, a time period during

which the object rotated significantly. Our visible versus near-infrared observations were then acquired
on different parts of the surface, which could significantly change the magnitude. The absolute magnitude

(1,1,0) calculated from our results is 7.46±0.03 compared to 8.04T0.02 from Doressoundiram et al.
(2007). This large différence in magnitude is still smaller than the lightcurve amplitude of 0.75A0.09
(Table 5.1). A weak détection of H20 ice features was noted by Barkume et al. (2008).

The visible colors B-V, V-R, and V-I, as well as the near infrared colors J-H and J-K, axe consistent

with past published results. The V-J, V-H, and V-K colors for several objects, however, appear to
differ from the published averages (see Table 5.2 and Table 5.3). Some color values are lower than in
previous work, while others, such as those for Eris are higher compared to values published by Brown
et al. (2005b). While this différence could easily be attributed to surface heterogeneity or large lightcurve
amplitudes for some objects, for objects without known variation the reason is less clear. It is important
to note, however, that behavior in the optical range (such as small or large lightcurve amplitudes) may
indicate but not necessarily constrain behavior in the near-infrared. The différence of colors, spans over

different nights, both service and visitor mode, and several people reducing the same data independently,
therefore the différence in values when compared to the literature cannot be due to weather, calibration,

or réduction of a spécifie night. The ISAAC instrument broadband filters used for infrared observation
differ from the filters that measured magnitudes for UKIRT standard stars, which we used for calibration.
A color transformation between ISAAC and other Systems is not yet available and could account for part

of the différence, although probably not more than a few hundredths of a magnitude.
While objects that were classified in the BB class range did not change classes due to the lower

infrared colors, it is important to note that the ranges of possible parameter values are far wider for BB

compared with those of the BR and IR classes, implying that for equal magnitude changes an object in
the BB class may not change classes, while those within the BR and IR groups may.

5.5 Conclusion

We report photometric observations from the ESO VLT System for 23 objects, nine of which hâve never
been previously observed. Eighteen of these objects were given taxonomie classifications: six BB, four
BR, two RR and six in two or more categories due to insufficient data.

Three objects that had been previously observed and classified, were assigned different classes: 26375

(1999 DE9), 28978 (Ixion), and 32532 (Thereus). While there is no significant lightcurve amplitude
measured for 26375, H20 ice features were noted by Jewitt and Luu (2001) and Barkume et al. (2008),
but were not detected by Doressoundiram et al. (2003), suggesting that there may be heterogeneity on
the surface. Ixion does not hâve a significant magnitude change during one rotation either, but the
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Table 5.3: Comparison of colors with previous work for selected TNOs.

Object B-V V-R V-I V-J V-H V-K Ref

26375 0.62 ± 0.02 1.12 ± 0.02 1.53 ± 0.07 1.82 ± 0.08 1.88 ± 0.08 This work

0.97 ± 0.03 0.58 ± 0.01 1.15 ± 0.01 1.84 ± 0.04 2.17 ± 0.05 2.19 ± 0.05 Fulchignoni et al. (2008)"
28978 0.55 ± 0.06 1.59 ± 0.06 1.85 ± 0.07 1.84 ± 0.07 This work

1.03 ± 0.03 0.61 ± 0.03 1.19 ± 0.04 1.88 ± 0.09 2.18 ± 0.11 1.97 ± 0.09 Doressoundiram et al. (2007)
32532 0.81 ± 0.05 0.90 ± 0.13 1.35 ± 0.05 1.75 ± 0.06 1.86 ± 0.06 This work

0.75 ± 0.01 0.49 ± 0.02 0.94 ± 0.01 1.69 ± 0.05 2.14 ± 0.07 2.3 ± -0.05 Fulchignoni et al. (2008)
47932 0.59 ± 0.09 1.12 ± 0.04 1.65 ± 0.05 2.01 ± 0.06 2.08 ± 0.07 This work

0.92 ± 0.01 0.62 ± 0.01 1.22 ± 0.02 1.84 ± 0.08 2.21 ± 0.14 2.38 ± 0.14 Fulchignoni et al. (2008)
0.92 ± 0.01 0.62 ± 0.01 1.22 ± 0.02 1.84 ± 0.08 2.21 ± 0.14 2.38 ± 0.14 Fulchignoni et al. (2008)

54598 0.73 ± 0.05 0.93 ± 0.16 1.52 ± 0.06 1.89 ± 0.06 This work

0.69 ± 0.02 0.47 ± 0.02 0.92 ± 0.05 1.74 ± 0.03 2.14 ± 0.05 2.27 ± 0.11 Fulchignoni et al. (2008)

“The values from Fulchignoni et al. (2008) correspond to averages of several measurements. For 26375 and 54598 it
includes 7 sources each (3 and 4 for near-ir, respectively). For 32532 and 47932 there are 4 sources each (3 and 2 for near-ir,
respectively).

différences between our infrared colors and those reported by Doressoundiram et al. (2007) suggest that
there is variation over the surface. We conclude that for Thereus (32532) the change is due to surface
variation reported by Merlin et al. (2007), which is also évident in its lightcurve which has significant
magnitude changes (~0.16) measured by Ortiz et al. (2002).

In most of our near-infrared observations, including those of Ixion and Thereus, we report lower color

values than previously published results. We measure a wide range of spectral reflectivities among the

sample, which covers ail four taxonomie classes. Two objects, 47932 (2000 GN171) and 54598 (Bienor),
had absolute magnitude values H„ (1,1,0) that were significantly different from previously published re
sults. For both objects, extreme lightcurve amplitudes hâve been measured, which explain the variable

H„(1,1,0) magnitude and the classification change of 47932 between different observations.

5.6 Final Color Results from the second ESO Large Program

The results presented above represent the first half of the second ESO Large Program. By combining ail

results from the Large Program and data from the literature Perna et al. (2010) présent new statistics on
TNO colors. They find among our sample that our measurements of three objects could not be classified
in this System (26375, 145452, and 2007 UK^), because their visible colors were red, matching best the
IR and RR classes, while the near-infrared colors were bluer, consistent with the BB and BR classes. This

suggests greater color diversity than what was found in the original sample used to create the taxonomy.
In analysis of the distribution of taxonomie classes among dynamical classes and orbital éléments, it was
found that 8 of the 13 Centaurs in the sample were in the neutral to moderately red BB and BR classes

while the other 5 were in the RR class, confirming the bimodality of the population (Peixinho et al.,
2003). Ail IR class objects in our sample are classical objects, which is consistent with Fulchignoni et al.
(2008) where they found the IR class confined to the résonant and classical population.
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Chapter 6

A spectroscopic analysis of

Jupiter-coupled object (52872)
Okyrhoe, and TNOs (90482) Orcus
and (73480) 2002 PN34

We analyze the surface composition of three outer Solar Sys

tem small bodies, Jupiter-coupled object (52872) Okyrhoe, and
TNOs (90482) Orcus and (73480) 2002 PN34, by modeling spec
troscopic measurements in the visible and near-infrared wave-

length ranges. We find varying amounts of H2O ice among these

bodies, Okyrhoe has no traces in our spectrum, 73480 has small

amounts, and Orcus has large quantities. Furthermore, we dis-

cuss possible surface variation on Okyrhoe and Orcus, and place

constraints on volatile ices on Orcus. This work is directly from

the submitted article DeMeo et al. (2010b).
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CHAPTER 6. SPECTROSCOPY OF 3 OUTER SOLAR SYSTEM SMALL BODIES

Table 6.1: Target Information
Parameter (52872)

Okyrhoe

(73480)
2002 PN34

(90482)
Orcus

Orbit Jupiter-Coupledr' Scattered Disk Résonant (3:2)
Albedo (%)b 2.49±g;|J 4-25i?:ü 19-72Ü*!
Diam. (km) 52.1±|;1 119-5Î1SJ 946.3Î&I
a (AU)C 8.4 31.2 39.2

e 0.31 0.57 0.23

i (deg) 15.7 16.6 20.6

TaxonomyJ BR BR, BB BB

“Some classify object 52872 as a Centaur, but because its Tisserand paxameter Tj is less than 3.05 (Tj=2.95) it is
“rapidly perturbed by Jupiter” according to Gladman et al. (2008)

hProm Stansberry et al. (2008)
ca, e, and i are the orbital éléments semi-major axis, eccentricity and inclination, respectively.

^Classifications axe performed using the taxonomie System designed by Barucci et al. (2005a). The désignation cornes
from Fulchignoni et al. (2008) for Okyrhoe and Orcus and from Perna et al. (2010) for (73480) 2002 PN34

6.1 Introduction

Transneptunian Object (TNO) spectral signatures provide important constraints on surface composition.
While most visible spectra are featureless (Lazzarin et al., 2003; Fornasier et al., 2009), many of the TNO
surfaces are ice-rich and hâve clear spectral signatures in the near-infrared. Some TNO near-infrared

spectra are largely featureless and only variations in spectral slope allow us to distinguish one from

another (Guilbert et al., 2009a). Only for the largest and brightest TNOs can spectra be measured with
a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio necessary for a detailed analysis. For dimmer bodies, a taxonomy

of photometric colors of TNOs helps categorize objects with similar characteristics (Barucci et al., 2005a).
The four classes are BB, BR, IR, and RR, spanning from neutral colors to very red with respect to the
Sun.

The spectra of small bodies in the outer Solar System hâve been divided into a few compositional

groups. The largest bodies contain a significant fraction of volatiles on their surfaces. The signatures of
methane are particularly apparent on these bodies: Pluto, Eris, Makemake, Quaoar, and Sedna, (e.g.,
Cruikshank et al., 1976; Brown et al., 2005b; Licandro et al., 2006b; Schaller and Brown, 2007a; Barucci

et al., 2005b). Many TNOs and Centaurs show signatures of H2O ice (Barkume et al., 2008; Guilbert
et al., 2009a). Rare signatures of NH3 (on Charon and Orcus; Buie and Grundy, 2000; Brown and Calvin,
2000; Barucci et al., 2008b) and methanol ((5145) Pholus and 2002 VE95; Cruikshank et al., 1998; Barucci
et al., 2006) hâve also been detected. Featureless spectra hâve a wide range of slopes but no distinct
absorption bands, thus leaving the surface composition largely unknown.

Further complicating our understanding of these bodies is a process called space weathering, which

includes solar wind, cosmic ray, and micrometeorite bombardment which alter the Chemical and physical

properties of surfaces. Laboratory studies hâve provided insight into how these processes affect material

expected to be on the surfaces (Strazzulla and Palumbo, 2001; Strazzulla et al., 2003; Brunetto et al.,
2006c). The effects of space weathering certainly differ on larger, volatile-rich bodies versus the smaller
ones. Rejuvenation processes such as collisions and for larger bodies sublimation and recondensation of
ices and possibly cryovolcanism are in constant compétition with the space weathering aging process.

Here we présent new visible and near-infrared photometric measurements and near-infrared wavelength

spectra for the Jupiter-coupled object (52872) Okyrhoe, the Résonant object (90482) Orcus, and Scattered
Disk object (73480) 2002 PN34. Their physical and orbital properties are listed in Table 6.1. These
observations are part of a second Large Program (PI M. A. Barucci) dedicated to investigating the
surface properties of Centaurs and Transneptunian objects. The program was carried out between 2006

and 2008 using the European Southern Observatory (ESO) Very Large Telescope (VLT). Observational
methods for this program included spectroscopy, photometry (colors and lightcurves), and polarimetry
to characterize TNOs with the most information available from ground-based studies. For a summary

of previously published results see DeMeo et al. (2010a). In this work we présent the observational
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Table 6.2: Circumstances of Spectroscopic Observations

Object Instr" Date UTstart

(hh:mm)
Texp
(sec)

Airm Standard Star (Airm)

(52872) Okyrhoe FORS2 Feb 04, 2008 06:33 1800 1.14 SA102 1081 (1.13)
(52872) Okyrhoe ISAAC Feb 03, 2008 07:02 1080 1.155 - 1.176 HIP045953 (1.166)
(52872) Okyrhoe SINFONI Feb 03, 2008 05:28 7800 1.128 - 1.204 SA102 1081 (1.140)

(73480) 2002 PN34 FORS2 Nov 10, 2007 00:51 2800 1.22 SA115 271 (1.13)
(73480) 2002 PN34 SINFONI Nov 10, 2007 00:32 6000 1.161 - 1.384 SA115 271 (1.167)
(73480) 2002 PN34 SINFONI Nov 12, 2007 01:25 3600 1.247 - 1.678 SA115 271 (1.296)

(90482) Orcus FORS2 Feb 04, 2008 05:25 2400 1.07 SA102 1081 (1.11)
(90482) Orcus ISAAC Feb 03, 2008 05:36 2880 1.058 - 1.087 HIP045953 (1.060)
(90482) Orcus SINFONI Feb 04, 2008 03:54 12600 1.058 - 1.252 SA102 1081 (1.135)

“FORS2 measures visible wavelength (0.4-0.8 /xm), visible spectroscopy is from Fornasier et al. (2009), ISAAC measures
J band wavelengths (1-1.4 pm), SINFONI measures H+K band wavelengths (1.4-2.4 pm)

Table 6.3: Circumstances of and Magnitudes from Photometric Observations

Obj

Date

(52872)
Okyrhoe

3 Feb. 2008

(52872)
Okyrhoe

4 Feb. 2008

(73480)
2002 PN34

10 Nov. 2007

(73480)
2002 PN34

10 Nov. 2007

(90482)
Orcus

3 Feb 2008

(90482)
Orcus

4 Feb 2008

UTs[nrt 06:41 06:18 00:36 02:23 04:46 05:04

V 18.63 db 0.02 20.68 ± 0.03 19.12 ± 0.02

R 18.14 ± 0.02 20.25 ± 0.05 18.73 ± 0.02

I 17.64 ± 0.02 18.37 ± 0.02

J 16.84 ± 0.06 19.00 ± 0.05 17.91 ± 0.05

H 16.39 ± 0.07 18.49 ± 0.06 17.72 ± 0.07

K, 16.28 ± 0.05 18.29 ± 0.05 17.89 ± 0.05

A (AU) 4.883 4.877 14.894 14.894 46.904 46.9

r (AU) 5.800 5.800 15.344 15.344 47.807 47.807

a (deg) 3.9 3.7 3.3 3.3 0.5 0.5

“A, r, and et are the topocentric distance, heliocentric distance, and phase angle, respectively

circumstances and the photometric results in Tables 6.2 and 6.3, we describe the modeling procedure in

Section 6.2, and we suggest surface compositions for each object in Section 6.3 based on bi-directional

réflectance models, and compare the data to previously measured spectra to search for lieterogeneity.

6.2 Modeling

We apply a radiative transfer model introduced by Hapke (1981). We calculate the géométrie albedo
Ar using Eq. 6.1 (Eq. 44 from Hapke, 1981) which is a function of the bihemispherical réflectance for
isotropie scatterers, ro, (Eq. 34 of Hapke, 1981) and the average single-scattering albedo, w. Because
TNOs are observed at small phase angles we set the phase angle to zéro, a good approximation. We
use a Henyey-Greenstein function (Henyey and Greenstein, 1941) for the phase function, P0. For Orcus
and 73480, we set the asymmetry parameter to 0.3 for the purposes of this model which corresponds
to a forward-scattering surface. Because Okyrhoe’s albedo is so low, we had to set the asymmetry
parameter to 0.35 to adequately reproduce its spectrum. We set the backscattering function to a fixed
value, Bq = 0.67, a value proposed by Verbiscer and Helfenstein (1998) for icy surfaces. We use the
albedo as a constraint when modeling our spectra by normalizing the spectra at 0.55 jim to the visible
albedo reported in Stansberry et al. (2008). To model their surfaces we use optical constants derived
from laboratory spectra taken under similar conditions as those found in the outer Solar System. The
best-fit model for each object is determined by minimizing the \2 value which quantifies the différence
between the data and the model. In the case for these models, the x2 value is calculated based on a
weighting of the spectrum, so that the fit near important features is considered much more important
than the fit in the telluric régions for example.

Ar = “ro(l + 3r°) + g((l + Bo)Pq — 1) (6-1)
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Table 6.4: Best-fit Models

Object
Model

Amount

(%)

Grain Size

(Mm)

Material

(52872) 71 10 Amorphous Carbon

Okyrhoe 26 10 Triton Tholin

X2=2.03 3 10 Titan Tholin

(73480) 55 10 Amorphous Carbon

2002 PN34 34 10 Triton Tholin

X2=181.21 11 40 Amorphous H2O

(90482) 50 15 Crystalline H2O
Orcus 23 15 Amorphous H2O
Model 1 19 10 Amorphous Carbon

X2=200.06 8 10 Triton Tholin

(90482) 50 15 Crystalline H2O
Orcus 22.5" 15 Amorphous H2O
Model 2 20.5 10 “Blue” component

X2=136.49 5 10 Triton Tholin

2 10 Titan Tholin

35.5 10 Amorphous H2O

(90482) 30 10 Crystalline H2O
Orcus 20.5 10 “Blue” component
Model 3 7 100 Ammonia Hydrate

X2=137.56 5 10 Triton Tholin

2 10 Titan Tholin

“Some of the concentrations in the models presented here are presented to a décimal place, however, it is important to

note that the errors on the concentrations are at least a few percent.

We use an intimate mixture of materials, meaning that a photon interacts with grains of more than one

composition before being reflected off the surface. Surfaces are likely, however, to hâve some combination

of horizontally separated “patches”, vertical layers, and intimate mixtures of grains. We use optical

constants of H2O ice in both crystalline and amorphous form (at 40 I< and 38 K from Grundy and Schmitt
1998 and Schmitt et al. 1998, respectively), amorphous carbon (Zubko et al., 1996), and Titan and Triton
Tholin (Khare et al., 1984, 1993). Carbon and Tholins do not hâve unique, identifiable absorption bands,
and thus their presence on these surfaces is not definite. They are used as représentative material that
aid in fitting the low albedo and red slope of the spectra, because optical constants are available for these
materials. However they could be replaced with different dark or red materials, such as other organics.

For Orcus, we model the spectrum with ammonia hydrate (Roush, personal communication), as well
as CH4 and CO2 (both from Quirico and Schmitt, 1997b) to place constraints on their abundance. We
also artificially create a near-infrared-absorbing “blue” material, similar to that added in the models of

Barucci et al. (2008b), to reproduce the spectral behavior. The need for this component is demonstrated
in Section 7.4. The quantities and grain sizes for each component in each model are given in Table 6.4,

and the best model for each object is plotted in Figs. 6.1, 6.3, and 6.4.

6.3 Discussion

Physical and dynamical properties of these three outer Solar System objects are given in Table 6.1. We
discuss each spectrum and the models in detail in the following subsections and compare our data for

both Okyrhoe and Orcus to previously published work.

6.3.1 (52872) Okyrhoe

Okyrhoe, discovered in 1998, is often considered a Centaur because of its low semi-major axis and

perihelion (with respect to TNOs), but is dynamically classified as a Jupiter-Coupled object by Gladman
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Figure 6.1: The spectrum of Okyrhoe and the best model. Blue circles mark réflectance values converted

ftom photometric colors, and the errors are marked in black (but are smaller than the size of the circle).
The best fit model (red) includes amorphous carbon, Triton Tholin and Titan Tholin.

et al. (2008) because it has a Jupiter-Tisserand parameter (Tj) less than 3.05. It has a diameter of
around 50 kilometers and a very low albedo near 2.5% (Stansberry et al., 2008).

Okyrhoe was first observed in visible wavelengths by Lazzarin et al. (2003). The spectrum had no
absorption features and a slope of 11.8±0.2 (%/103 Â). The visible spectrum used for modeling in this
work, presented by Fornasier et al. (2009), is also featureless, but has a slightly higher slope of 13.4±0.6
(%/103 À), however, they are still similar within a 2 sigma level of the uncertainties. Furthermore,
Lazzarin et al. (2003) did not consider systematic uncertainties due to the solar analogue stars in the
détermination of the slope uncertainties as was done by Fornasier et al. (2009).

The first near-infrared spectrum of Okyrhoe was modeled by Dotto et al. (2003). They find that
including a small amount of H2O ice improves the fit to the data. Their best model was a spatially

segregated combination of kerogen (97%), divine (1%) and H2O ice (2%). The high percentage of
kerogen was used to reproduce the slope of the visible spectrum while maintaining the flatness in the
near-infrared. Albedo was not used as a constraint in their models, although their model did resuit in a

low albedo of 3%. Barkume et al. (2008) detected H2O ice between the 1 and 3 sigma level on Okyrhoe
with a total fraction of 0.11 with an error of almost the same value.

Our best model of Okyrhoe’s spectrum includes 71% amorphous carbon, 26% Triton Tholin, and 3%
Titan Tholin, ail at grain sizes of 10 /xm. The carbon lowered the albedo, the Triton Tholin reddened
the spectrum, and small amounts of Titan Tholin were useful to reproduce the general shape of the

visible spectrum. While the data from Dotto et al. (2003) and Barkume et al. (2008) suggest the possible
presence of very small amounts of H2O, our data does not. This suggests that either there is no H2O on

the surface of Okyrhoe, or possibly there is a trace amount of H2O ice that is unevenly distributed across

the surface. Further observations are necessary to constrain the possible presence of H2O on parts of the
surface.

In Fig. 6.2 we compare our spectra and models to those of previous work. The bottom panel shows

the ratio of these spectra to investigate potential différences. The relative réflectance in the near-infrared

with respect to the visible (not shown in the figure) is significantly lower for the Dotto et al. (2003) data
compared to ours. While there are many possible explanations for this différence, it is likely a problem

with the photometric calibration in previous work, but could represent différences in the location on the

surface. We calculate the near-infrared slope (%/1000A) over the range of 1.45 to 2.35 microns excluding
the telluric région near 1.8 microns, and include 0.5 to the error for uncertainties of the standard stars.
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Figure 6.2: The spectra of Okyrhoe from Barkume et al. (2008), this work, and Dotto et al. (2003) (solid
black) from bottom to top. We plot our model (solid red) and the model of Dotto et al. (dashed blue).
Both data and the model from Dotto et al. hâve been normalized to 0.025 at 0.55 microns and were

shifted vertically by 0.035 for clarity. The data from Barkume et al. has been arbitrarily normalized

to 0.04 around 1.5 /un, a horizontal line (dashed black) at 0.04 is drawn to highlight the flatness of the
Barkume et al. spectrum.

The slope values we find are 4.1F1.0, -0.6±1.0, and 2.9T0.6 for the data from Dotto et al, Barkume

et al., and this work, respectively. However, the real error is likely larger than the formai error as was

found for the model fits from Barkume et al. (2008). Also, there is an additional error due to the non-
simultaneous (H and K spectra were taken on different nights) observations for the Dotto et al. data.
When considering ail the sources of error in the measurements, we cannot detect a significant différence

in the slopes of these spectra.

6.3.2 (73480) 2002 PN34

73480 is a Scattered Disk object with a diameter of ~120 kilometers and a low albedo of about 4.25%

(Stansberry et al., 2008). We présent here the first near-infrared spectrum of (73480) 2002 PN34. The
visible slope, published by Fornasier et al. (2009), has a moderately red slope of 15.8±0.7 (%/103 À).
Because these observations were done in service mode, the schedule did not allow us to obtain a spectrum
in the J-band.

Our best fit model of the spectrum (shown in Fig. 6.3) includes 55% (10 fim) amorphous carbon to
match the low albedo, 34% (10 /xm) Triton Tholin to create the overall red slope of the spectrum, and
11% (40 /xm) amorphous H20 ice to reproduce the 2-fim feature seen as the drop in albedo before and
after the telluric interférence between 1.8 and 2 microns. While the body is dark, it does appear to hâve a

measurable amount of H20 on the surface. The model generally provides a good fit, but it overestimates
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Figure 6.3: The spectrum of 73480 (black) with photometric points and errors (blue and black) and the
model (red) overlaid. The model includes amorphous carbon, Triton Tholin, and amorphous H2O.

the albedo in the J band compared to the single data point from photometric measurements.

6.3.3 (90482) Orcus

Orcus is a Plutino, in the 3:2 résonance with Neptune, discovered in 2004. It is one of the largest bodies,

with a diameter of ~950 kilometers and is one of the brighter minor bodies in the distant Solar System

with an albedo of ~19.7% Stansberry et al. (2008). Fornasier et al. (2004) reported the first visible and
near-infrared spectrum of Orcus taken just days after its discovery. Because no albedo measurements

were available at the time, they created a low albedo (4%) and a high albedo (10%) model. Their low
albedo model was created from a géographie mixture of 38% kerogen, 60% amorphous carbon and 2%
H2O ice. The high albedo model was created from 4% Titan Tholin, 85% amorphous carbon, and 11%
H20 ice. The visible slope they calculated is same as for the spectrum modeled in this work within the

errors (1.8% ± 0.2% and 1.6% ± 0.6%, respectively, from Fornasier et al. (2004, 2009)).
Orcus’ spectrum was revisited by de Bergh et al. (2005). They note the uniqueness of the spectrum

due to its nearly neutral-sloped visible spectrum and its relatively strong H2O absorptions reminiscent of

Charon. Trujillo et al. (2005) modeled a spectrum of Orcus with H2O and then calculated the residual by
subtracting the model and compared it with CH4 and found a détection within a 3cr limit. They found
the maximum best-fit surface fraction of H20 ice is 50% ± 16%.

A feature near 2.2 microns with a depth of 10±3% was first detected by Barucci et al. (2008b) in
very good signal-to-noise data which could be attributed to either hydrated NH3 or methane. They
detected the 1.65-micron feature indicating the presence of H2O ice in the crystalline form, and modeled

the spectrum with 32% H2O ice (including both crystalline and amorphous), 5% ammonia diluted in
H20 ice, and 63% of a neutrally absorbing blue component to reproduce the overall blue trend in the
near-infrared wavelengths. They found that NH3 is likely the main component creating the absorption at

2.2 microns, although small amounts of methane cannot be excluded. This feature was also tentatively

reported at 2.23 \im in an abstract by Cook et al. (2007a). They suggested it could be due to a mixture
of pure ammonia ice and ammonia hydrate.

Orcus has a spectrum quite similar to those of Charon and Quaoar in the near-infrared because of

the strong signatures of H2O crystalline ice and the 2.21 /zm feature. On Quaoar, the feature at 2.21

microns is expected to be due to methane (Schaller and Brown, 2007a; Dalle Ore et al., 2009) because of
other weak features detected in the spectrum. On Charon, however, the lack of other détectable features
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Figure 6.4: The spectrum of Orcus (black) with photometric points and errors (blue and black) and the
model (red) overlaid. The model includes an artificially created absorbing blue component (see text),
Tholin (Titan and Triton), and pure H20 ice (amorphous and crystalline).

rules out methane as the primary source of the 2.21-micron band (Cook et al., 2007b).
Both the presence of H20 ice in the crystalline form as well as NH3 merit explanation. Crystalline

H20 ice was previously expected to be amorphized by space weathering processes over the âge of the

Solar System (Kouchi and Kuroda, 1990), but recent experiments (Mastrapa et al., 2006; Zheng et al.,
2008), hâve shown that the 1.65-p.m band strength decreases when irradiated, but is still présent, and
that thermal recrystallization is the dominant process at températures greater than about 40K. The

amorphization and crystallization processes are discussed in detail in Gil-Hutton et al. (2009). NH3 is
expected to be quickly destroyed by irradiation as well (Strazzulla and Palumbo, 1998; Cooper et al.,
2003). Proposed mechanisms to maintain H20 in crystalline form and resupply NH3 to the surface include
cryovolcanism, impact gardening, and solid-state greenhouse or convection, with cryovolcanism being the

favored mechanism (Cook et al., 2007b). Another possibility is that irradiation is not as efficient as we
expect for NH3, as was found for crystalline H20.

In Fig. 6.5 we plot the near-infrared spectra of Orcus from this work and from de Bergh et al. (2005),
and Barucci et al. (2008b). The spectrum by de Bergh et al. (2005) has a higher (médian percent
différence between the ratioed spectra of 18 ± 10%) overall réflectance in the K band than more recent
data. Their H and K spectra, however, were not taken simultaneously with the same instrument creating

an additional calibration error. Furthermore, the spectra were taken during different nights and so they

could hâve observed different parts of the surface and had different observing conditions. Because the
différence in réflectance between our data and the de Bergh et al. data is consistent over the entire K

range, the most likely explanation is the photometric calibration, which emphasizes the importance of
observing simultaneously over an entire wavelength range. Our spectrum is of lower quality than that

presented in Barucci et al. (2008b), and we do not detect a clear feature at ~2.2 /um. To be consistent
with the models performed by Barucci et al. (2008b), we also présent a model of the data with ammonia
hydrate, shown in Fig. 6.6. In our data, any détection is masked by a stronger absorption at wavelengths

slightly smaller than 2.2 microns that does not match the location of ammonia, methane or any other
known material expected to be on the surface. We suspect this feature is due to noise.

We create three models of Orcus’ spectrum shown in Fig. 6.6. Table 6.4 lists the concentration of

each component used for each model, as well as the x2 value indicating how well the model fits the data.
Model 1 uses amorphous carbon as the absorbing component. It is clear that there is some material on

the surface not included in the model that absorbs heavily past 1.7 microns as seen by the large mismatch
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Figure 6.5: Top: The near-infrared spectra of Orcus from this and previous work. The data are from de
Bergh et al. (2005), Barucci et al. (2008b), and this work from bottom to top. The spectra are normalized
to 1 at 1.75 /ma, a fairly fiat région of the spectrum, and are shifted vertically by 0.4 for clarity. Bottom:
The ratio of these previously published spectra to this work.
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Figure 6.6: Three models compared to Orcus’ spectrum at reduced resolution. Model 1 (blue) has no
blue component and cannot adequately match the spectrum past 2 microns. Model 2 (red) contains only
pure crystalline and amorphous forms of H20 ice, while Model 3 (blue) includes 100 /xm grains of 7%
hydrated ammonia in H20. See Table 6.4 for the quantities of each component in each model and the x2
value indicating goodness-of-fit.

in the model’s albedo. Model 2 provides a better fit; this model is shown over the entire wavelength range
in Fig. 6.4. It includes an artificially created absorbing blue component to account for the lower albedo

at longer wavelengths. A similar blue component was used in models by Barucci et al. (2008b). These
first two models (Model 1 and 2) include about 50% crystalline H20 and 23% amorphous H20. Small
amounts of Tholins were used to reproduce the red slope in the visible wavelengths. Model 3 includes

7% ammonia hydrate with a grain size of 100 fim. The quality of our data, however, is not great enough
to detect the 2.21-micron feature seen by Barucci et al. (2008b). Model 1 is clearly a rnuch poorer fit
to the data which is reflected by the larger x2 value. Model 2 and 3 hâve very similar fits and similar
X2 values. The addition of large-grain NH3 to the model slightly widens the 2-micron feature, créâtes a
small absorption near 2.2 microns, and reduces the overall albedo. We reduced the grain size of the H20

grains for this model to compensate for the darkening caused by the large-grain NH3.

It is évident that we include significantly more H20 in our models than in previous work. In Fornasier

et al. (2004) the albedo was unknown at the time and so they were modeling a much darker surface. The
blue component in our models is more heavily absorbing at longer wavelengths than that used by Barucci

et al. (2008b), which explains part of the différence between our models and theirs. The choice of
modeling parameters could also affect the concentration of each component. If we had chosen a lower

cosine asymmetry parameter, we could hâve recreated Orcus’ spectrum just as adequately. This would

involve including more absorbing material (carbon or the blue component) and less H20 ice to lower the
albedo and weaken the bands.

6.3.4 Limits on the presence of CH4 and CO2 on Orcus

Several atmospheric escape models hâve been used to explain the loss of volatiles on small bodies in the

outer Solar System. Schaller and Brown (2007b) calculate a lower limit to the flux loss by calculating the
Jeans escape and ignoring the effects of hydrodynamic escape, which is not as easily constrained. They
show that for the size and température of Orcus, ail volatiles should be lost. Another model was performed

by Levi and Podolak (2009) who show that TNO atmosphères can behave in a way analogous to coronal
expansion using Parker’s theory (Parker, 1963). They use this theory to explain the absence of CH4 on
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Table 6.5: Characteristics of Orcus models including volatiles
Model Reduced x2'' Depth (%)’’

Model 2 72 -

2% C02 73 5

5% C02 74 11

10% C02 76 21

2% CH4 72 2

5% CH4 73 5

10% ch4 80 10

“The x2 is weighted to give greater importance to locations where absorption bands exist (H2O bands) and lower
importance to régions affected by telluric absorption. The value compares the model to the near-infrared data from Barucci

et al. (2008b).
bThe percentage depth of the strongest CO2 band at 2.012 /xm and the CH4 band at ~2.2 /xm relative to the continuum

for each model.

smaller TNOs and constrain the maximum température for retaining methane to 80±3 < T < 90^2 • A
similar model could also be used to predict the presence or absence of other molécules such as N2, CO,

and CO2 on TNOs based on their density, radius, and surface température. These three volatiles could

possibly be présent on the surface of Orcus (Levi and Podolak, 2009, Levi, personal communication). N2
and CH4 hâve been detected on the largest TNOs (e.g., Owen et al., 1993; Licandro et al., 2006a,b; Tegler
et al., 2008; Merlin et al., 2009). Because of the intermediate size of Orcus determining the presence or
lack of volatiles on its surface provides important constraints for volatile rétention. The absorption band

for N2 is in a région of H20 absorption and is easily détectable only for large grain sizes. The main CO

band is at a long wavelength where the quality of the data is low. We therefore seek to constrain the

abundance of CH4 and C02.

Detecting C02 on TNOs is particularly difficult because the three strong absorption bands located
at 1.966, 2.012, and 2.071 /xm are very narrow. At high resolution, the signal-to-noise ratio of the data

is very low, but at low resolution the thin bands would be lost thus preventing détection. Starting with

the composition from Model 2, we create models including 2, 5, and 10% C02 (reducing the amount of
amorphous H20 accordingly) to compare band strengths with the Barucci et al. (2008b) data that has the
highest signal-to-noise ratio and, like the data from this work, was taken with SINFONI simultaneously

in the H and I< bands with a resolution of 1500. We focus only on the H and K band région where the
strongest absorption bands are located. In Fig. 6.7, we can see that by adding C02, apart from the three
narrow bands, the continuum is not significantly affected. The x2 value of the model fits to the Barucci
et al. data as well as the band depths of the strongest C02 band are given in Table 6.5. The three C02

band depths with respect to the continuum when 10% C02 is included are 18, 21, and 9%, respectively
for the three bands. The noise in the full resolution data in this work at these wavelengths is ±17%,
so the data from this work could accommodate nearly 10% C02 within the noise. The spectrum from

Barucci et al. (2008b) has a higher signal-to-noise ratio, and the noise in the data is ±10% of the médian
value in this région. In the model with 5% C02, the strongest band has a depth of 11%, so their data
limit the quantity of C02 on the surface to a maximum of about 5%.

CH4 should be easier to detect because it has wider and stronger bands than C02 located at 1.670,

1.724, 1.797, 2.208, 2.324, and 2.379 /xm (Quirico and Schmitt, 1997b). While the last two bands are
the strongest, it is the 2.208 /xm feature that is easiest to identify because it lies in a région relatively
free of H20 absorption. However, this feature is in nearly the same location as NH3 absorption. While

the ~2.21-/xm feature seen on Charon is thought to be due to NH3 due to the lack of other features

(Cook et al., 2007b), on Quaoar the presence of other weak features suggests the presence of CH4 instead
(Schaller and Brown, 2007a; Dalle Ore et al., 2009). For models of 5 and 10% methane, we calculate a
2.21-/xm band depth of 5 and 10%, respectively. The noise in the data in this région with respect to the
médian value (calculated from 2.17-2.21 /xm) is ±20% and 9% in the full-resolution data from this work
and Barucci et al., respectively. Since this feature is much wider than the narrow C02 features, however,

the feature may be more easily detected when reducing the resolution to increase the signal-to-noise ratio.
The noise in the data from Barucci et al. is 3% when the resolution is reduced to 250. The models with

varying amounts of pure CH4 are compared to Barucci et al. (2008b) in Fig. 6.7. The x2 value of the
fit including 2% methane is nearly identical to that for Model 2 (see Table 6.5), while the values for the
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of models containing CH4 and CO2 to the full resolution data from Barucci et al.

(2008b). Top: Models with 2, 5, and 10% CO2 (solid blue, purple, red). The three narrow bands are
located near 2 /im. Bottom: Models with 2, 5, and 10% CH4 (solid blue, purple, red).

5 and 10% models become progressively higher. For amounts of around 5% or less of CH4 the three
methane features between 1.6 - 1.8 jUm are very weak even though there is a distinct 2.21-fim feature.

This raises the possibility that methane could account for the feature seen by Barucci et al. (2008b) even
if no other features are seen in the data.

6.4 Conclusion

We model the spectra of three minor bodies in the outer Solar System, (52872) Okyrhoe, (90482) Orcus,
and (73480) 2002 PN34, and compare the spectra with those reported in previous work for Okyrhoe
and Orcus. Large amounts of amorphous carbon are needed in the model to lower the albedo, although
other dark, neutrally absorbing materials could be adéquate substitutes. Titan and Triton tholins were

important to recreate the red slope of the visible spectrum. Similarly to the carbon, tholins could be

replaced with another material that displays red behavior at visible wavelengths.

We find varying amounts of H2O ice among these bodies, Okyrhoe has no traces in our spectrum,

73480 has small amounts, and Orcus has large quantities. Previously published spectra of Okyrhoe by

Dotto et al. (2003) and Barkume et al. (2008) suggest the possibility of trace amounts of H2O ice which
could indicate that this minor component, if présent, is unevenly distributed across the surface. Further

observations are necessary to constrain the possible presence of H2O on parts of the surface. The spectrum

of Orcus presented here is of lower quality than that presented by Barucci et al. (2008b). While we do
clearly see that H2O ice is in crystalline form from the 1.65-/rm feature, we cannot detect the 2.21-fim
feature suggested to be due to ammonia hydrate because of the low quality of the data. We also do not

see any indication of CH4 or CO2 in the spectrum, and limit their presence to no more than about 5%.
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Chapter 7

A search for Ethane on Pluto and

Triton

We présent here a search for solid ethane, C2H6, on the

surfaces of Pluto and Triton. We model each surface using
a radiative transfer model with three basic models: without

ethane, with pure ethane, and with ethane diluted in nitro-

gen. We discuss the presence and absence of features in the

spectra of Pluto and Triton that constrain the presence of

ethane on their surfaces. Apart from Sections 7.1 and 7.6,

this chapter is directly from DeMeo et al. (2010c).
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Pluto Faces

Hubble Spjte Telescope • ACS/HRC

Figure 7.1: Left: The first image of the Pluto System that revealed the two new satellites Nyx and Hydra

taken with the Hubble Telescope in 2005 by Weaver et al. (2006). Right: Albedo map of Pluto by Buie
et al. (2010) showing the significant albedo variations across the surface.

7.1 Background on Pluto and Triton

Pluto: Pluto was discovered in 1930 by Percival Lowell. Excitement over this new discovery led to it

being named a planet. It’s orbit, however, is significantly different than the nearly circular orbits of the

eight largest bodies in the solar System, and after the discovery of other objects in the Kuiper Belt Jewitt

and Luu (1993) and a body larger than Pluto (Eris, Brown et al., 2005b), it was demoted to “dwarf
planet” status. Pluto and Triton are compared to other dwarf planets in Table 7.1. Pluto has a radius

of approximately 1200 km, 0.18 that of Earth. Pluto’s largest moon, Charon, has a radius of about 600

km, half that of Pluto. Two other small moon’s were discovered in 2005 by Weaver et al. (2006) from
Hubble Telescope images. These satellites were named Nyx and Hydra and can be seen in Fig. 7.1.

Pluto is the only dwarf planet with a known atmosphère. Its pressure and thermal structure can

be measured through stellar occultations, and composition can be studied through high-resolution spec-

troscopic measurements. The atmosphère is comprised predominantly of N2 (Owen et al., 1993), but
methane (Young et al., 1997) and CO Young et al. (2001b) hâve also been detected. Pluto’s atmosphère
has two distinct régions. Above an altitude of about 1210 kilometers the température is about 100 K and

has remained stable over the past décades (Yelle and Lunine, 1989; Elliot et al., 2007). The région of the
atmosphère below 1210 kilometers has changed measurably since its discovery; its pressure increased by

a factor of two between 1988 to 2002 (Sicardy et al., 2003; Elliot et al., 2003), and then steadied through
2006 (Elliot et al., 2007). This lower région was characterized by a “kink” (large, sharp drop in flux)
in the 1988 occultation lightcurves, which suggested haze and/or a steep thermal gradient (Elliot et al.,
1989; Eshleman, 1989). Further study of the abundance of methane in Pluto’s atmosphère revealed that
the mixing ratio of CH4/N2 is orders of magnitude greater than their vapor pressures which is suflîcient
to explain the thermal gradient, and that haze can justifiably be neglected in models (Lellouch et al.,
2009b). The interest in investigating Pluto is especially strong now to préparé for the New Horizons
mission that will fly-by in 2015 (see Section 7.6). New albedo maps were recently published by Buie et al.
(2010). They find the brighter régions to hâve minimal color variations, while the darker régions hâve
larger variation suggesting compositional diversity. They also detect brightening and darkening trends

at blue wavelengths over the period from 2002 to 2003. New spectroscopic measurements of Pluto hâve

recently extended to the infrared domain out to 5 microns. With data out to 4 microns Olkin et al.

(2007) place an upper limit on the abundance of pure nitrogen and find they require tholins for the
best-fit model. Protopapa et al. (2008) présent data extending to 5 microns and are the first to detect a
feature at 4.6 /un that they suggest could be related to the presence of CO and nitriles. More background

on the history of spectroscopic measurements of Pluto is provided in Section 7.2.
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Table 7.1: Dwarf Planet and Triton Characteristics

Object Semi-Major Diameter0 Densityr' Géométrie1' Surface11 Surface

Axis (AU) (km) (g/cm3) Albedo Temp (K) Composition

(1) Ceres 2.77 975 2.08 0.09 165 rocky'

(NI) Triton 30.05: 2705 2.06 0.76 36 (38±1) N2,H20,C02,CH4,C0,HCN

(134340) Pluto 39.65 2332 2.03 0.49-0.66 35 (40±2) N2jCH4,CO,C2H6?

(136108) Haumea 43.04 1150 2.9 0-84^20 27 h2o

(136472) Makemake 45.35 1500 2 O.SOjjjo 28 N2)CH4iC2H6

(136199) Eris 68.01 2400 2.3 0.70^20 25 n2)ch4

“Ceres: Parker et al. (2006); Triton: Davies et al. (1991); Pluto: Young et al. (2007); Haumea and Makemake: Stansberry
et al. (2008); Eris: Brown et al. (2006)

bCeres: Li et al. (2006); Triton: Goguen et al. (1989); Pluto: Buie et al. (1997); Haumea, Makemake and Eris: Stansberry
et al. (2008)

cCeres: Thomas et al. (2005); Triton: (NASA); Pluto: Buie et al. (2006); Haumea: Brown et al. (2005a); Makemake:
assumed value; Eris: Brown et al. (2006)

dCalculated as: T = ]* where L© is the luminosity of the Sun (3.939*1026W), py is the albedo, a is the
Stefan-Boltzman constant (5.67*10~8W/m2K4), and D is the distance from the Sun. The température on these bodies could
be significantly warmer if they hâve an atmosphère. The values in parenthèses for Pluto and Triton are from measurements
of N2 ice by Tryka et al. (1994).

eCeres is considered carbonaceous chondrite-like and has contains hydrated minerais, carbonates, and iron-rich clay
^Neptune’s semi-major axis is listed in this table. Triton’s semi-major axis in its orbit around Neptune is ~355,000 km.

Triton: Triton, Neptune’s largest moon, was discovered in 1846 by William Lassell. It is the only

large satellite in rétrogradé orbit and is suspected to be a captured Transneptunian Object (TNO) (Agnor
and Hamilton, 2006). Triton’s radius is about 1300 km, larger than Puto’s, and its semi-major axis is
over 300,000 km from Neptune. Triton was visited by the Voyager 2 spacecraft in 1989. About 40% of the
surface was imaged, which was found to be fairly fiat and a young surface due to the scarcity of craters

(Strom et al., 1990). Triton’s surface was found to be geologically active (McEwen, 1990); evidence of
cryovolcanism is apparent on the surface and geysers and plumes hâve been observed (Soderblom et al.,
1990; Hansen et al., 1990). The crust is thought to be primarily water ice with a layer of nitrogen frost
(CO, CH4 and CO2 hâve also been detected) and organic material. Triton’s surface has varying structure
including plains, régions of ridges and valleys, and the “canteloupe terrain” full of smooth dépréssions

and thought to be the oldest part of the surface.

The tenuous atmosphère is dominated by N2 (Broadfoot et al., 1989), and CO was very recently
detected (Lellouch et al., 2009a). The atmospheric pressure was measured to be ~14 /ibar at the time of
the Voyager encounter in 1989 Tyler et al. (1989); Gurrola (1995), and was found to increase over the next
decade (Elliot et al., 1998, 2000). Présent on Triton’s surface, detected by spectroscopic measurements,
are N2, CH4, H20, CO2, and CO.

7.2 Introduction

Very few minor bodies discovered so far are large enough to retain ices more volatile than H2O. Of

these additional ices, methane is the most spectrally dominant (although not the most volatile) and
is therefore readily détectable. Among these larger objects, Pluto (Cruikshank et al., 1976) and Triton
(Cruikshank and Silvaggio, 1979), Neptune’s largest moon, which has long been suspected to be a captured
Transneptunian Object (TNO) (e.g., McCord, 1966; McKinnon, 1984; Agnor and Hamilton, 2006), are
the brightest and allow us to perform the most detailed surface studies of ail volatile-rich minor bodies.

Nitrogen and CO ice hâve also been detected on both Pluto and Triton, in addition to CO2 and H20

ice on Triton (Owen et al., 1993; Cruikshank et al., 1993, 2000). The heterogeneity of Pluto’s surface
established by its rotational lightcurve has been confirmed through albedo maps by Young et al. (2001a)
and Stern et al. (1997). The strong CH4 absorption bands correlate with the visible lightcurve, however,
N2, CO and weak CH4 bands do not, suggesting that independent CH4 réservoirs account for the different

behavior of the strong versus weak CH4 bands (Grundy and Buie, 2001). Variations of albedo, texture,
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Figure 7.2: Left: Image of Triton’s surface taken in 1989 during the Voyager 2 mission originally published

by McEwen (1990) (Source: NASA). Right: View of Neptune from Triton created from a composite of
Voyager images (Source: NASA).

and structure across Triton’s surface revealed in Voyager images (McEwen, 1990) may be related to an
uneven distribution of N2, the dominant surface component. A global spectral study of Triton’s surface

by Grundy and Young (2004) and Grundy et al. (2010) shows that absorption due to N2 ice varies in
strength with Triton’s rotation and is deepest on the Neptune-facing hemisphere. CO and N2 display the

same rotational variability indicating that they co-occur, while the longitudinal variation of CH4 bands

does not match this behavior (Grundy et al., 2010).
In their paper on a detailed modeling of a near-IR spectrum of Triton, Quirico et al. (1999) mention

three unidentified features (at 1.749, 1.683 and 1.543 fim). Based on laboratory measurements of ethane
(C2H6), they assert that, although one of them (the band at 1.683 //m) could be due to ethane isolated
in solid N2, the lack of features at other wavelengths ruled out this assignaient. Quirico et al. (1999) also
tentatively identify a feature near 2.40 fim as 13CO.

Nakamura et al. (2000) suggested that ethane could be présent on Pluto to explain weak absorptions
at 2.28, 2.32 and 2.40 fini that were not well reproduced by surface models including only N2, CH4, and

CO. They found that by adding a small amount of solid ethane in the pure state in the models they could

account for the features at 2.28 and 2.32 /xm, but they also noticed that the feature at 2.40 fim in the

model was then deeper than observed.

Later, Sasaki et al. (2005) analyzed spectra of Pluto at longer wavelengths (2.9 - 3.9 /xm) and showed
that the addition of non-methane hydrocarbons could improve the model fits to the data, but there

was no clear identification. The best agreement with the data was obtained with a ternary mixture of

C2H2:C2H6 and CH4 with mass ratios 1:1:10, but the narrow absorption feature of C2H6 at 3.65 fin1 is

not présent in the data. Olkin et al. (2007) reported observations of Pluto from 1.0 - 4.2 fim and did
not find any evidence of non-methane hydrocarbons although their spectrum differed from that of Sasaki

et al. (2005). Différences in the spectra by Olkin et al. and Sasaki et al. may be explained by the fact
that the central meridian longitudes represented by their observations differ by 145 degrees. Olkin et al.

also constrained the amount of pure N2 to no more than 6% of the surface due to the low albedo over
the région from 3.1 to 3.6 fim.

More recently, in a meeting présentation, Cruikshank et al. (2006) revisited the search for ethane on
Pluto and Triton using new spectra of Pluto acquired with the Gemini South telescope, and sonie new

laboratory data on the 13 CO ice band, but they came to no firm conclusion concerning the presence of
ethane. A new spectrum of Pluto (resolution 300) was since obtained by Verbiscer et al. (2007), using a
visiting spectrometer at the Magellan telescope in Chile, in which they see possible absorption features

at 2.405 and 2.461 fim that could be due to ethane, but no absorption at 2.314 fim.

It is important to note that some of the unidentified features quoted above appear in sonie data but
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Figure 7.3: The dark circles mark the central longitude and latitude on Pluto’s surface for each observa
tion. The figure is shown in a similar format to that in Olkin et al. (2007), with the albedo map from

Stern et al. (1997). The rotational north pôle is +90 degrees latitude, and longitudes are plotted as 360
minus the IAU définition values reported elsewhere in this article. The longitudes plotted here are 21,

80, 267, and 340 degrees, from left to right.

not in others, even for spectra of comparable spectral resolution, which suggests that this could be due

to heterogeneities over the surface of these bodies. Complicating the issue, many of these weak features
fall in régions of moderate to poor atmospheric transmission, and thus ratioed spectra axe susceptible to

spectral artifacts due to incomplète removal of telluric absorption lines.

Other TNOs on which methane has been detected include (136199) Eris (Brown et al., 2005b),
(136472) Makemake (Licandro et al., 2006b), (90377) Sedna (Barucci et al., 2005a), and (50000) Quaoar
(Schaller and Brown, 2007a). For Eris and Makemake, the presence of nitrogen is also suggested, because
the wavelengths of several of the methane absorptions are shifted compared to those for pure methane

(Licandro et al., 2006a,b; Tegler et al., 2008; Merlin et al., 2009). Nitrogen is expected to be much
less abundant on Makemake than on Pluto and Triton, because of the large CH4 grain size and smaller

wavelength shifts of the CH4 bands (Brown et al., 2007a; Tegler et al., 2008). A détection of ethane ice
at the surface of Makemake from weak absorption features around 2.3 gm at the bottom of very strong

bands due to methane ice has been published by Brown et al. (2007a). Because ethane is an irradiation
by-product of methane (Barata et al., 2003), it has been surprising that no clear signs of ethane hâve
been detected on methane-rich Pluto and Triton. Brown et al. (2007a) argue that the apparent absence
on Pluto could be due to the fact that abundant nitrogen on Pluto would prevent the formation of ethane

by irradiation of methane. Evidence of ethane was also seen on Quaoar by Schaller and Brown (2007a),
who first suggested that a weak feature at 2.21 /zm was due to methane rather than ammonia hydrate,

which was previously suggested by Jewitt and Luu (2004). Dalle Ore et al. (2009) also found that small
amounts of ethane improved model fits of Quaoar’s spectrum.

In this paper, we présent new spectra of Pluto acquired at the European Southern Observatory (ESO)
Very Large Telescope (VLT) in the H and K bands with the instrument SINFONI on three different
occasions in 2005, one new spectrum of Triton in 2008 with the same instrument, and unpublished

United Kingdom InfraRed Telescope (UKIRT) data of Pluto from 1999. We use these data in particular
to search for still unidentified absorption features, especially features that would be présent only at certain

rotational phases, and attempt to identify them. Our focus is a search for ethane. We seek to understand
the effects of irradiation in the outer Solar System, hence the formation of ethane or other non-methane

hydrocarbons.

Observational conditions and circumstances are given in Table 7.2. Fig. 7.3 shows the location on

Pluto’s surface observed for each run overlaid on an albedo map from Stern et al. (1997). The spectra are
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Figure 7.4: Spectra of Triton from Nov. 2008, and Pluto from Aug., Jun., and May, 2005 and Jun. 1999.
The June, 1999 spectrum has overall flux différences from the 2005 spectra, likely due to the >10% error
in flux in that data. The spectra are shifted vertically by -0.2, +0.25, +0.5, and +0.75 from bottom

to top, and are normalized to unity at 1.55 microns. The top portion of the figure displays a synthetic
spectrum of ethane to compare band locations with the data.
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Table 7.2: Observational Circumstances

Obj Date Time

(UT)

Sub-E

Long

Sub-E

Lat

Phase

Angle

Airm Comparison
Star

Pluto 1999 Jun 07 08:05 - 09:25 (H) 277 -24 0.5 1.33-1.16 HR 6060

Pluto 1999 Jun 07 10:13 - 12:18 (K) 283 -24 0.5 1.15-1.145 HR 6060

Pluto 2005 May 13 06:23 - 06:27 20 -36 1.0 1.02 HD 154901

Pluto 2005 Jun 09 02:57 - 03:02 93 -35 0.3 1.12-1.13 HD 175773

Pluto 2005 Aug 09 22:55 - 23:00 338 -34 1.5 1.12-1.13 HD 164000

Triton 2008 Nov 22 23:26 - 23:32 93 -48 1.9 1.22-1.15 SA93 101

Wavelength (/tm)

Figure 7.5: Triton: Spectrum of Triton from this work (Nov., 2008). Here we label absorption bands
présent in the spectrum.

presented in Fig. 7.4, and the features on Triton are labeled in Fig. 7.5. In Section 7.3 we show models of
Pluto and Triton with and without the inclusion of ethane, and in Section 7.4 we discuss the implications

of these models and the presence and absence of particular features on each body’s surface.

7.3 Modeling

We apply a radiative transfer model based on the Hapke theory described in Hapke (1993) to calculate
synthetic géométrie albedo spectra for comparison with the observational data of Pluto and Triton, with
the goal to retrieve information about the surface composition of the analyzed targets. The effects of
anisotropic scattering, shadow-hiding opposition geometry, and macroscopie roughness are included in
the model. As was done in Olkin et al. (2007) and Protopapa et al. (2008) we approximate Pluto and
Triton’s surfaces as a 30x30 grid and calculate the incident and émission angle for each surface element

in the grid. Because of the similarities between the surfaces of Pluto and Triton, we assumed for both
targets the same values for the compaction parameter (h=0.5) and the mean roughness slope (0=14°).
The free parameters in the model are the grain size and the contribution of each surface terrain to the
mixture. For the general model for each object, these free parameters are iteratively modified by means
of a chi-squared minimization algorithm (Levenberg-Marquardt least-squares minimization) until a best-
fit to the observations is achieved. A detailed description of the routine developed for the modeling

analysis is given in Protopapa et al. (2008) and Protopapa (2008). In the présent work, ail models were
computed using areal combinations of pure ices and molecular mixtures, meaning the surface components
are spatially isolated one from the other.
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Table 7.3: Optical Constants used for Modeling

Material phase Temp

(K)

Reference

ch4 - 40 Quirico and Schmitt (1997b)
Titan tholin - - Khare et al. (1984, 1993)
h2o crystalline 40 Grundy and Schmitt (1998)
n2 j3-N2 36.5 Quirico and Schmitt (1997b)
N2:CH4 P-n2 36.5 Quirico and Schmitt (1997b)
N2:CO (3-N2 36.5 Quirico and Schmitt (1997b)
c2h6 amorphous" 21 Quirico and Schmitt (1997b)
N2:C2H6 a-N2, amorphous 21 Quirico and Schmitt (1997b)
C02 - 30 Quirico and Schmitt (1997b)

“Quirico and Schmitt (1997b) do not mention the state of ethane for their measurements, however, it is likely that it is
amorphous at 21 K.

Although Hapke’s model is generally able to describe the spectral properties of the objects quite well,

it is only indicative of grain sizes, abundances, and surface scattering properties for most applications to

Solar System bodies and does not give unique solutions. Mixtures with different grain sizes or different

mixing ratios of the constituents can give very similar fits to the data. Therefore, the accurate and

realistic détermination of the surface composition may be difficult. In the case of mixtures, concentration

and grain size are linked. Indeed, very similar model results can often be obtained for a large grain size

with a low concentration and a small grain size with a high concentration. This is because the grain

size directly affects the optical depth of the radiation. A larger grain lias a greater internai path where

photons may be absorbed. This contributes to the atténuation of the réflectance. Thus, the réflectance

and consequently the géométrie albedo, decrease with increasing depth (or grain size). For mixtures, the
géométrie albedo is a linear function of the spatial coverage of each component. We stress, however, that

although models of different grain sizes and concentrations may give equally good fits, the presence of a

material that exhibits distinct features and the relative strengths of its bands should not be affected by

the assumptions made and parameters chosen.

In our case, the concentration and grain size of each component in the mixture are determined once the

compaction parameter, mean roughness slope and cosine asymmetry factor are fixed. These parameters

affect the continuum level of the spectral modeling. Hence different initial conditions will affect the final

values of concentration and grain size, although similar fits to the data can be obtained. This explains

why it is important to assume values for the compaction parameter, mean roughness slope and cosine

asymmetry factor as close as possible to values determined by other measurements, such as photometric

measurements of the different terrains of Triton’s surface from resolved Voyager images from (Hillier
et al., 1994).

The near-IR spectra of Pluto and Triton hâve been modeled thoroughly in previous work. Many of

these models, such as from Douté et al. (1999), Olkin et al. (2007) and Quirico et al. (1999), use different
surface and observational parameters and optical constants for modeling, and thus concentrations are not

easily comparable. The goals of the modeling in this work are to show the effects of the presence of ethane

on the réflectance spectrum and to constrain ethane’s abundance and the environment in which it may

be located on Pluto and Triton, not to dérivé abundances and constraints of other surface constituents

and compare them with previous work.

Pluto Modeling

Pluto’s hemispherically averaged visible géométrie albedo ranges from 0.49 to 0.66 (Buie et al., 1997).
As our near-infrared data do not readily provide measurements of the albedo, to use the albedo as a

constraint we scale our spectra to that of Olkin et al. (2007). Olkin et al. calibrate their flux levels
using spectrophotometry data at 2.9 /im from Spencer et al. (1990). We multiplied our spectra by scaling
factors so that the albedo of each was 0.65 at 1.55 /mî, which corresponds approximately to the value in

the data from Olkin et al. (2007). For modeling Pluto, we used optical constants for pure methane ice at
40 K from Quirico and Schmitt (1997b), Titan Tholin from Khare et al. (1984, 1993), and an artificially
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Wavelength (/xm)

Figure 7.6: Pluto: Models (red) compared to the August, 2005 Pluto spectrum (black). The models are
the basic model without ethane (bottom), a model including ethane (middle), and a model including
ethane diluted in nitrogen (top). The models are shifted vertically by 0.4 for clarity.

created molecular mixture of 0.36% CH4 and 0.1% CO in N2. Following the method described in Douté

et al. (1999), this molecular mixture was created from a linear combination of the real and imaginary
indices of refraction of each component weighted by the concentration. We used the optical constants

of pure N2, CH4 diluted in N2 and CO diluted in N2 each at 36.5 K from Quirico and Schmitt (1997b).
The weak CO features at 1.578 and 2.405 /xm cannot be modeled because only the 2.352-/xm feature is

calculated in the CO optical constants. As in the work of Olkin et al. (2007) and Protopapa et al. (2008),
for Pluto we use -0.33 for the cosine asymmetry parameter because it is near the global value found for

Triton by Voyager measurements (Hillier et al., 1994). Douté et al. (1999) chose to set this parameter to
zéro. For solid ethane we used optical constants measured at 21 K for pure ethane and ethane diluted

in nitrogen (C2He:N2 = 1:100) from Quirico and Schmitt (1997b). For details for the optical constants
(phase, température, and reference), see Table 7.3.

We note that nitrogen is known to be in the warmer (5 phase for both bodies because of the shape of

the 2.15-/xm feature. However, we use ethane diluted in nitrogen in the a phase because no laboratory
measurements in the /? phase hâve been performed. The band shifts for ethane diluted in P-N2 might not

be uniformly in the same direction as for a-N2- For example, according to Quirico et al. (1999), if ethane
were diluted in /?-N2, the 1.6820 feature would likely shift to about 1.6825 /xm, while the 1.755-/xm band

might shift in the opposite direction by 0.0001 to 0.001 /xm, based on the behavior of CH4 diluted in a-

versus /TN2 seen in Quirico and Schmitt (1997b).
For Pluto, we start with a basic model (PI) of 46% pure CH4, 32% N2:CH4:CO, and 22% Titan

tholin, with grain sizes of 500, 95,000, and 15 /xm, respectively. In Douté et al.’s models, tholins were not
necessary, but when modeling with a cosine asymmetry parameter of -0.33 and a compaction parameter

of 0.5 such as in Olkin et al. (2007) and Protopapa et al. (2008), the tholin is important to lower the
albedo to match that of Pluto. Olkin et al. also show that tholin or a similar-type material is needed for

the model to simultaneously reproduce the shorter wavelength methane bands and the 3-/xm band. Our

second model (P2) has similar concentrations, but we include 10% pure ethane, and for the third (P3)
we include 10% diluted ethane. Table 7.4 lists the quantities of each component used for each model.

The models are shown in Fig. 7.6, plotted with the August 2005 spectral data. Figs. 7.7 and 7.8 show

an enlarged view of the models in the 1.6 - 1.8 /xm and 2.2 - 2.45 /xm régions. In these figures, as well as
similar ones for Triton, we include a synthetic spectrum of pure ethane created using the optical constants

from Quirico and Schmitt (1997b) with a grain size of 100 /xm, to aid the comparison of the data with
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Figure 7.7: Pluto: Models (red) compared to the smoothed August, 2005 Pluto spectrum (black) as in
Fig. 7.6 with an enlarged view from 1.6 - 1.8 fini. From top to bottom it shows the data from August,
2005, the model without ethane, with 10% pure ethane, and with 10% ethane diluted in nitrogen. We see
here that ethane can be added to the model without increasing significantly the band near 1.69 fim if the

amount of pure methane is reduced slightly. The band, however, is slightly shifted to shorter wavelengths
than the data. The spectra are shifted by -0.1, 0.0, +0.1, and +0.2, for clarity. For comparison, at the

top of this figure (and the next figure) we include a synthetic spectrum of 100% pure ethane created from
optical constants from Quirico and Schmitt (1997b) with a grain size of 100 fim.

features of ethane. This ethane spectrum is shown in Fig. 7.4 along with the astronomical spectra.

The model reproduces the many prominent absorption bands characteristic of CH4 as well as N2 at

2.15 jum and CO at 2.352 fim that are présent in our spectra of Pluto. While the models generally
reproduce the data well, there is a mismatch shortward of ~1.55 fi.m where the albedo in the model is
too high. A detailed comparison of the models is presented in Section 7.4. We also detect weak features
at ~2.27, 2.317, and 2.405 fim in both the VLT and UKIRT data, and two small features near ~2.46 fim
in the UKIRT data that extends to longer wavelengths (presented in Fig. 7.4 and discussed in detail in

Section 7.4). The components responsible for creating these features hâve not yet been unambiguously
identified. In Section 7.4 we présent a thorough analysis of each strong band of ethane compared to the
data.

Triton Modeling

Triton’s visible albedo is 0.76 (Goguen et al., 1989). The géométrie albedo near-infrared spectrum from
Quirico et al. (1999) was obtained by using an expression from Smith and Gottlieb (1974) based on the
incoming solar flux and Triton’s radius and distance. We normalize our spectrum at 1.55 fin1 to 0.8, which
is approximately the same albedo value as in Quirico et al. (1999). We set the cosine asymmetry parameter
to -0.5. Although this value is slightly larger than the average range of -0.35 to -0.45 found on the surface
of Triton from Voyager measurements (Hillier et al., 1994), our attempts with lower cosine asymmetry
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Figure 7.8: Pluto: Models (red) compared to three smoothed Pluto spectra (black) from 2.2 - 2.45 /xm.
From top to bottom it shows a model with no ethane, the June 1999 data, the June 2005 data, the

August, 2005 data, the model with 10% ethane, and the model with 10% ethane diluted in nitrogen.
Including 10% ethane in the model improves the fit of the weak feature at ~2.4 /xm. However, between
2.27 and 2.32 /xm the flux level and the three features are not well matched by the data. The spectra
are shifted by -0.05, 0.0, +0.05, +0.1, +0.1, and +0.2 for clarity (recall the 1999 spectrum had a large
overall flux error, hence the irregular vertical shift).

Table 7.4: Model Compositions

Pluto

Model ch4 N2:CH4:CO Titan Tholin c2h6 N2:C2H6

(500 (jm) (95000 /xm) (15, 50 /im)1 (100 /xm) (100 /xm)

PI: general 46 32 22 - -

P2: 10% C2H6 43 29 18 10 -

P3: 10% N2:C2H6 43 29 18 - 10

Triton

Model N2:CH4:CO h2o co2 c2h6 N2:C2H6

(90000 /xm) (380 /xm) (480 /xm) (100 /xm) (100 /xm)
Tl: general 50 23 27 - -

T2: 10% C2H6 47 20 22 10 -

T3: 10% N2:C2H6 47 20 22 - 10

“molecular mixture with 0.36% CH4 and 0.1% CO

bThe Titan Tholin grain size is 15 /xm for the general model and 50 /xm for the ethane models.
cmolecular mixture with 0.11% CH4 and 0.05% CO
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Figure 7.9: Triton: Models (red) compared to spectral data (black) of Triton from this work (Nov. 2008).
The models are the basic model without ethane (bottom), a model including ethane (middle), and a
model including ethane diluted in nitrogen (top). The models are shifted vertically by 0.4 for clarity.
The noise and small “features” of the model in the 2 - 2.1-/xm range are due to the large uncertainty

in the CO2 optical constants in the transparent régions. A spurious “kink” is also introduced by CO2

optical constants in the model at 2.292 /xm. The large réflectance différence between the H and I< bands
made it impossible to adequately fit them simultaneously. This has been a problem for ail models shown

in previous work as well.

parameters resulted in significantly poorer models, with a lower overall albedo. The continuum level of

the model can vary significantly when certain parameters are changed, for example, when varying the

cosine asymmetry parameter. We are more concerned about the effect on the spectrum of absorption
bands created by adding ethane, so rather than focus on the exact percentages of each component in the
model or overall flux levels, we focus on the positions of the absorption bands introduced when including

ethane. The optical constants for modeling Triton include crystalline H2O at 40 K from Grundy and

Schmitt (1998), pure CO2 at 30 K from Quirico and Schmitt (1997b), and a N2:CH4:CO molecular
mixture with 0.11% CH4 and 0.05% CO created in the sanie manner as for Pluto.

Models by Quirico et al. (1999) showed that intimate mixtures of H20 and CO2 provided better
fits than géographie mixtures. Bernstein et al. (2005) later présent laboratory ice mixtures of H20 and
CO2 at multiple températures and show that the spectrum is not equal to the sum of the pure solid

components. The CO2 bands are much broader and are shifted to longer wavelengths and the forbidden

2u3 overtone is présent at 2.138 /xm in the H2O and CO2 mixture. Grundy et al. (2010) show that these
two species are likely to co-exist because of their negligible longitudinal variation in band depth and band

area. The positions and shapes of the bands in the spectra suggest that they are not intimately mixed.

In our models, H2O and CO2 are geographically (spatially) mixed, as are ail other components.
For Triton, our basic model (Tl) includes 50% N2:CH4:CO, 23% crystalline H20, and 27% CO2 with

grain sizes of 90,000, 380, and 480 //m, respectively. As for Pluto, we create three Triton models: without

ethane (Tl), with 10% pure ethane (T2), and with 10% ethane diluted in nitrogen (T3), see Table 7.4).
A comparison of each model with respect to the data is shown in Fig. 7.9. In Fig. 7.10 and 7.11 the 1.6

- 1.8 and 2.2 - 2.43 /xm régions axe plotted, providing a more detailed view of spectral features.

The basic model represents the spectrum fairly well; however, we see some important discrepancies.

The continuum level is slightly low in the 1.5 to 1.75-/xm région. The model does not reproduce the

significant observed différence in the albedo between the H and the K bands, which was seen by both

Quirico et al. (1999) and Cruikshank et al. (2000). The relative intensities of the three principal CO2
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Figure 7.10: Triton: Models (red) compared to spectral data (black) of Triton. From top to bottom it
shows the model without ethane, data from Cruikshank et al. (2000) (May, 1995), Quirico et al. (1999)
(Sep., 1995), and this work (Nov., 2008), the model with 10% pure ethane, and the model with 10%
diluted ethane in the 1.6-1.8-/xm range. Interestingly, the features near 1.69 and 1.75 /xm are not at the

same position among the data. It is clear that these weak features do not match the models, however,

laboratory data show that ethane bands can shift as much as 0.007 /xm between the pure and diluted

forms, which raises the possibility that other amounts of dilution could match the data. The spectra are

shifted by -0.42, -0.32, -0.22, -0.12, -0.12, and 0.08 for clarity. For comparison, at the top of this figure

(and the next figure) we include a synthetic spectrum of 100% pure ethane created from optical constants
from Quirico and Schmitt (1997b) with a grain size of 100 /xm.

bands do not match the data, as noted by Quirico et al. (1999). When the 1.966- and 2.012-/xm bands
are well reproduced by the models, the 2.071-/xm band is overestimated in the models, as well as the two

weaker bands at 1.543 and 1.609 /xm. CO and CO2 both contribute to the band at 1.578 /xm in the data,

although this CO absorption is not modeled.

7.4 Discussion

At low températures, pure ethane ice can exist in three forms: amorphous (T < 30 K), metastable (30 <
T < 55 K), and crystalline (T > 50 K; Hudson et al., 2009). However, heating the amorphous phase to
40 K, or the metastable phase to 65 K, irreversibly changes the ethane to the crystalline form (Hudson
et al., 2009). The band centers shift slightly depending on the phase; these band locations for each phase
are given in Hudson et al. (2009), and are listed in Table 7.5 for wavelengths relevant for this work.

At 21 K, Quirico and Schmitt (1997b) measure pure ethane’s most prominent absorption bands to
be located at 1.689, 1.698, 1.764, 2.015, 2.274, 2.297, 2.314, 2.403, and 2.405 /xm for the wavelength

range presented in this data (see Table 7.5). Quirico and Schmitt (1997b) note that the absorptions at
2.403 and 2.405 /xm are a split band very sensitive to the sample thickness. For their original déposition
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Figure 7.11: Triton: Models (red) compared to spectral data (black) of Triton. From top to bottom it
shows the model without ethane, data from Cruikshank et al. (2000) (May, 1995), Quirico et al. (1999)
(Sep., 1995), and this work (Nov., 2008), the model with 10% pure ethane, and the model with 10%
diluted ethane from 2.2 to 2.43 jum. We see différences in band centers among the data for the ~2.405
/zm feature. The diluted ethane model is clearly a poor match, because three distinct features are seen in
the model between 2.27 and 2.32 fim that are not présent in the data. This trio of features is much more

subtle in the pure ethane model silice the 2.314 pm feature overlaps with the diluted methane feature.

The 2.405 /zm feature of our data is well matched by the pure ethane model, however, other features in
the data are weaker than the model. The spectra are shifted by -0.25, -0.15, -0.1, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.25 for

clarity.
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Table 7.5: Position of selected bands of C2H6 and N2:C2H6

Pure C2H60

(/un)

Diluted C2H6

(/xm)
Absorption Coefficient"

(cm-1)
1.689 1.682 41

1.698 1.691 18

1.764 1.755 15

2.015 c 8

- 2.260 -

2.274 2.269 138

(2.272, 2.274, 2.274)
2.297 2.285 53

2.298 53

2.314 2.305 333

(2.312, 2.314, 2.315)
2.403 - 209

2.405 2.392 228

(2.402, 2.404, 2.406)
2.424 2.414 103

- 2.445 -

2.457 2.449 103

2.461 - 315

(2.459, 2.461, 2.461)

“These bands’ locations and strengths are from Quirico and Schmitt (1997b). In bold are split bands, and dashes signify
no band is présent. The positions for spécifie bands in parenthèses are measured by Hudson et al. (2009) for amorphous,
metastable, and crystalline forms, respectively.

bFor pure C2H6
cNo information was given for this band in Quirico and Schmitt (1997b)

thickness, only the first band was observed. As the depth increased, the second was eventually seen,
and for the thickest samples, only the second band remained. Hudson et al. (2009) measure the 2A-fj,m
feature at each of the three phases and find it to be centered at 2.402, 2.404, and 2.406 /xm for amorphous,

metastable, and crystalline ethane, respectively, with increasing relative band area as the band shifts to

longer wavelengths.

When ethane is diluted in û-N2 (mixing ratio 1:100), the bands shift to shorter wavelengths (Quirico
and Schmitt, 1997b). The two bands at 2.403 and 2.405 fim measured in pure ethane by Quirico and
Schmitt (1997b) combine into one asymmetric band. Ail dilution experiments were performed with ci-
phase N2, although nitrogen is présent in the warmer (3 phase on both Pluto and Triton. For ethane
diluted in (3- versus a:-N2, the band shifts might not be uniformly in the same direction (Quirico et al.,
1999). Pure ethane would likely be in the metastable or possibly crystalline phase at the températures
found on the surfaces of Pluto and Triton. Optical constants are not yet available for ethane in the

metastable state. Thus, for our models we use optical constants of pure ethane at 21 K, so the ethane is

likely in the amorphous state (Quirico and Schmitt, 1997b, do not explicitly mention the state of their

sample).
Barata et al. (2003) show that when CH4 is exposed to ion irradiation, the molecular bonds break and

form ethane and other hydrocarbons, such as propane (C3H8), ethylene (C2H4), and acetylene (C2H2). In
the outer Solar System, sources of irradiation include energetic particles from cosmic rays and solar wind.
Ethane could also be deposited to the surface by précipitation from the atmosphère (e.g., Krasnopolsky
and Cruikshank, 1995, 1999).

To investigate the presence of ethane on Pluto and Triton, we now discuss the presence or absence of
each ethane band in our spectra, as well as in previous work, in order of increasing wavelength.

Pluto

On Pluto, the 1.69-/xm band should deepen when adding ethane (see the synthetic spectrum of C2H6 and
a comparison of the models in Fig. 7.7), but amounts of less than 10% do not greatly affect the strength
of the band and could easily be accounted for by a variation in the amount of pure methane in the model.
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Based on the strength and location of this feature alone for ethane versus the data, pure ethane on Pluto

should be constrained to less than 10%. There should be less than a few percent of diluted ethane on
Pluto, if at ail, because this feature shifts to 1.682 pm when the ethane is diluted and it is not detected
in the data. The ethane interprétation, however, raust be consistent with other ethane bands. We do

not detect the slightly weaker pure ethane features at 1.698 and 1.764 pm in the data, nor the feature of

diluted ethane at 1.755 pm.

The 2.015-//m ethane band (see the synthetic spectrum of C2H6 compaxed to the data in this région
in Fig. 7.4) lias never been seen on Pluto’s surface, however analyzing this région is difficult because of
strong telluric bands that must be carefully corrected. The spectra from 2005 presented in this work hâve

poorly corrected telluric features and thus we cannot confirm or rule-out the presence of this feature,

although from a comparison with previous data and the 1999 data from this work, it seems unlikely
that this band is présent in spectra of Pluto’s surface. This feature is also weaker than other prominent

features of ethane (i.e. at 1.698, 1.764, 2.274, 2.297, 2.314, and 2.405 ^rrn), and thus in small quantities
on the surface the feature may not be detected. Brown et al. (2007a) did not detect the 2-pm feature on
Makemake, while they did detect stronger ethane features between 2.27 and 2.32 pm.

Near 2.27 pm there is a change of slope in the spectrum that is likely caused by a broad absorption

feature centered at approximately that wavelength. This feature was first suggested by Douté et al.

(1999) to be CH4 (who report it at 2.28 pm). Nakamura et al. (2000) attributed it to ethane along with
the 2.40-/xm feature seen in their spectra. In our spectra, shown in Fig. 7.8, the 2.27-pm feature is similar

to that of Douté et al., and not the Nakamura et al. data. Cruikshank et al. (2006) modeled this feature
by removing the methane (CHU:^) contribution and inspecting the residual absorption. They show that
this feature could be well explained by C2H6. Ethane also has a feature at 2.297 pm which we do not

detect, although it is weaker than the 2.27- and 2.314-yum features.

Quirico and Schmitt (1997b) measured a feature at 2.314 pm for pure ethane. In our spectra (seen
in Fig. 7.8), a feature is centered near 2.317 pm and is about 0.005-pm wide in both the VLT and
UKIRT data. The feature has a narrow, defined minimum at 2.317 pm in the VLT data (the wavelength
calibration is accurate to 0.0005 pm or better), while in the UKIRT data it has no clear minimum, but
instead it has fairly constant absorption between 2.315 and 2.320 pm. Hudson et al. (2009) reported that
the feature for ethane shifts between 2.312 and 2.315 pm, depending on the phase. At 2.317 pm, telluric
methane has a strong absorption which should be removed when dividing by the standard star. However,

the width of this telluric feature is about 0.002 - 0.003 pm, and the feature in the spectrum is broader
(about 0.005 pm). We are, therefore, confident that the feature is due to Pluto’s surface, however, we
can offer no explanation as to why it would be shifted by at least 0.002 pm if it is due to ethane.

In Fig. 7.8, it is clear that the absorptions in the model with 10% pure ethane are much stronger than

what we see in the data at 2.274, 2.297, and 2.314 pm. Also, the overall albedo in the 2.27 - 2.32-pm
région in the models with ethane is significantly lower than the data, as seen in Fig. 7.6. Based on this
spectral région, pure ethane is limited to only a few percent and diluted ethane to undetectable amounts,

which is consistent with the lack of strong features in the H band.

The 2.405-/nn feature on Pluto stands out clearly in our data because it is not in a région of strong
methane absorption. The presence or absence of this feature in high quality spectroscopic data for both

Pluto and Triton are listed in Table 7.6. Nakamura et al. (2000) found a feature near 2.4 pm that
appeared related to an absorption at 2.27 pm, both of which were much stronger in their data compared

to the Douté et al. (1999) spectrum. Nakamura et al. found that models including ethane produced a
much stronger band at 2.4 pm than seen in the spectrum when adequately fitting the 2.27-pm feature.
For a comparison of our spectra with that of Nakamura et al. taken in May 1999 and of Douté et al.

(1999), see Fig. 7.12. In three of our spectra (Aug. and Jun., 2005 and Jun., 1999), we see a small feature
at 2.405 pm, but it is much more subtle than that reported by Nakamura et al. (2000). The feature we
detect is shallower and not as broad. Furthermore, the 1999 spectrum was taken one month later at the

same location on the surface as the Nakamura et al. spectrum. The quality of the May 2005 spectrum is
too low to be confident in a small feature in the 2.4-pm région.

While a similar feature near 2.405 pm on Triton was originally suggested to be due to 13CO (Cruik
shank et al., 1993), Cruikshank et al. (2006) note that it is unlikely that this feature is entirely due to
CO because laboratory spectra show it is very weak compared to the 2.352-pm feature of the common

isotope of CO. Therefore Cruikshank et al. (2006) and Verbiscer et al. (2007) tentatively attributed the
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2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4

Figure 7.12: Pluto: Comparison of spectra of Pluto from Nakamura et al. (2000) taken on May 6, 1999
with Douté et al. (1999) and this work. The bottom half of the figure is taken from Nakamura et al.
(2000), and shows, from top to bottom, the data, a model without ethane, and a model with pure ethane.
The top half of the figure shows, from top to bottom, the spectrum from Douté et al. (1999), and our
data (smoothed in this case) from August, 2005, June, 2005, and June, 1999. The feature at 2.4 gm is
much more subtle in the spectra from this work compared to the Nakamura spectrum. The spectrum

from June, 1999 was taken one month after the Nakamura spectrum at the same location on Pluto’s
surface.
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Table 7.6: Détections of features near 2.4 microns

Reference (Jbs Date Sub-E

Long"
Sub-E

Lat

Feature

Présent?

Instrument

Pluto

Douté et al. (1999) 1995 May 11 290 -16 —Nô ÜKÏRT/ÜÜ34
Douté et al. (1999) 1995 May 13 40 -16 No UKIRT/CGS4
Douté et al. (1999) 1995 May 15 155 -16 No UKIRT/CGS4

Nakamura et al. (2000) 1999 May 6 288 -24 Yes (~2.4 /im) Subaru/CISCO
Nakamura et al. (2000; 1999 Jun 10 96 -23 Yes (~2.4 fim) Subaru/CISCO
Cruikshank et al. (2006) 2005 - - Yes (2.405 |im) Gemini /GNIRS
Verbiscer et al. (2007) 2005 May 123 -36 Yes (2.405 pm) Magellan/CorMASS

This work 1999 Jun 7 283 -24 weak (~2.405 pm) UKIRT/CGS4
This work 2005 May 13 20 -36 low SNR VLT/SINFONI
This work 2005 Jun 09 93 -35 weak (~2.405 pm) VLT/SINFONI
This work 2005 Aug 09 338 -34 weak (~2.405 pm) VLT/SINFONI
Triton

Cruikshank et al. (1993) 1991/1992 - - Yes (2.404 pm) UKIRT

Quirico et al. (1999) 1995 Sep 7 3 -49 Yes (2.406 pm) UKIRT/CGS4
Cruikshank et al. (2000) 1995 May 13 57 -49 Yes (2.405 pm) UKIRT/CGS4
Cruikshank et al. (2000; 1998 Oct 28 69 -50 Yes (2.405 pm) UKIRT/CGS4

Grundy et al. (2010) 2000-20091 - - Yes SpeX/IRTF
This work 2008 Nov 22 93 -48 Yes (2.406 fim) VLT/SINFONI

“For consistency, ail sub-Earth longitudes presented were taken from HORIZONS (http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons.cgi),
using the IAU définition of the north pôle, based on the date, time, and location of observations reported by the authors in
their articles, except for Verbiscer et al. (2007) who report the longitude but not the date of observation in their abstract.
These do not correspond to the sub-Earth longitudes reported in the articles by Quirico et al. (1999), Douté et al. (1999),
and Nakamura et al. (2000). The date and time of observations were not published for Cruikshank et al. (1993) and
Cruikshank et al. (2006) and so sub-Earth longitudes and latitudes could not be determined. These are marked with a

fcThe ~2.405-;zm feature was detected in the global average spectrum of Grundy et al. (2010), which was created from
53 spectra taken from 2000 to 2009.

2.405-^im feature to ethane in Pluto’s spectrum.

At 2.457 and 2.461 /im, ethane also has clear and strong bands. This wavelength range is covered
only in the 1999 UKIRT Pluto data. In Fig. 7.13 the 2.30 - 2.48 /zm portion of the UKIRT spectrum

is shown, along with the model including 10% ethane (see figure caption for details). There are many
strong telluric water vapor lines near these wavelengths (particularly noticeable in our data is the telluric
feature at 2.472 /zm), but the transmission between the 2.455 and 2.463 /zm atmospheric H20 lines is
close to 100%, which increases our confidence that the 2.457- and 2.461-/zm features are real. These two
features are comprised of one and four points, respectively, in the smoothed spectrum (in the unsmoothed
spectrum, the 2.457-/zm feature is made of two points). The noise level is approximately 0.008 of the
smoothed continuum, indicating that each of the two absorptions is detected at the 2-3 sigma level.

This région is covered in the Gemini spectrum of Pluto from Cruikshank et al. (2006), and they do
not see a feature at this wavelength, although the low quality of their data in this région could affect

détection. Verbiscer et al. (2007)’s spectrum also extends to this région, and they do see a weak band
at about 2.461 /zm. The two features seen in our spectrum at these wavelengths are significantly weaker

and narrower than the feature seen by Verbiscer et al. (2007). Perhaps Verbiscer et al. (2007) see only
one broad feature because of the lower resolution (~300) of their data. Because the 2.405-, 2.457- and
2.461- /zm bands are so weak in our data it is difficult to tell if their relative strengths are consistent
with laboratory data for ethane, particularly because the 2.405 /zm feature is weakest in the 1999 data.

However, it appears that the two bands at 2.457 and 2.461 /zm should be stronger if the 2.405- /zm feature
is entirely due to pure ethane. This suggests there is some contribution of 13CO to the 2.405- /zm band.

To further refine the search for ethane on Pluto, we plot the différence between the data (from August
2005) and the best-fit general model (with no ethane) in Fig. 7.14. While the 2.352-/zm feature could
be at least partially due to inadéquate fitting of the 12CO band, from this plot we see more clearly the
absorptions at 2.27, 2.317, 2.352 and 2.405 /zm that were not accounted for in the model. Much of the

detail of the band shapes is strikingly similar to the spectrum of ethane also plotted. This makes the

presence of a few percent of ethane on the surface of Pluto more convincing.

Triton

We see an interesting effect of adding pure ethane in our models of Triton seen in Figs. 7.10 and 7.11.
When 10% pure ethane is included in the models, the trio of features in the K band at 2.274, 2.297
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Figure 7.13: Pluto: Here we présent the relative réflectance of the 1999 UKIRT spectrum plotted to
longer wavelengths that were not measured by SINFONI. The data (black) is normalized to unity at
1.55 /un. A modified version of the niodel (red) of the August, 2005 spectrum including 10 % ethane is
overlaid. Because of the flux issue with the 1999 data we scale and shift the model to generally match

the methane bands. We thus cannot make any inferences about the albedo of the data versus the model,

however, we can inspect the relative strengths of the ethane bands when 10 % is included in the model.

A spectrum of pure ethane with 100 fini grains is included at the top of the figure as a reference. Two
faint features (at 2.457 and 2.461 fim) in the data are located at the same position of two strong features
of ethane.
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Figure 7.14: Top: The différence between the August, 2005 VLT data for Pluto and the best-fit model
that did not include ethane. The spectrum of ethane in red is included in the plot with Pluto residuals

and is multiplied by 0.1 to fit the scale of the plot. Many of the residual absorptions match or nearly
match the locations of the absorptions of ethane. Bottom: The différence between the Triton spectrum
with the best-fit model that did not include ethane. Here we see no distinct match to the ethane features,

however, the resulting différence is a bit noisier for Triton than Pluto.

and 2.314 /xm is not very distinct. The broad feature created at 2.274 is recognizable, but the 2.314-/xm
feature appears to overlap entirely with the diluted-methane minimum. This implies that pure ethane
may be présent in small quantities even though the individual features are not distinctly seen. This must
be kept in mind as we attempt to identify features in the data. When adding diluted ethane, however,

the absorption features are clearly seen in the models at 1.682, 1.691, 1.755, 2.260, 2.269, and 2.305 pm.
The feature at 2.392 /xm is not particularly distinct because it overlaps with strong methane absorption.

Quirico et al. (1999) noted that in their Triton data from September 1995 there are features at 1.683
and 1.749 /xm (see Fig. 7.10). These two bands are shifted to longer wavelengths in the May, 1995
spectrum from Cruikshank et al. (2000). In our spectrum, only a very weak, broader absorption at
~1.69 jum is seen. Poor telluric correction makes identifying a weak feature at 1.75 /xm impossible. The
wavelength shifts among different observations suggests that some component is diluted in nitrogen in
varying concentrations across the surface. Quirico et al. (1999) modeled ethane, by including diluted
ethane in the molecular mixture of N2:CH4:CO with an abundance of about 0.005% in the mixture.

They found that the 1.683-/xm feature was matched particularly well, and other features in that région
appeared only slightly above the noise level of the spectrum, but that there was no evidence of features
in the data at 2.392 and 2.449 /xm that were clear in the models.

While it appears that there is a slight, broad feature in the 2.27-/xm région in our Triton data, detecting

a pure ethane feature at 2.314 /xm is complicated by the fact that it is aligned with the feature of methane

diluted in nitrogen. No clear signature of ethane is seen in Fig. 7.14, which plots the différence between
TViton’s spectrum and the model without ethane, although the low quality of the data particularly past

2.35 /xm makes any residual band identification difhcult.
As seen by Quirico et al. (1999), our models with diluted ethane show distinct features that are not

seen in the data. It is clear that the positions of ethane bands are very sensitive to dilution (shifting up
to 0.008 /xm with 1% diluted in C2-N2), and even to the form (metastable versus crystalline). It is possible
that the weaker features in the H band are formed at different depths than the stronger K band features,

and that vertical stratification of composition causes a mismatch between the two régions. Vertical

stratification of methane was detected on the surface of Eris by Licandro et al. (2006a) and Merlin et al.
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(2009), who find that the weaker methane bands in the data hâve smaller wavelength shifts than stronger
bands compared to pure methane ice. The possibility still remains, as well, that the features on Triton

in the H band are due to another or multiple other materials.

In our Triton spectrum there exists a band located at 2.406 /xm which is seen in ail previous data,

although the band center location varies between 2.404 and 2.406 /xm among observations (see Table 7.6).
Both C2H6 and 13CO display bands near this wavelength. The band is located between 2.402 and 2.406
/xm for pure ethane depending on whether it is in the amorphous, metastable or crystalline form (Hudson
et al., 2009), and at 2.405 /xm for 13CO (Quirico and Schmitt, 1997b). The feature seen in the data
is stronger than the model that includes 10% pure ethane. Since no other features in the data are as
strong as the model, the 2.405-/xm feature cannot be accounted for by pure ethane alone. 13CO also has
a feature at 2.404 /xm and the common isotope 12CO is much more abundant on Triton than Pluto as
seen by the strength of the 1.578- and 2.532 -/xm features, we investigate the possibility that 13CO is a
significant contributor to the 2.405 -/xm feature.

Quirico and Schmitt (1997a) performed laboratory measurements of pure CO and CO diluted in N2.
They found that the 0-2 band of CO when diluted in N2 was significantly wider than pure CO and that

the width, wavelength and intensity were independent of the concentration. They also found that the

width and peak intensity were température dépendent for diluted CO, although the wavelength did not

change. These laboratory spectra show that absorption at 1.578 /xm is nearly as strong as at 2.405 /xm,

having absorption coefficients of 2.5 and 5 cm-1, respectively (Quirico and Schmitt, 1997b). For Triton,
we perforai a rough estimation of the band areas for these two features by calculating the area of a

triangle that approximates each band. We find the areas to be nearly the same, with the area of the

1.578-/xm feature being slightly smaller. Both features on Triton, however, could hâve contributions from

other materials (CO2 at 1.578-/xm and C2H6 at 2.405 /xm), making band strength comparisons diffîcult.
Cruikshank et al. (2006) note that new laboratory measurements of CO verified the expectation that

the absorption per molécule is the same for the 12 C and 13C isotopes, signifying that the band strengths
are proportional to their isotopic abundance. Since the terrestrial ratio of 13C/12C is about 0.011 and
the ratio is expected to be similar in the outer Solar System, the measurements show that the band they
see on Triton is too strong to be due to 13 CO alone. With respect to a continuum of methane diluted in
nitrogen with no CO, we calculate a band depth of 37.1% ± 1.7% for the 2.352-/xm observed feature with
respect to the surrounding continuum level. The band depth for the 2.406-/xm observed feature is 5.6%
:fc 2.8%. The second band is much stronger than the ~1% that should be expected from 13CO. Even
assuming the largest plausible 2.352-/xm band depth and correspondingly smallest 2.406-/xm depth within

the errors the 2.406-/xm band is still 7% of the depth of the 2.352-/xm band. Since neither 13CO nor pure
ethane could be solely responsible for the depth of 2.406-/xm band on Triton, it appears convincing that

they both contribute.

7.5 Conclusion

We hâve presented near-infrared spectral observations in the H and K bands (1.4 - 2.45 /xm) of Pluto
over four régions of the surface and Triton for one observation. We hâve searched for the presence of

ethane on these bodies by looking for its strongest spectral signatures. To aid the investigation we hâve

modeled each surface with three basic models: a general model (no ethane), a 10% pure ethane model,
and a 10% diluted ethane model. Our main conclusions are as follows:

• On Pluto, we identify four features that match generally well with pure ethane at 2.274 and 2.405

/xm for ail data, and at 2.457 and 2.461 /xm for the UKIRT data. The position and strengths of

these features suggest that a few percent of pure ethane is présent on the surface of Pluto. The

model with diluted ethane is not a good match to the data.

• The 2.317-/xm feature on Pluto does not match the exact position of pure ethane in any of its forms,

the closest form being crystalline ethane at 2.315 /xm. The feature has a narrow minimum centered

at 2.317 /xm in the VLT data, while it has a nearly constant absorption between approximately
2.315 - 2.320 /xm for the UKIRT data.
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• On Triton, the bands near 1.68-1.69 /zm and 1.75 /zm are seen to shift when comparing their locations

in this and previous work (Quirico et al., 1999; Cruikshank et al., 2000; Grundy et al., 2010). This
suggests that some component diluted in N2 is présent in different concentrations tkroughout the
surface. These bands could potentially be matched by ethane diluted in nitrogen. However, the

lack of diluted ethane features in the K band makes its presence unlikely (also noted by Quirico
et al., 1999).

• Models of Triton including pure ethane show that the 2.314-/zm feature of ethane is in the same

location as the CH4 diluted in N2 band. The model shows that pure ethane features in the 2.27-

to 2.32-/zm région would not be very distinct if pure ethane were présent in small quantities.

• Based on models including ethane and relative band depths of 12CO and 13CO, the 2.405-2.406-/zm
feature is too strong to be due entirely to either ethane or 13CO alone on both Pluto and Triton,
implying that the feature is a combination of these two components.

Ethane has been sought on Pluto or Triton in several investigations. It is intriguing that it has

not been easily détectable especially since it has been found on the surface of other large bodies in the

Kuiper Belt such as Makemake and possibly Quaoar. Brown et al. (2007a) discuss how the dominant
component on Pluto and Triton is nitrogen with grain sizes close to 1 cm, while on Makemake methane

is the dominant, large-grain component. They argue that the large nitrogen grains could inhibit the

irradiation of methane particles thus preventing ethane production. Our data show that it is likely that

we see a few percent of ethane on the surface of Pluto, which indicates that while large nitrogen grains

may inhibit ethane production, it is not entirely prevented. Perhaps the existence of pure methane makes

this possible. While small amounts of pure ethane are needed on both Pluto and Triton to account for the

depth of the 2.405-/zm feature, the contribution of 13 CO to this feature complicates constraining ethane’s
abundance.

Future work needed to improve our understanding of minor constituents on the surface of Pluto and

Triton includes more detailed laboratory studies of C2H6, C2H6 diluted in N2, and CO in conditions

similar to what is expected for the surfaces of large minor bodies in the outer Solar System. Particularly,

experiments at températures and phases expected on Pluto and Triton are crucial since we were limited
to colder températures and unlikely phases for C2H6 diluted in N2. Further analysis and modeling of

spectra that include high quality, high-resolution data extending to the 2.461-/zm-band région should also
provide further constraints on the abundances of ethane versus 13CO.

The New Horizons mission will arrive at Pluto in 2015, and the Ralph infrared spectrometer will

measure the surface ffom 1.25 - 2.5 /zm with a spectral resolution of 300 over the entire range and 600

over the 2.1 - 2.25-/zm range. While this resolution does not exceed the capabilities of current ground-

based télescopes, hopefully higher signal-to-noise data, and more localized measurements will shed more

light on the presence of ethane on Pluto’s surface.

7.6 Mission to Pluto: New Horizons

New Horizons launched in January 2006. In February 2007, it underwent a gravity assist with Jupiter. It

will ônally reach and fly by Pluto and its moons, Charon, Nyx and Hydra, in July 2015. The spacecraft

will then visit a second Kuiper Belt object which has yet to be chosen (and yet to be discovered!). New
Horizons is the farthest mission ever launched and the first to explore distant, icy bodies. It will provide

insight on large, icy worlds similar to Pluto, and possibly smaller less-understood TNOs.
New Horizons Mission Objectives (Source: JHU APL):

• Map the surface composition of Pluto and Charon

• Characterize the geology and morphology of Pluto and Charon

• Characterize Pluto’s atmosphère

• Search for an atmosphère around Charon

• Map the surface températures on Pluto and Charon
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• Search for rings and satellites around Pluto

• Explore one or more additional TNOs

The New Horizons spacecraft is equipped with 7 instruments. Ralph will obtain high resolution

color maps and surface composition maps of Pluto and Charon. Alice will measure Pluto’s atmospheric

composition. REX is part of the radio communications System. LORRI will take high-resolution images
of Pluto’s surface. S WAP will measure solar wind in Pluto’s vicinity to investigate the atmospheric escape

rate and the possible presence of a magnetosphere. PEPSSI also measures solar wind, examining neutral

atmospheric atoms as they interact with the charged solar wind. And SDC measures dust particles sizes
en route to Pluto.
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Chapter 8

The surface variation of small bodies

across the solar System

In this chapter the trends of surface variation of small

bodies across the Solar System is explored. First, the

expected compositional trend in the early Solar Sys

tem is summarized. Then, the variation in taxonomy,

albedo, slopes, and composition are described. Finally,

a review of the presence and State of H2O throughout

the Solar System is presented. The intent of this global
view is to provide a unifying picture and new perspec

tive for our understanding small bodies.
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CHAPTER 8. THE SURFACE VARIATION OF SMALL BODIES ACROSS THE SOLAR SYSTEM

8.1 The Early Solar System

During the formation of the Solar System, the température gradient across the protoplanetary disk
naturally caused a corresponding compositional gradient. At high températures close to the Sun only
refractory materials could condense, metals at highest températures and silicates at lower températures.
At further distances, hydrated minerais condensed, then water, and finally more volatile species such

as ammonia, methane, nitrogen, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen. Figure 8.1 shows the
condensation températures of materials in the disk compared to the location of the planets and asteroids

as a simple explanation of the compositional différences correlated with distance. Figure S.2 is a simple
caxtoon of the séparation between rocky, silicate-rich bodies and ice-rich bodies past the ice line at the

time of planetesimal formation.

Venus
Silicates

Earth

Distance front Sun (AU)

Condensation of different Chemicals

sm
zox

Mercury

o Asteroids Juprtef
* Saturr»

Tungsten

Alurrinum oxide

Carbon-rich SilicetCS

Uranus Ices *,

Figure 8.1: Plot of condensation températures for various materials with the températures and heliocen-
tric distances of the planets and asteroids. At high températures, metals such as tungsten, aluminum

oxide, and iron can condense. Further from the Sun silicates can form, and at greater distances and low

températures ices condense (Figure Source).

8.2 Compositional trends in the Solar System today

Remnants of the compositional gradient from the Solar System formation are still observed today, despite

significant mixing. The strong température gradient as a function of distance from the Sun currently
préserves some of the original characteristics. Discovering the breaks from this trend, however, are just as

significant as the trend itself because they reveal a rich history of planetary encounters, colÜsions, planet
migration, sweeping résonances, and many other processes that hâve disturbed the original distribution.
Here the trends that are seen today are explored.

8.2.1 Variation across the Main Asteroid Belt

The most basic trend across the Main Asteroid Belt is the distribution of silicate-rich (S- complex) versus
carbon-rich (C-, X- complexes) asteroids across the belt. The inner belt is dominated by S- complex
objects, the middle to outer belt is dominated by C- and X- complexes (particularly the low albedo
X-types, labeled P-types in the Tholen System), and the farthest parts of outer belt and Jupiter Trojans
are overwhelmingly very red, D-type asteroids. Vilas and Smith (1985) found that their sample separated
into four distinct groups with increasing slope as a function of increasing heliocentric distance. Figure 8.3,
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Heat from the young Sun prevented ice from condensmg in the inner parts of the Solar Nebula. The planetesimals—and
ultimately the planets—that formed there are therefore composed mainly of rock and iron.

Figure 8.2: Cartoon of the division in the protoplanetary disk between régions at high températures

where only silicates and metals could condense, and low températures where ices could condense as well

(Figure Source).

is a cartoon depicting the general abundance of the main asteroid classes as a function of semi-major
axis.

2 3 4 5 6

Distance from Sun (AU)

Figure 8.3: Taxonomie distribution of asteroids in the Main Belt. S-types dominate the inner belt, C-
types dominate the outer belt, and D-and P-types are abundant in the outer edge of the belt and past

the belt up to the Trojan région. E-, M-, and P-types ail fall under the X-type spectral category and are

distinguished by their albedo; E is high, M is medium, and P is low (Source: NASA Cosmos).

A few explanations hâve been proposed for the change in slope from C- to X- to D- types. Vilas

and Smith (1985) propose that the slope différence could be related to a change in the complexity of
hydrocarbons as a function of heliocentric distance. They also suggest that the change in température
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Figure 8.4: Plotted here axe a large sample of known asteroids (black dots) according to their semi-major
axis and inclination and the asteroids classified in Chapter 4 of this thesis (labeled in color according to
their type). Here we see S-types in the outer part of the belt are confined to the small low inclination
clump shortward of 2.9 AU which is the Koronis family. Even C-types in the outer belt seem to be

confined to low inclinations. The Eos K-type family can be seen near 3 AU at inclinations near 10

degrees. Vestoids are présent in the inner belt at fairly low inclinations. Also in the inner belt there

appears to be a small clump of Ch and Cgh-type objects at an inclination of about 10 degrees.

could cause changes in the color of the hydrocarbons. It is now also expected that irradiation due

to space weathering contributes to the steep slope of D-types in addition to compositional différences

between D-types and the C- and X-complexes.

Using the taxonomy presented in DeMeo et al. (2009a) and this thesis, Figures 8.4, 8.5, and 8.6 show
the distribution of taxonomie classes as a function of heliocentric distance for selected classes. Figure 8.4
plot the objects according to their inclination along with dots representing a sample of known asteroids

to reveal the general structure of the belt. In the inner belt we see that S-types dominate, vestoids are

présent at fairly low inclinations, and appears to be a small clump of Ch and Cgh-type objects at an

inclination of about 10 degrees. In the outer belt S-types are confined to the small low inclination clump
shortward of 2.9 AU, the Koronis family. Even C-types in the outer belt seem to be confined to low

inclinations. The Eos K-type family is évident near 3 AU at inclinations near 10 degrees.

In Fig. 8.5 the general trend of S- to C- and X- to D-type is clearly seen. In Fig. 8.6 we search
for trends within the S-complex for which this taxonomy is well suited because of the distinct near-

infrared features in this complex. It appears that Sq-types, with the widest l-/zm absorption bands (and
presumably the most olivine-rich), are more prévalent in the inner belt with its frequency decreasing at
increasing heliocentric distances. Sr-types, with more naxrow l-/xm absorption bands (and presumably
less olivine-rich and more pyroxene-rich) are slightly more abundant at greater distances. Because S-types
make up the largest part of the sample and their olivine content is less defined than for Sq- and Sr-types,
a more rigorous minéralogie analysis of the 1- and 2- ^an bands is necessary. Also, de-biasing for families
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Distribution of Taxonomie Types
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Figure 8.5: The distribution of selected taxonomie types in the Main Belt as a function of heliocentric

distance. In this plot, the columns represent the percent of each type per bin. For example, a value of 100
for S-types at 2 AU indicates that of ail the asteroids in the sample with semi-major axes between 2 and

2.25 AU, 100% of them are S-types. No correction for détection biases for certain classes is performed.
275 asteroids were included in this sample from Bus and Binzel (2002a), DeMeo et al. (2009a), and
unpublished spectra from smass. mit. edu.

(such as the Flora family in the inner belt which is olivine rich) and size effects is required to make any
daims about olivine and pyroxene trends across the belt to détermine if there is any remnant structure

or if it has been entirely erased by radial mixing.

Albedo trends hâve also been noted throughout the belt. Cellino (2000), in a review of the compo-
sitional distribution of the Main Belt, shows that albedo trends from higher to lower across the Main

Belt (Fig. 8.7). This also seems logical given that S-type asteroids which dominate the inner belt hâve
a much higher albedo than the average for C-, X- and D-type asteroids. At the time of Cellino’s work,

however, there was not enough data on TNOs and Centaurs to make any significant conclusions about
the population of small bodies in the outer Solar System. In the next section, we overview these more
recently discovered populations past Jupiter and Neptune.

8.2.2 Variation among Centaurs, in the Kuiper Belt and beyond

Probing further, past the Main Belt and Trojans, the Centaurs and TNOs are markers of the formation

and subséquent évolution of the outer Solar System.
The most striking feature of the Centaur population is its bimodality: its B-R colors separate into

two different groups, gray and red, with 99.5% confidence (Peixinho et al., 2003; Tegler and Romanishin,
2003). The gray Centaurs hâve a slightly lower average albedo than red Centaurs, but there is no
significant différences between the two populations and their orbital éléments (Tegler et al., 2008).

Color distributions hâve also been searched for among TNOs. The most significant corrélation is

between redness of objects and orbit in the classical belt. It has been found that red objects are more
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S-complex distribution
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Figure 8.6: The distribution of S-complex types in the Main Belt as a function of heliocentric distance.

Sa- and Sv-types are excluded because of their rarity. 127 objects were included in this sample for which

there exists both visible and near-infrared data available (from DeMeo et al. (2009a), and unpublished
spectra from smass .mit. edu).

frequent in orbits with low (e < 0.05) eccentricities and low (i < 5°) inclinations (e.g., Tegler and
Romanishin, 2000; Doressoundiram et al., 2002). There is a color versus perihelion corrélation for the
TNO population, however, it is at the threshold of statistical significance (Doressoundiram et al., 2008).

The reddest objects in the entire Solar System are found in the outer régions. The reason for their

extreme redness is still unknown. Even laboratory-created irradiated organics can’t simulate the high

slopes of these bodies’ spectra. It has also been suggested that colorless ice is responsible, since the slope

behavior exists only in cold régions of the Solar System (Grundy, 2009). Increased redness could be
achieved if a colorless ice has a mean optical path length and absorption coefficient that vary with wave-

length in such a way that the réflectance is greater at longer wavelengths and less at shorter wavelengths

(Grundy, 2009). While colorless ice is not a unique solution, it offers an explanation for the higher aver
age albedo of TNOs and Centaurs with respect to Jupiter Family Cornets which are thought to originate
from those populations, and could also explain why the supposedly less evolved cold classical belt has a

much higher frequency of very red objects than the hot population or Centaurs (Grundy, 2009).
There is a stark spectral différence between the reddest bodies at or inside Jupiter’s orbit, and the

reddest bodies in the Centaur and TNO populations. D-type asteroids (as well as X- and T-types) hâve
steep slopes that hâve insignificant slope changes between the visible and near-infrared. Their slope is

fairly constant, resulting in a smooth straight line spectrum. The reddest TNOs, however, hâve very

steep visible slopes, often much steeper than the inner Solar System bodies, but the slope levels to nearly
neutral in the near-infrared (see Fig. 8.10 for a comparison). There is a sharp kink around 1 fim in
the spectra distinguishing the visible and near-infrared slope différences. This strongly suggests that the
red material on the inner Solar System bodies is not the same as the outer Solar System. On TNOs,

either the red material is only red at visible wavelengths, or less likely there is an additional strong blue

component offsetting the slope in the near-infrared.
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Figure 8.7: The running box plot is based on data from the IMPS radiometric survey, and considering

boxes formed by 50 objects. The albedo spike due to the presence of the Eos family at about 3 A.U. is

well visible in the plot, where the two dashed lines show the la curves (Figure and Caption from Cellino,
2000). It is évident that the average albedo at the inner edge of the belt is highest and trends to lower
albedos at larger distances.

Despite the existence of very red objects in the outer Solar System the average slope trend stops

at the Jupiter Trojans. Among featureless objects in the outer Solar System there is a wide range of

visible wavelength spectral slopes from neutral to very red (Alvarez-Candal et al., 2008; Fornasier et al.,
2009). The near-infrared slopes also vaxy, but not as markedly as in the visible. The near-infrared is also
affected by absorptions due to H2O ice and sometimes other more volatile species. No trend has been

noticed, however, of slope as a function of distance from the Sun among Centaurs and TNOs. Either the

material causing the reddening is prévalent over tliis entire distance, or there has been significant mixing

of objects that has erased the evidence. Barkume et al. (2008) searched for compositional trends, but
found no corrélation between the abundance of H2O and taxonomie type, albedo, or visible slope (once
removing the Haumea collisional family from the statistics). Composition in the Kuiper Belt appear to
be less dépendent on heliocentric distance and more dépendent on the size of the body.

8.3 Water throughout the solar System

Water is considered one of the most fundamental components to life, however it is not unique to Earth.

An important question in planetary science is where did ail of Earth’s water corne from? Water is found on

cornets, and in solid form on the surfaces of satellites and small bodies in the outer Solar System. Strong

evidence has been found that liquid water once ran on the surface of Mars. It has been hypothesized that

liquid water could be présent in the form of subsurface océans on Jupiter’s satellite Europa and Saturn’s

satellite Enceladus. Evidence of water has been inferred to be présent 011 some asteroids at some point
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Figure 8.8: Colors of TNOs and Centaurs (more than 100 objects) in the orbital eccentricity vs. semi-
major axis plane. A wide color diversity characterizes the outer solar System objects. Interesting patterns
clearly emerge from this color map. For instance, objects with perihelion distances around and beyond

40 AU are mostly very red. Classical objects (mostly between the 2:3 and 1:2 résonances) with high
eccentricity (and also inclination) are preferentially neutral/slightly red. In contrast, no clear trend is
obvious for SDOs (a > 50 AU), nor for the Plutinos, which appear to lack any trends in their surface
colors. (Figure and Caption from Doressoundiram et al., 2008)

during their lifetimes because of the presence absorption bands due to aqueous alteration or adsorbed
water and even the discovery of outgassing seen on activated asteroids (or Main Belt Comets). There
hâve also been very recent discoveries of water in unexpected places such as the Moon. Here the presence
and evidence of water on small bodies throughout the Solar System is explored.

After half a century of detailed study including many spacecraft missions, evidence of water was

just discovered in 2009 on a body that was previously expected to be completely anhydrous: the Moon.

Analysis of data from the Chandrayaan-1 and Deep Impact missions as well as reanalyzed Cassini data
from 1999 (Clark, 2009; Pieters et al., 2009; Sunshine et al., 2009), revealed a feature at 3-^zm due to
OH and H20 pervasive throughout the surface including the sunlit side. The signature is strongest at

the pôles and exists only on the upper few millimeters to centimeters of the surface. Because ice is not
stable on the Moon, the favored explanation for the water is continuous solar wind interactions with

the oxygen-rich surface (Clark, 2009). The strongest 3 /zm absorption is seen at the terminator which
suggests a diurnal cycle (Sunshine et al., 2009).

A thorough review of hydrated minerais on asteroids on which this paragraph is based is presented

in Rivkin et al. (2002). For many décades it has been known that some asteroids are aqueously altered.
The most convincing evidence cornes from meteorites on which hydrated minerais are found. CI and

CAI meteorites contain 5 - 10 wt % H2O/OH (Salisbmy et al., 1991). CI meteorites are predominantly
composed of phyllosilicates, clay minerais, which are formed in conditions where rock and water are
both présent (Browning et al., 1996). For asteroid spectra, a handful of features in the UV, visible,
and near-infrared wavelengths hâve been attributed to aqueous alteration, hydroxyls, or water (for a
review see Rivkin et al., 2002). The most diagnostic features, found primarily on low albedo (mostly
C-complex) bodies, are the 0.7 yum feature typically indicating the presence of phyllosilicates (Vilas and
Gaffey, 1989), and the 3.0 /zm feature attributed to OH and adsorbed H20 (Lebofsky, 1978, 1980). The
distinct features of solid H20 on Centaurs and TNOs at 1.5 and 2.0 /zm is conspicuously absent from

any asteroid or meteorite spectra. Clark (1981) show through laboratory spectra that in the presence of
opaque minerais these features are concealed much more easily than the 3-/rm feature.
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Figure 8.9: Comparison of D- and X-type asteroid spectra with Centaur and TNO spectra with the

highest slopes. The object number is labeled on the left, and the overall visible and near-infrared slope
is labeled on the right. In general, the TNOs hâve much steeper visible slopes, but flatten out in the
near-infrared.

Water has been detected on “activated asteroids”, bodies that hâve asteroidal orbits in the Main Belt,

but exhibit comas indicating outgassing of volatile material (Hsieh and Jewitt, 2006). Two of these bodies
belonged to the Thémis family and ail were in the outer belt, until the recent discovery of P/2010 A2
(Minor Planet Electronic Circulai' 2010-A32), that résides in the middle belt with a semi-major axis of
2.73 AU. This object’s orbit is consistent with the Flora family (Zappala et al., 1995) which is a silicate-
rich (S-type) family where water is unexpected. Subséquent Hubble Telescope images by D. Jewitt reveal
a complex débris structure suggesting that they observe dust éjection from two recently collided bodies
rather than outgassing of volatile material Source: Hubble Website.

Rivkin and Emery (2010) detected a 3-/xm band on Thémis that is distinctly different from that seen
on carbonaceous chondrite meteorites and other low albedo asteroids, and Campins et al. (2010) observed
its presence throughout the entire surface. Rivkin and Emery (2010) and Campins et al. (2010) propose
that the feature is due to a fine-grained layer of water ice frost. Searches for activated asteroids or the

3-/xm feature will certainly play an important rôle in the years to corne for asteroid science and our
understanding of the rôle water plays in the inner Solar System.

Since the first near-infrared spectral data of TNOs hâve been available it has been apparent that solid

H2O is common on outer Solar System small bodies (detected clearly as broad absorptions at 1.5 and 2.0
/im). Barkume et al. (2008) detected water ice on 4 of 12 Centaurs and 12 of 33 TNOs at the 3cr level or
higher in their survey. H2O ice is detected in the crystalline form on many bodies because of the presence

of the 1.65 /xm-feature (e.g. Charon, Haumea, Quaoar, Orcus). The ice on smaller TNOs appears to
be in amorphous form, although higher signal-to-noise data may reveal otherwise. Cometary activity

has been discovered on four Centaurs (2060 Chiron, 166P/NEAT, 167P/CINEOS, and 60558 Echeclus).
Temporal or spatial variations in the water ice signature has been detected on these bodies as well as

other Centaurs that do not exhibit cometary activity. No trend has been discovered on the presence or

properties of water on the surfaces of Centaurs and TNOs as a function of heliocentric distance.
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Water discovered in unexpected locations by unexpected means forces us to reconsider the prevalence

of water on airless bodies in the inner solar System. An investigation similar to that for the Moon will

likely be performed for Vesta’s and Ceres’ surfaces when the Dawn mission reaches them in 2011 and
2015, respectively. Water could potentially be significantly more pervasive throughout the inner Solar

System than has ever been predicted.
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Figure 8.10: This cartoon summarizes and simplifies the distribution of material across the Solar System.
The planets are pictured at the bottom and the location of different small body populations are labeled.

The bottom panel shows the gradient from the predominantly “silicate-rich” material (brown) toward
the predominantly “ice-rich” material (blue). The ice line is labeled at 2.7 AU, which is believed to
be the approximate location past which water ice is stable, although this is a rough location and is

debatable (Kennedy and Kenyon, 2008). The next panel shows the density of small bodies as a function
of heliocentric distance plotted as semi-major axis versus inclination with color showing the density of

bodies (red indicates highest density). In the classical Kuiper Belt région, the approximate hot and cold
populations are indicated (cold population has i < 5°). The approximate distribution of taxonomie type
is displayed for the inner Solar System in the next panel. The Unes mark the distribution of certain
taxonomie types according to their frequency among SDSS colors, we show the frequency of S and C-

types, and the generally location of a few other types. The general locations of less prominent spectral
types are also marked. Above that is a model spectrum of the dominant spectral type per région and
then the typical spectral types per région which are présent, but not the most frequent. The gray bar

shows the average albedo. In the inner Solar System the albedo maxked is the average albedo for the

dominant spectral type from the sample from DeMeo et al. (2009a). The Trojan albedo is from Fernandez
et al. (2003), and the Centaur and TNO albedos are averages from the data presented in Stansberry et al.
(2008), however, only objects NOT dominated by water and other volatiles were included (Orcus, Quaoar,
dwarf planets, etc. were excluded). The top panel displays the approximate effective température based
on a black body calculation as a function of distance from the Sun with an assumed albedo of 0.1.
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Chapter 9

Comparison of Systems around
solar-like stars

Circumstellar disks are rings of mat ter composed of

dust. gas, and for older Systems, minor bodies that H
orbit around other stars. By studying their structure H
and comnosition. narticularlv as a fonction of avo and

tem, an overview of the current knowledge of débris disk évolution, and an example of the

composition of the dust in disks.
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CHAPTER 9. COMPARISON OF SYSTEMS AROUND SOLAR-LIKE STARS

9.1 Evolution of Débris Disks

Our understanding of the évolution of débris disks cornes from infrared photometry of hundreds of disks

of different âges as well as from dynamical models. Disks are discovered around stars by an excess thermal

émission that cannot be accounted for by the star that is due to the surrounding dust. The first thermal

excess was discovered around Vega (Aumann et al, 1984). It appears that most, if not ail, stars originally
hâve protoplanetary disks surrounding them which form from the collapsed nebula. Over time this dust
should be cleared away from stellar winds. Débris disks that are older than their expected life time of 107
years must be replenished. Planetesimal collisions are thought to be the primary source of dust in these

Systems, just as in our Solar System. 15% of ail nearby stars hâve débris disks (Backman and Paresce,
1993). Many of these older disks are considered comparable to the Kuiper Belt in our Solar System,
although our current technology only permits the discovery of belts much more massive than our own

(Wyatt, 2008).
Protoplanetary disks are dominated by gas, and by mass about 1% sub-micron dust particles. Around

solar-like stars they do no vary with âge while the protoplanetary disk exists except for mass loss at

distances less than 1 AU, presumably because material is being accreted by the star. By about 6 My,
the frequency of protoplanetary disks around stars drops to zéro, and the time scale is shorter for more

massive stars. Much is yet to be understood about the transition from protoplanetary to evolved disk as

well as the timescales and mechanisms for forming larger planetesimals up to kilometers in size. In the

older disks, destructive collisional évolution is the primary source of replenishment. There are several

evolutional models that hâve been suggested for débris disk évolution. These include (reviewed in Wvatt,
2008) steady state collisions, stochastic collisions, delayed stirring, planetary shake-down (the effects of
planet migration toward steady States on the planetesimal population), cornet sublimation, and external
processes (such as stellar encounters). (The previous paragraph is summarized from Wyatt, 2008, and
references therein).

For younger A stars the frequency and intensity of the fraction excess is greater than for older stars.

For ail âges, one third of stars exhibit excess at 24 and/or 70 fim. For solar-like (FGK) stars the frequency
of 24 fim excess is 20 to 40% for young stars and déclinés to a few percent after 100 My. The large number
of young disks with 24 fim émission suggest that planetesimal growth close to sun-like stars is common

and one third of them could hâve belts at distances less than 30 AU. Excess at 70 fim can persist around

sun-like stars for up to 10 Gy. (The previous information is summarized from Wyatt, 2008, and references
therein). Isella et al. (2009) find that disk surface densities seem correlated with the stellar âges, and that
the disk radius increases from 20 AU to 100 AU over about 5 Myr. They note, however, that this is an

overall trend and does not necessarily apply to individual Systems. It is also not known if ail circumstellar

disks develop into planetary Systems. Our Solar System is expected to hâve a tenuous débris disk, seen

as the zodiacal cloud, extending past the Kuiper Belt.

In an analysis of sun-like (FGK) stars, Greaves et al. (2009) find that the 70 fim dust excess forms
a smooth distribution suggesting a single population of small bodies, such as the Kuiper Belt. Systems

with gas giants, such as our own appear to make up only a few percent of sun-like stars suggesting that

the configuration of the Solar System is relatively rare.

Studying débris disks gives us context for our own Solar System. They provide information on the

structure and gradients across the System, as well as give a general overall view that could tell us if

they are parallel to our System or even if there are components to other Systems that hâve not yet been

discovered in ours. Here I describe three of the most well-known débris disk Systems, Formalhaut, Epsilon

Eridani, and Beta Pictoris, and specify how they compare to the Solar System.

9.2 Formalhaut

Formalhaut is a young (100-200 Myr), bright (m„=1.2) A3V star 7.7 parsecs (25 light-years) from Earth.
It has a dust ring 25 AU wide, with an inner edge at 133 AU; the belt’s géométrie center is 15 AU

from Formalhaut (Kalas, 2005). The center displacement and sharp inner edge of the belt suggested the
presence of a planet in the System which was discovered by Kalas et al. (2008). This exoplanet, named
Formalhaut b and the first ever to be detected in optical images, has a semi-major axis of ~115 AU and

at most a few Jupiter masses (Kalas et al., 2008). Figure 9.1 is an image of the disk and the planets. The
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disk is approximately the same width as our Kuiper Belt, although it is located farther from the star.

1

lomalhaut b Planet

Fomalhaut System
Hubble Space Telescope • ACS/HRC

NASA ESA. ard P. Kalss (Un /ers ty of Californ.a, Berkeley) ST3cl-PRC0B-39a

Figure 9.1: A visible wavelength image with the Hubble Space Telescope of the Formalhaut disk. The

large Kuiper Belt-like ring 25 AU wide with an inner edge of 133 AU is clearly seen. A planet as discovered

at the inner edge of the ring, called Formalhaut b. (Image from Kalas et ah, 2008)

9.3 Epsilon Eridani

Epsilon Eridani appears to be the closest analogue to our Solar System yet discovered. It is a particularly

interesting target because its proximity allows higher resolution imaging and thus more detail than was

previously possible. It is older than many other resolved disks (such as Formalhaut and Beta Pictoris),
and has a disk that lies at a similar distance from the star as our Kuiper Belt to the Sun as well as

asteroidal belts doser to the star. Figure 9.2 compares an image of Epsilon Eridani at 850 ^m to a
simulation of what the Solar System would look like at the same distance at the same resolution and a

dynamical model of our Solar System.

Epsilon Eridani is a K2V star of 0.8 Solar masses with an âge of 0.5-1.0 Gyr, only 3.2 parsecs from

Earth. It is a complex System with three known dust rings. The outer ring has a peak émission between

35-75 AU with a mass between 0.01 and 0.4 Earth masses and is considered to be a young analog to

the Kuiper Belt (Greaves et ah, 1998). The dust opacity index from submillimeter data suggests the
ring is comprised of large grains (Pollack et ah, 1994; Greaves et ah, 1998) at around 30K (Backman
and Paresce, 1993). Inside the distance of Neptune’s orbit the dust has been cleared suggesting that
planetesimals hâve formed in this région (Greaves et ah, 1998). Backman et ah (2009) detect two warm
belts in the inner part of the System, one at 20 AU and a second, narrow one, at 3 AU with small (~8,
and ~3 yum, respectively) grain sizes. The planet Epsilon Eridani b was discovered by Hatzes et ah (2000)
in the inner exosystem. It has a highly inclined and eccentric orbit (i=30°, e=0.7, a= 3.3 AU) with a
period of 6.85 Earth years (Benedict et ah, 2006). Two other planets are expected to shape the middle
and outer belts (see Figure 9.3 for a diagram and comparison with the Solar System).
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Figure 9.2: Image of Epsilon Eridani débris disk (left) at 850 /xm from Greaves et al. (1998) compared to
a simulated image (middle) of the Solar System under the same conditions (Source: The Circumstellar
Disk Learning Site) and a dynamical model (right) of the Solar System from (Liou and Zook, 1999).

Figure 9.3: An artists diagram of the Epsilon Eridani System compared to our own Solar System. The
sizes of the two Systems are comparable, although the structure is different. Epsilon Eridani has two

inner belts. (Source: NASA)

9.4 Beta Pictoris

Beta Pictoris is the first (Smith and Terrile, 1984) and best studied main-sequence star with a second-
generation (not primordial and continuously replenished) circumstellar disk; hundreds of papers hâve
been written on this System alone. It is consistent with a young Solar System (< 100 Myr). The star
is type A5V and is 19.4 parsecs away. The disk is comprised of grains larger than one micron and at a

température of 100K (Artymowicz, 1997).
The Beta Pictoris System is much larger than our own Solar System. The dust extends to 1300 AU
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with dust déplétion inside 100 AU, although the disk is detected as close as 15 AU from the star (Heap
et al., 2000). The disk is seen nearly edge on and asymmetries (Kalas and Jewitt, 1995) along the plane
and a warp in the inner disk (Burrows et al., 1995) are detected. A coronagraphic image of the disk is
shown in Fig. 9.4. Recently, a close-orbiting giant planet was discovered at 8 AU (Lagrange et al., 2009).
Both imaging and spectroscopy (through peaks in the distribution of amorphous silicate grains) hâve
suggested that there are planetesimal belts at approximately 6, 15, 30, 50, and 80 AU (Wahhaj et al.,
2003; Okamoto et al., 2004).

Spectral observations of the disk hâve repeatedly found time-varying, redshifted absorption bands that

are attributed to active kilometer-size comets near the star (several hundred per year Lagrange-Henri
et al., 1992), termed Falling Evaporating Bodies (FEBs), star-grazers, and infalling cornets (Vidal-Madjar
et al., 1994). While the amount of material seen appears consistent with what would be expected for our
own Solar System at that âge, the mechanism for an infall of this magnitude is not entirely understood.

A few scénarios that hâve been suggested include the Kozai mechanism, secular résonances, and mean

motion résonances with a potential massive planet in the disk (Bailev et al., 1992; Levison et al., 1994;
Beust and Morbidelli, 1996, 2000).

WFPC2

Solar System to Scale

Beta Pictoris H ST • WFPC2 • STI1

PRC98-03 • January 8, 19S8 • ST Sel OPO
A Schultz (Computer Sciences Corp.). S Heap (NASA Goddard Space Flight Center) and NASA

Figure 9.4: A coronagraphic image of the Beta Pictoris disk from Heap et al. (2000). The disk, extending
as far as 1300 AU, is much larger than our own Solar System. Asymmetries and a warp are évident due

to our edge-on view of the disk.

9.5 Composition of Dust Excess Emission

The interstellar medium contains primarily amorphous rather than crystalline silicate grains. In the Solar

System, however, the abundance of crystalline silicates is significant. Observations by van Boekel et al.

(2004) of the composition of protoplanetary disks within 2 AU of the host star reveal that the dust is
highly crystallized. They also find that the inner régions of the disk are dominated by olivine, while
the outer régions had equal amounts of pyroxene and olivine. This work suggests that crystallization of

silicates occurs before the formation of large bodies and could provide dues to the original composition

within our own Solar System.

Spectra of 152 nearby solar-like stars were observed spectrally with Spitzer in the infrared by (Lawler
et al., 2009). Ail excess émissions were found to be featureless except for two stars (HD 40136 and HD
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10647). Compositional models of these two stars suggest the presence of crystalline divine and pyroxene
and some water ice.

Beichman et al. (2005) measured the excess émission spectrum of HD 69830 and detected strong
crystalline silicate features. Because the excess exists between 8 and 35 /rm but not at 70 /xm they

conclude that the disk is warm (400K) and close to the star (<1 AU); HD 69830 is miique among main-
sequence stars in this respect. Beichman et al. (2005) note the similarity of the spectrum to émission
from cornet Hale-Bop measured by Crovisier et al. (1996) (see Fig. 9.5). Through spectral modeling of the
same data, Lisse et al. (2007) détermine that the composition of the excess émission is likely analogous
to D- and P-type asteroids.

Excess Emission from HD69830

Wavelength (microns)
Scaled Emission from Hale-Bopp

Wavelength (microns)

Figure 9.5: This image, from Beichman et al. (2005), compares an excess émission spectrum from HD
69830 to cornet Hale-Bopp (Crovisier et al., 1996) normalized to 400K. There is a striking resemblance
between the two signatures.

Lisse et al. (2008) observe the excess émission spectrum of HD 113766. Using a model originally
intended for the Temple 1 Deep Impact encounter, they find the composition to be primarily Mg-rich

divine, crystalline pyroxenes, amorphous silicates, Fe-rich sulfides, amorphous carbon, and water ice.
They suggest that apart from the water ice, the composition is analogous to S-type asteroids in our Solar

System.
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Chapter 10

Conclusions and Perspectives

This thesis has involved remote observations on the IRTF in Hawaii, a few trips to Chile for observations

and a few months of research at ESO in Santiago, and a handful of international conférences: DPS 2007-

2009, ACM in 2008, and Marco Polo in 2009, and two week winter school (Physics and Astrophysics of
Planetary Systems) at Les Houches in 2008. Throughout this thesis, my research focused on the study
of the surface properties of small bodies using spectroscopy and photometry. A summary of the work
follows.

I take hundreds of individual spectra and organize them in a fashion that provides clarity on compo

sitions of small inner Solar System bodies and provides the first look at the efficiency and effectiveness of

interpreting composition for ail known spectral types based on near-infrared data. From the création of
this taxonomy we learn that with only visible wavelength data there is uncertainty in shape of the l-fim
band. While the indication of an absorption past ~0.75 /rm corresponded with the existence of a 1-fim

band, the behavior in the visible does not always indicate the depth and width of the band in the near-
infrared. The near-infrared wavelength ranges are excellent for interpreting data containing diagnostic 1-

and 2-yum bands, however, the more subtly featured C- and X-complexes appear to be largely degenerate
in this wavelength régime.

I analyze the photometric colors of 23 TNOs and Centaurs, nine of which hâve never been previously
observed, and assign them taxonomie classifications. Tliree objects that had been previously observed
and classified, and changed classes most likely due to surface variation: 26375 (1999 DE9), 28978 (Ixion),
and 32532 (Thereus). Two objects, 47932 (2000 GN171) and 54598 (Bienor) had absolute magnitude
values that were significantly different from previously published results, attributed to extreme lightcurve

amplitudes.

I interpret the surface composition of three outer Solar System small bodies, Jupiter-coupled object

(52872) Okyrhoe, and TNOs (90482) Orcus and (73480) 2002 PN34, by modeling spectroscopic measure-
ments in the visible and near-infrared wavelength ranges. The spectra reveal varying amounts of H20 ice

among these bodies. I discuss différences between this data and previous observations that could suggest
surface heterogeneity. For Orcus I provide rough constraints for the presence of materials more volatile
than water and the ratio of crystalline to amorphous ice 011 the surface.

I présent a search for solid ethane, C2H6, on the surfaces of Pluto and Triton, based on near-infrared
spectral observations. Each surface is modeled using a radiative transfer model based on Hapke theory
(Hapke, 1993) with three basic models: without ethane, with pure ethane, and with ethane diluted in
nitrogen. While the presence of less than a few percent of ethane cannot be excluded on both bodies,
there is no strong détection on either.

Finally, I review the current understanding of the compositional distribution of material in our Solar

System, particularly focusing on the presence of water in ail its phases which is especially important for
our understanding of our own planet, Earth, and the life on it. I briefly compare the general structure of

our Solar System to other imaged débris disks to put into perspective the detailed, though narrow, view
of our own Solar System with the broad, low resolution view of others.

I hâve been involved in many other research projects throughout this thesis. There are two long

term programs that hâve contributed significantly to our understanding of small bodies: SMASS and the
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second Large Program. In collaboration with researchers at MIT, I paxticipate in the Small Main-Belt

Asteroid Spectroscopic Survey (SMASS, smass.mit.edu). In visible wavlengths, over 1,000 spectra were
published (Bus and Binzel, 2002b) and are publicly available on the website. The program was extended
to survey near-Earth objects under the “MIT-UH-IRTF Joint Campaign for NEO Reconnaissance” which

aims to publicly release near-infrared spectral data shortly after observation (e.g., Binzel et al., 2006b).
There hâve been many scientific results from tliis program. We constrained the quantity of active and

dormant cornets to 8±5% of the NEO population based on spectral, physical, and dynamical parameters

(DeMeo and Binzel, 2008). We found that the most common near-Earth asteroids do not match the
composition of the most common meteorite fall (Vernazza et al., 2008), suggesting that processes dépen
dent on size and heliocentric distance such as the Yarkovsky effect may be responsible for our apparent

observational mismatch. Members of the group hâve linked meteorites to their probably source régions,

finding that while the uq résonance is the dominant source for H, L, LL and HED chondrites, the 3:1

résonance is also a significant source of H chondrites (Thomas and Binzel, 2010). We categorized the
infamous PHA 99942 Apophis (Binzel et al., 2009) and assess the potential amount of energy it would
release in the case of an impact. In the article by Binzel et al. (2010), we proposed a solution to the
“ordinary chondrite problem.” AU asteroids with young surfaces that match the most common meteorite

(ordinary chondrites) ail hâve a high probability of a recent close encounter with Earth, revealing that
the close approach (~16 Earth radii) freshens their surface.

I hâve been fortunate, as well, to be a part of a team with ample access to some of the largest télescopes

in the world. This second Large Program (PI M. A. Baxucci) is dedicated to investigating the surface
properties of Centaurs and Transneptunian objects. The observations were carried out between 2006

and 2008 using the European Southern Observatory (ESO) Very Large Telescope (VLT). Observational
methods were primarily spectroscopy and photometry. 45 objects were observed within this program,

which constitutes a huge percentage of the total spectroscopic sample of TNOs available today.
An analysis of the final sample of photometric colors of 45 objects was performed by Perna et al.

(2010). In this work we identified possible surface heterogeneity, confirmed the bimodality of the centaur
population, and confirmed that IR class objects are confined to the classical and résonant populations,

the resuit of Fulchignoni et al. (2008). Visible spectra for 43 TNOs and Centaurs were measured in
Alvarez-C-andal et al. (2008) and Fornasier et al. (2009), and 22 of these had no previously published
spectra. They find most spectra to be featureless, although a few hâve a broad, shallow feature centered

at 0.65 /im similar to that due to aqueously altered minerais on asteroids. 21 near-infrared spectra were

presented in Guilbert et al. (2009a). Of this sample, 4 are featureless, 6 show clear signatures of H2O
ice, 7 show more uncertain signatures of H2O ice, 1 (Eris) has methane, and the signal-to-noise ratio of
the last three is too low to analyze. Protopapa et al. (2009), Alvarez-Candal et al. (2010) and Merlin
et al. (2010) model visible and near-infrared TNO spectra and find most surfaces are well fit with varying
amounts of H2O ice, tholins, and a dark material. Heterogeneity is seen on Centaur 10199 Chariklo

that was previously ice-rich, but is now featureless (Guilbert et al., 2009b). The larger TNOs (90482)
Orcus, (50000) Quaoar, and (136199) Eris were thoroughly modeled to characterize their surfaces for the
presence of NH3, CH4, and N2 (Barucci et al., 2008b; Dalle Ore et al., 2009; Merlin et al., 2009).

Part of my research during this thesis has also included a spectroscopic study of the planet Mercury.
We scan 70% of Mercury’s surface in the near-infrared wavelength range and find the spectra to be very
similar. We also confirai the presence of a shallow l-/rm feature likely due to calcium-rich clinopyroxene

(Vernazza et al., 2010). I also contributed to the search for a parent body for 2008 TC3 (Jenniskens
et al., 2010), Almahata Sitta, the asteroid that was observed days before it impacted the Earth and was
subsequently recovered in the desert of Sudan. We find that the Polana family is the best dynamical match
for the meteorite, although spectral measurements of the primary are not a direct match. Observations of

other family members will reveal if 2008 TC3 is compositionally consistent. Within the SMASS spectral
database, I identified 6 NEOs with unique spectral characteristics that are similar to that of Almahata
Sitta.
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There are many ongoing and upcoming projects that I will be undertaking, both short and long term
projects. One project underway includes spectral measurements of 379 Huenna’s binary. The binary is

on a highly elliptic orbit suggesting it is a captured fragment or a captured body of different composition.

I will also soon be performing an analysis of the surface of Charon. Charon is known to hâve H2O and

NH3 on its surface. With high resolution spectral measurements in the H and K bands, I will search

for hints of other surface components. In collaboration with planetary scientists within LESIA, we will

attempt to constrain the température and mixing of CO ice on TViton’s surface and search for CO in

Pluto’s atmosphère. In collaboration with a group at MIT, we will characterize the NEO population

based on near-infrared spectra of hundreds of NEOs, and continue surveys of the population. Pierre

Vernazza, Benoit Carry, and I hâve submitted an application to NASA to work on Dawn data following
its arrivai at Vesta in 2011.

Besides the constant technological advancements that improve ground-based observations, there are

a few space missions that will be delivering results soon. Rosetta will fly by asteroid 21 Lutetia on July

10, 2010 and will orbit land on cornet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko in 2014 to characterize the coma
and nucléus as it reaches perihelion. Dawn will arrive at Vesta in July 2011 and Ceres in February 2015.

It will make detailed topographie and spectral maps of the surfaces. New Horizons will encounter the

Pluto System in July 2015 and will pass by one or more TNOs in the years to follow. This mission will

give us a first close look at “the last planet” and will provide ample information about dwarf planets and

transneptunian objects.

The time to synthesize our knowledge and stitch together the story of the Solar System is here.
Much of our understanding of small bodies until recently has corne from studying individual populations,

patches, in isolation. We are now learning how interconnected ail these populations are. NEOs are

a jumble of bodies from a wide span of source régions, Centaurs likely originated in the Kuiper Belt,

and long-period cornets may be our only peek at the Oort Cloud extending far beyond our current

observational capabilities. Understanding the original locations of ail these populations and comparing
them to the current distribution teaches us the relation ail the small bodies and the joint rôle they had

with the planets in forming and shaping the Solar System we see today. This thesis is a small attempt in

the greater scheme to unify what were individual units and pockets of material into the complex whole
that is our Solar System.
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country more often!

Thank you Fredo for your love and support over the past three years. The distance has not been
idéal, and I am amazed at how well we’ve managed to cope with it. Thank you for always being there

and for continually challenging me to learn and grow. Thanks to my family, Mom, Dad, and Dante for

always supporting what I do, even when it involved moving so far away for so long. I’m so glad you’ve
been able to corne visit, so I could show you my life here and give you a taste of the culture I’ve been

living in. I’ve missed you ail very much and I look forward to being back in Boston again soon.
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A.l Table of Observationsa and Désignations

Obj Name Tholen Bus This Work Date Obj Name Tholen Bus This Work Date

1 Ccres G C C 19-May-05 52 Europa CF C C 28-Jun-06

2 Pallas B B B 29-Mar-01 54 Alexandra C C Cgh 27-Oct-02

3 Juno S Sk Sq 17-Mar-03 55 Pandora M X Xk 29-Jan-06

4 Vesta V V V 09-0ct-00 56 Melete P Xk Xk 22-Sep-04
5 Astraea S S S 20-Feb-04 57 Mnemosyne S s S 01-Jun-02

7 Iris S S s 20-Feb-04 58 Concordia C Ch Ch 02-Aug-03
8 Flora S Sw 16-Scp-02 6 61 Danae s S S 08-0ct-00

10 Hygica C C C 19-Fcb-04 63 Ausonia s Sa Sw 30-Scp-03
11 Parthenope S Sk Sq 13-Nov-05 64 Angelina E Xe Xe 30-Jan-01

13 Egeria G Ch Ch 19-May-05 65 Cybele P Xc Xk 30-Sep-03
14 Irene S S S 17-May-01 66 Maja C Ch Ch 22-Nov-05

15 Eunornia S s I< 19-Feb-04 67 Asia s S S 16-Jun-04

16 Psyclie M X Xk 09-Oct-00 69 Hesperia M X Xk 1 l-May-05
17 Thetis S SI S 15-Aug-01 70 Panopaea C Ch Cgh 29-Sep-02
18 Melpomene S s S 22-Jun-01 73 Klytia s S 16-Oct-03 b'c

19 Fortuna G Ch Ch 29-Jan-06 76 Freia P X C 05-Sep-05
20 Massalia S s S 22-Jun-01 77 Frigga MU Xe Xe 25-Oct-06

21 Lutetia M Xk Xc 22-Sep-04 78 Diana C Ch Ch 31-Oct-05

22 Kalliope M X X 25-Oct-06 82 Alkmene s Sq S 24-Aug-01
24 Thémis C B C 08-0ct-05 84 Klio G Ch Ch 02-Aug-03
25 Phocaca S S S 30-Jan-01 85 Io FC B C 02-Aug-03
26 Proscrpina s S S 24-Aug-01 87 Sylvia P X X 04-Sep-05
27 Euterpe s S s 22-Sep-04 90 Antiope C C C 05-Sep-05
28 Bellona s s s 13-Jan-02 92 Undina X Xc Xk 08-0ct-00

29 Amphitrite s s s 29-Jan-01 93 Minerva eu C C 27-Apr-03
30 Urania s SI s 08-0ct-00 96 Aegle T T T 28-Jan-06

32 Pomona s s Sw 30-Jan-01 97 Klotho M X Xc 08-0ct-05

33 Polyhymnia s Sq s 06-Mar-02 99 Dike C Xk Xk 13-Nov-05

34 Circc c Ch Ch 20-Feb-04 101 Ilclena s S S 22-Dec-06

37 Fidcs s S S 15-Aug-01 103 Hera s S S 14-Aug-01
38 Leda c Cgh Cgh 05-Jul-03 105 Artémis C Ch Ch 02-Aug-03
39 Laetitia s S Sqw 14-Aug-01 106 Dione G Cgh Cgh 02-Aug-03
40 Harmonia s s S 16-Oct-04 108 Hecuba S SI Sw 06-Mar-02

41 Daphné c Ch Ch 10-May-08 110 Lydia M X Xk 29-Jan-01

42 Isis s L K 21-Jun-01 111 Ate C Ch Ch 22-Sep-04
43 Ariadne s Sk Sq 22-Nov-05 114 Kassandra T Xk I< 28-Jun-06

48 Doris CG Ch Ch 08-0ct-05 115 Thyra S s S 06-Mar-02

49 Pales CG Ch Ch 02-Aug-03 119 Althaea S SI S 21-Jun-01

50 Virginia X Ch Ch 05-Jul-03 128 Nemesis C C C 02-Aug-03
51 Nemausa eu Ch Cgh 15-Jun-04 130 Elektra G Ch Ch 29-Mar-01
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Observations and Désignations (cont.)

Obj Name Tholen Bus This Work Date Obj Name Tholen Bus This Work Date

131 Vala SU Xc K 20-Jul-06 289 Nenetta A A A 04-Sep-00
132 Aethra M Xe Xe 05-Sep-05 295 Theresia S S Sw 28-Sep-02
133 Cyrene SR S S 22-Jun-01 308 Polyxo T T T 18-Apr-05
147 Protogeneia C C C 02-Aug-03 322 Phaeo X X D 29-Sep-02
150 Nuwa CX Cb c 02-Aug-03 337 Devosa X X Xk 28-Sep-02
151 Abundantia S SI Sw 13-Nov-05 345 Tercidina C Ch Ch 08-0ct-05

153 Hilda P X X 10-May-05 346 Hcrmentaria S S S 31-May-02
158 Koronis S s S 16-Mar-03 349 Dembowska R R R 22-Jun-01

160 Una CX c Xk 5-Jul-03 352 Gisela S SI Sw 22-Jun-01

170 Maria s s s 22-Jun-01 354 Eleonora S SI A 15-Apr-02
175 Andromache c Cg Cg 13-Nov-05 359 Georgia CX X Xk 30-Jan-01

180 Garumna s Sq Sr 28-Sep-02 371 Bohemia QSV s S 14-Aug-01
181 Eucharis s Xk Xk 30-Sep-03 378 Holmia S s S 14-Apr-02
188 Menippe s s S 15-Apr-02 387 Aquitania S L L 27-Apr-03
191 Kolga XC: Cb Cb 12-Apr-05 389 Industria S S S 24-Aug-01
192 Nausikaa S SI Sw 30-Apr-06 402 Chloe S I< L 19-Feb-01

199 Byblis X D 17-Mar-03 403 Cyane S S S 27-Apr-03
201 Penelope M X Xk 19-Feb-04 433 Eros S S Sw 17-Aug-02
205 Martha C Ch Ch 02-Aug-03 434 Hungaria E Xe Xe 23-Aug-01
210 Isabella CF Cb Cb 13-Nov-05 444 Gyptis C C C 15-Aug-01
214 Aschera E Xc Cgh 24-Oct-04 446 Aeternitas A A A 14-Aug-01
216 Kleopatra M Xe Xc 17-Jun-02 453 Tea S S Sw 15-Aug-01
221 Eos S K K 08-0ct-00 456 Abnoba S S 17-Jun-02

226 Weringia s S 06-Mar-02 460 Scania K L 17-Jun-02

233 Asterope T K Xk 29-Sep-02 485 Genua S S 06-Mar-02

234 Barbara S Ld L 22-Dec-06 512 Taurinensis S S Sqw 16-Oct-04

236 Honoria S L L 01-May-06 513 Centesima S I< K 29-Mar-01

237 Coelestina S S Sr 15-Apr-02 532 Herculina S S S 21-Jun-01

243 Ida S S Sw 17-Mar-03 570 Kythera ST T D 20-Fcb-04

244 Sita Sa Sw 29-Mar-01 579 Sidonia S K K 20-Fcb-01

246 Asporina A A A 09-Mar-05 596 Scheila PCD T T 01-Jun-02

250 Bettina M Xk Xk 16-Oct-03 599 Luisa S I< L 19-Feb-01

258 Tyche S S S 24-Aug-01 606 Brangane TSD K L 29-Sep-02
264 Libussa S S S 19-May-05 625 Xenia Sa Sw 20-Feb-01

266 Aline C Ch Ch 05-Sep-05 631 Philippina S S S 29-Sep-02
267 Tirza DU D D 02-Aug-03 653 Berenike S K K 17-Mar-03

269 Justitia Ld D ll-May-05 661 Cloclia S I< K 16-Mar-03

278 Paulina S S 31-May-02 670 Ottegebe S S 29-Sep-02
279 Thule D X D 08-Jan-05 673 Edda S S L 21-Jun-01

288 Glauke S S S 29-Sep-02 675 Ludmilla S S Sw 15-Apr-02
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Observations and Désignations (cont.)

Obj Name Tholen Bus This Work Date Obj Name Tholen Bus This Work Date

679 Pax I K L 19-Feb-01 1204 Renzia S Sw 10-Mar-05

688 Melanie C C 28-Sep-02 1228 Scabiosa S Sr 16-Mar-03

699 Hela S Sq S 08-Jan-05 1300 Marcelle Cg Cgh 25-Oct-06

706 Hirundo Ggh Cgh 30-Jan-06 1329 Eliane S s Sqw 17-Aug-02
716 Berkeley S S S 24-Aug-01 1332 Marconia Ld L 10-Jun-05

719 Albert S 23-Aug-01 d 1350 Rosselia S Sa S 21-Jun-01

720 Bohlinia S Sq Sq 09-0ct-00 1374 Isora Sq Sq 20-Feb-04

729 Watsonia STGD L L 14-Aug-01 1433 Geramtina S S 17-Aug-02
739 Mandeville X X Xc 28-Sep-02 1459 Magnya Vw 20-Feb-01 6
742 Edisona S K I< 16-Mar-03 1471 Tornio T D 08-0ct-05

773 Irmintraud D T T 22-Sep-04 1494 Savo Sa Sqw 25-Oct-06

776 Bcrbericia C Cgh Cgh 12-Apr-05 1508 Kcmi BCF C B 19-Feb-04

782 Montefiore S SI Sw 22-Jun-01 1542 Schalen D D 18-Apr-05
785 Zwetana M Cb Cb 19-May-05 1565 Lemaitre Sq S 03-Mar-05

789 Lena X Xk 17-Aug-02 1620 Geographos S S S 29-Jan-01

793 Arizona DU: s S 28-Sep-02 1640 Nemo S S 08-Mar-05

808 Merxia Sq Sr 14-Aug-01 1642 Hill S S 15-Aug-01
824 Anastasia S L L 14-Aug-01 1658 Innés AS Sw 30-Jan-01 c

832 Karin S 05-Jul-03 e 1659 Punkaharju S S 15-Mar-02

847 Agnia S S S 19-Feb-01 1660 Wood s S 08-Mar-05

863 Benkoela A A A 14-Jan-02 1662 Hoffmann Sr Sr 17-Mar-03

908 Buda L D 20-Jul-06 1667 Pels Sa Sw 28-Oct-02

913 Otila Sa Sw 15-Aug-01 1685 Toro S S Sq 08-May-02 /l
925 Alphonsina S S S 28-Sep-02 1751 Herget S S 22-Jun-01

929 Algundc S S 21-Jun-01 1807 Slovakia S Sqw 15-Scp-04
944 Hidalgo D D 22-Scp-04 e 1839 Ragazza s S 29-Mar-01

984 Gretia Sr Sa 29-Sep-02 1848 Delvaux s S 15-Aug-01
985 Rosina S S ll-May-05 1858 Lobachevskij L S 14-Apr-02
1011 Laodamia S Sr Sw 12-Jan-02 1862 Apollo Q Q Q 13-Nov-05

1020 Arcadia S Sr 17-Mar-03 1864 Daedalus SQ Sr Sq 29-Mar-01

1036 Ganyined S S S 09-Mar-05 1866 Sisyphus S Sw 21-Nov-06

1065 Amundsenia S S 08-Mar-05 1903 Adzhimushkaj K I< 17-Mar-03

1094 Sibcria Xk Xk 16-Mar-03 1904 Masscvitch R V 04-Scp-00
1126 Otero A Sw 20-Feb-01 1916 Boreas S Sw 14-Aug-01 d
1131 Porzia S S ll-May-05 1929 Kollaa V V 19-Feb-01

1139 Ataini S S Sw 05-Sep-05 1943 Anteros s Sw 12-Jan-02 9-/l

1143 Odysseus D D 10-Jun-05 b 1980 Tezcatlipoca su SI Sw 25-Oct-06

1147 Stavropolis S Sw 15-Aug-01 2035 Stearns E Xc Xc 28-Oct-02

1148 Rarahu S I< I< 29-Mar-01 2042 Sitarski Sq Sr 23-Aug-01
1198 Atlantis Sw 28-Oct-02 6 2045 Peking V V 14-Jan-02
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Observations and Désignations (cont.)

Obj Name Tholen Bus This Work Date Obj Name Tholen Bus This Work Date

2063 Bacchus Sq Sq 19-May-05 3248 Farinella D D 18-Apr-05
2064 Thomsen S Sqw 29-Jun-06 3255 Tholen S S 16-Sep-02
2074 Shoemaker Sw 30-Sep-03 b 3317 Paris T D 01-May-06
2085 Henan L L 14-Apr-02 3363 Bowen Sq Sr 15-Apr-02
2099 Opik S Ch Ch 08-0ct-05 3395 Jitka Sr S 19-Fcb-01

2107 Ilmari S Sw 29-Jan-06 3402 Wisdom S 30-Scp-03 e
2157 Ashbrook S S 16-Mar-03 3430 Bradfield Sq S 17-Jun-02

2246 Bowell D D D 17-Apr-05 3491 Fridolin Sq S 17-Jun-02

2335 James S 30-0ct-05 3511 Tsvetaeva S Srw 15-Apr-02
2353 Alva S S 31-May-02 3628 Boznemcova O O 30-Apr-06
2354 Lavrov L L 17-Mar-03 3635 Kreutz s Srw 12-Nov-05

2378 Pannekoek Cgh Cgh ll-May-05 3701 Purkync s S 14-Aug-01
2386 Nikonov S S 17-Jun-02 3734 Waland Ld L 24-Aug-01
2396 Kochi Sa S 15-Aug-01 3753 Cruithne Q Q 08-0ct-05

2401 Aehlita S s 17-Aug-02 3788 Steyaert S S 17-Mar-03

2442 Corbett V 15-Sep-02 c 3844 Lujiaxi L L 27-Apr-03
2448 Sholokhov L L 16-Mar-03 3858 Dorchester Sa Srw 20-Feb-04

2501 Lohja A A A 12-Jan-02 3873 Roddy S Sw 28-Oct-02

2504 Gaviola Sq Sr 27-Apr-03 3903 Kliment Ohridski Sq S 16-Sep-02
2521 Hcidi S S 13-Jan-02 3908 Nyx V V 15-Scp-04
2566 Kirghizia V V 16-Sep-02 3910 Liszt S S 17-Aug-02
2579 Spartacus V V 10-0ct-00 3920 Aubignan Sa Sqw 16-Sep-02
2715 Mielikki A Sw 15-Aug-01 3949 Mach Sq Sq 24-Aug-01
2732 Witt A L 15-Aug-01 4038 Kristina Vw 28-Oct-02 d
2851 Harbin V V 24-Aug-01 4055 Magellan V V ll-Apr-05 d
2873 Binzcl Sq Sq 13-Jan-02 4179 Toutatis Sk Sq 15-Scp-04
2875 Lagerkvist S S 16-Mar-02 4188 Kitezh V V 14-Aug-01
2911 Miahelena S Sw 17-Mar-03 4197 1982 TA Sq Sq 30-Sep-03
2912 Lapalma V V 20-Feb-01 4352 Kyoto S S 17-Jun-02

2957 Tatsuo I< K 16-Mar-03 4407 Taihaku Sa Sqw 24-Aug-01
2965 Surikov Sv 10-May-05 b 4417 Lccar S Sw 24-Aug-01
2977 Chivilikhin S S 28-Sep-02 4451 Grieve Svw 14-Jan-02 d
3028 Zangguoxi K K 16-Sep-02 4558 Janesick S Sr 15-Jun-04

3102 Krok S Sqw 09-0ct-00 d 4570 Runcorn Sa Sw 21-Jun-01

3103 Eger Xe Xe 21-Jun-01 1 4688 1980 WF QU Q 29-Jan-01 d
3122 Florence S Sqw 26-Jan-04 4713 Steel A Sw 14-Apr-02
3155 Lee V V 22-Jun-01 4737 Kiladze L L 17-Jun-02

3198 Wallonia S Sqw 10-May-05 4995 Griffin S S 28-Oct-02

3199 Nefertiti S Sq K 03-Mar-05 5013 Suzhousanzhong SI Sw 14-Jan-02

3200 Phaethon F B B 10-Dec-04 5111 Jacliff R V 05-Sep-05
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Observations and Désignations (cont.)

Obj Name Tholen Bus This Work Date Obj Name Tholen Bus This Work Date

5143 Heracles O Q 25-Oct-06 19356 1997 GH3 S Sq 30-Jan-01

5230 Asahina S S 5-Sep-05 20786 2000 RG62 Sq: l-Sep-03 d
5261 Eurêka Sr Sa 19-May-05 20790 2000 SE45 S 29-Jan-01 d

5379 Abehiroshi V Sr 3-Jun-06 22771 1999 CU3 S 16-Oct-03 d

5401 Minamioda S Sw 16-Mar-03 24475 2000 VN2 Sw 29-Mar-01 d

5407 1992 AX Sk S 13-Jan-02 25330 1999 I<V4 Xk 27-Oct-02 d

5587 1990 SB Sq Sr 28-Mar-01 35107 1991 VH Sk Sq 27-Dec-02

5G04 1992 FE V 29-Mar-01 / 36284 2000 DM8 I< 16-Mar-02 d

5641 McCleese A Sw 12-Apr-05 53435 1999 VM40 Srw 25-Oct-06 »

5660 1974 MA Q Q 22-Aug-93 54690 2001 EB S 28-Mar-01 d

5685 Sanenobufukui S s 29-Mar-01 66146 1998 TU3 Q l-Sep-03 e
5817 Robertfrazer s Sr 22-Sep-04 86450 2000 CK33 L 29-Jan-01 d

5840 Raybrown Ld L 24-Aug-01 86819 2000 GK137 Sq 9-Oct-OO d

6047 1991 TB1 S S 8-Oct-05 89355 2001 VS78 Sr 16-Mar-02

6239 Minos Sqw 26-Jan-04 e 98943 2001 CC21 Sw 24-Oct-04 /

6386 Kcithnoll S S 3-Mar-05 99907 1989 VA Sq Sr 27-Oct-02

6411 Tamaga B 20-Feb-04 e 137062 1998 WM Sq Sr 27-Oct-02

6455 1992 HE S Srw 28-Oct-02 138258 2000 GD2 Sq 16-Oct-03 d

6585 O’Keefe Sk S 25-Oct-06 162058 1997 AE12 Q 15-Mar-02

7341 1991 VK Sq Q 16-Mar-02 162781 2000 XL44 S 29-Jan-01 d

7763 Crabeels L L l-Jun-02 2000PG3 D 4-Sep-00 d
8334 1984 CF S S 17-Mar-03 2001TX16 X 15-Mar-02 d

8444 Popovich S 30-Sep-03 e 2001XN254 S 14-Apr-02 d
17274 2000 LC16 D 10-0ct-00 d 2002AA S 13-Jan-02 d

18736 1998 NU Sw 30-Jan-01 d 2002AV S 13-Jan-02 d

19127 Olegefremov Srw 30-Sep-03 e

° Ail visible data arc from Bus (1999), Bus and Binzel (2002a) and Bus and Binzel (2002b) unlcss marked by a footnotc. b Visible data: Xu (1994); Xu et al. (1995). c Visible data:

Burbine (2000); Burbine and Binzel (2002). d Binzel et al. (2004c) e Visible data: This Work. 832, 03-Mar-05; 944, 14-June-01; 3402, 01-Sep-03; 6239 29-Dec-03; 6411, 29-Dec-03; 8444,

28-Dec-03; 19127 28-Dec-03; 66146, 3-Sep-03. Ail these observations were taken on telescope KPNO 4m except 944 on Magellan 6.5m. ^ Visible data: Binzel et al. (2004b). n Visible data:

Binzel et al. (2001). ,l Ncar-IR data: Binzel et al. (2004a). 1 Near-IR data: Rivkin et al. (2005).
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A.2 371 Asteroid Spectra from Bus-DeMeo Taxonomy
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Appendix B

TNO Photometry

B.l Observational Circumstances

Object0 Name Dynamical Class" Date A (AU)' r (AU) a (deg)
10199 Chariklo Centaur 20 Mar 2007 12.496 13.276 2.7

26375 1999 DE9 Résonant (5:2) 22 Jan 2007 34.764 35.435 1.2

28978 Ixion Résonant (3:2) 15 Jul 2007 41.242 42.019 0.9

32532 Thereus Centaur 19 Sep 2007 10.341 11.006 4.0

42355 Typhon Scattered 24 Jan 2007 16.710 17.542 1.8

47171 1999 TC36 Resonant(3:2) 9 Nov 2006 30.086 30.920 1.1

47932 2000 GN171 Resonant(3:2) 23 Jan 2007 28.373 28.352 2.0

47932 2000 GN171 Résonant (3:2) 24 Jan 2007 28.356 28.352 2.0

47932 2000 GN171 Résonant (3:2) 24 Mar 2007 27.519 28.346 1.1

50000 Quaoar Classical 15 Jul2007 42.450 43.267 0.8

54598 Bienor Centaur 18 Sep 2007 17.127 18.116 0.6

55565 2002 AW197 Classical 23 Jan 2007 45.859 46.796 0.4

55637 2002 UX25 Classical 18 Sep 2007 41.185 42.004 0.8

60558 Echeclus JFC 14 May 2007 11.239 12.124 2.4

83982 Crantor Centaur 14 Jul 2007 14.008 14.739 2.8

83982 Crantor Centaur 16 Jul 2007 14.032 14.741 2.9

90568 2004 GV9 Classical 13 May 2007 38.142 39.069 0.6

119951 2002 KX14 Classical 13 Jul 2007 38.856 39.535 1.1

120132 2003 FY128 Detached 22 Jan 2007 37.930 38.297 1.4

136199 Eris Detached 19 Sep 2007 95.921 96.803 0.3

136199 Eris Detached 20 Oct 2006 95.890 96.849 0.2

145451 2005 RM43 19 Sep 2007 34.665 35.183 1.4

145452 2005 RN43 19 Sep 2007 39.838 40.714 0.7

145453 2005 RR43 18 Sep 2007 37.977 38.492 1.3

2003 AZ84 Résonant (3:2) 24 Jan 2007 44.654 45.604 0.3

2003 QW90 Classical 9 Nov 2006 43.516 44.227 0.9

2003 UZ117 Classical 25 Dec 2006 38.858 39.512 1.1

“Ail objects in bold hâve their colors reported for the first time ever.
hDynamical classes are from Gladman et al. (2008).
CA, r, and a axe the topocentric and heliocentric distances and the phase angle, respectively.
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B.2 Observed Magnitudes using the V, J, H, and Ks Filters

Object Date tl“ t2h V' J H Ks H„(l,l,0)rf
10199 20 Mar 2007 5:32 3:22 18.49 ± 0.05 17.00 ± 0.05 16.51 ± 0.06 16.30 ± 0.06 7.09 ± 0.05

26375 22 Jan 2007 6:49 5:48 20.75 ± 0.04 19.22 ± 0.06 18.93 ± 0.07 18.87 ± 0.07 5.13 ± 0.05

28978 15 Jul 2007 2:47 3:51 20.22 ± 0.05 18.63 ± 0.04 18.37 ± 0.05 18.38 ± 0.05 3.90 ± 0.06

32532 19 Sep 2007 6:44 6:55 19.90 ± 0.03 18.55 ± 0.04 18.15 ± 0.06 18.04 ± 0.06 9.18 ± 0.03

42355 24 Jan 2007 5:33 6:20 20.34 ± 0.02 18.78 ± 0.04 18.33 ± 0.05 18.17 ± 0.05 7.75 ± 0.04

42355 24 Jan 2007 5:46 20.36 ± 0.02 7.77 ± 0.04

47171 09 Nov 2006 0:58 0:58 20.25 ± 0.03 18.17 ± 0.07 17.85 ± 0.07 17.79 ± 0.08 5.25 ± 0.04

47171 09 Nov 2006 1:09 20.26 ± 0.03 5.26 ± 0.04

47932 23 Jan 2007 7:06 6:45 21.01 ± 0.03 19.43 ± 0.08 19.09 ± 0.09 6.20 ± 0.04

47932 23 Jan 2007 7:15 21.04 ± 0.03 6.23 ± 0.04

47932 24 Jan 2007 7:17 7:45 21.11 ± 0.03 19.42 ± 0.06 19.04 ± 0.07 18.98 ± 0.07 6.30 ± 0.04

47932 24 Jan 2007 7:26 21.12 ± 0.03 6.31 ± 0.04

47932 24 Mar 2007 5:12 5:57 21.30 ± 0.06 6.69 ± 0.07

50000 15 Jul 2007 1:33 2:17 19.25 ± 0.05 17.07 ± 0.03 16.71 ± 0.04 16.68 ± 0.04 2.82 ± 0.06

54598 18 Sep 2007 4:51 4:05 19.98 ± 0.03 18.46 ± 0.05 18.09 ± 0.05 7.46 ± 0.03

55565 23 Jan 2007 5:13 5:28 20.36 ± 0.02 18.62 ± 0.05 18.28 ± 0.06 18.21 ± 0.06 3.65 ± 0.04

55565 23 Jan 2007 5:25 20.37 ± 0.02 3.66 ± 0.04

55637 18 Sep 2007 6:50 20.28 ± 0.06 3.98 ± 0.07

60558 14 May 2007 1:10 0:51 20.61 ± 0.06 19.13 ± 0.04 18.76 ± 0.06 18.42 ± 0.09 9.67 ± 0.06

83982 14 Jul 2007 1:32 21.00 ± 0.07 9.12 ± 0.07

83982 16 Jul 2007 1:03 20.91 ± 0.02 9.01 ± 0.02

90568 13 May 2007 2:44 2:14 20.20 ± 0.03 18.63 ± 0.05 18.29 ± 0.08 18.15 ± 0.05 4.25 ± 0.04

119951 13 Jul 2007 1:29 20.95 ± 0.08 4.86 ± 0.09

120132 22 Jan 2007 6:49 7:13 21.06 ± 0.03 19.42 ± 0.05 19.06 ± 0.06 18.95 ± 0.06 5.05 ± 0.04

120132 22 Jan 2007 7:01 21.06 ± 0.03 5.05 ± 0.04

136199 19 Sep 2007 5:24 9:03 18.74 ± 0.04 17.96 ± 0.04 17.88 ± 0.06 18.16 ± 0.06 -1.14 ± 0.05

136199 20 Oct 2006 5:40 4:24 18.74 ± 0.02 17.79 ± 0.08 -1.13 ± 0.04

136199 20 Oct 2006 5:49 18.75 ± 0.02 -1.12 ± 0.04

145451 19 Sep 2007 9:17 9:23 20.18 ± 0.03 19.27 ± 0.06 19.07 ± 0.06 18.79 ± 0.07 4.55 ± 0.04

145452 19 Sep 2007 4:07 3:23 20.02 ± 0.03 18.47 ± 0.05 18.16 ± 0.05 17.97 ± 0.05 3.87 ± 0.04

145452 19 Sep 2007 4:04 18.39 ± 0.05

145453 18 Sep 2007 7:57 6:50 20.08 ± 0.03 19.06 ± 0.06 4.07 ± 0.04

145453 18 Sep 2007 7:33 19.12 ± 0.06

2003 AZ84 24 Jan 2007 3:38 4:13 20.33 ± 0.02 19.12 ± 0.05 18.81 ± 0.05 18.75 ± 0.05 3.74 ± 0.04

2003 AZ84 24 Jan 2007 3:47 20.33 ± 0.02 3.74 ± 0.04

2003 QW90 09 Nov 2006 2:37 2:19 21.80 ± 0.06 19.87 ± 0.15 5.25 ± 0.07

2003 QW90 09 Nov 2006 2:45 21.82 ± 0.06 5.27 ± 0.07

2003 UZ117 25 Dec 2006 2:01 1:02 21.25 ± 0.04 5.16 ± 0.05

2003 UZ117 25 Dec 2006 2:18 21.26 ± 0.04 5.17 ± 0.05

“UT start time for visible data

fcUT start time for IR data

cFor some objects, the visible magnitude was observed more than once in a night. Both magnitudes are reported and
the observational start times are shown in column 3.

dHî; (1,1,0) is the absolute magnitude calculated using visible magnitudes reported in this table as well as helio- and
topocentric distances and the phase angle reported in Table 1. The calculation is shown as Equation 1.
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B.3 Mean TNO Colors

Object Prev" New" Total" B-V V-R V-I V-J V-H V-Ks

Sun1' 0.67 0.36 0.69 1.08 1.37 1.43

10199 BR BR,BB 4 0.45 ± 0.07 1.49 ± 0.07 1.98 ± 0.08 2.19 ± 0.08

26375 IR * 5 0.62 ± 0.02 1.12 ± 0.02 1.53 ± 0.07 1.82 ± 0.08 1.88 ± 0.08

28978 IR BB 4 0.55 ± 0.06 1.59 ± 0.06 1.85 ± 0.07 1.84 ± 0.07

32532 BR BB 5 0.81 ± 0.05 0.9 ± 0.13 1.35 ± 0.05 1.75 ± 0.06 1.86 db 0.06

42355 BR BR 5 0.48 ± 0.04 0.94 ± 0.03 1.56 ± 0.04 2.01 ± 0.05 2.17 ± 0.05

47171 RR RR 4 1.26 ± 0.04 2.08 ± 0.08 2.4 ± 0.08 2.46 ± 0.09

47932 IR BR,IR 5 0.59 ± 0.09 1.12 ± 0.04 1.65 ± 0.05 2.01 ± 0.06 2.13 ± 0.08

50000 RR 4 0.6 ± 0.05 2.18 ± 0.06 2.54 ± 0.06 2.57 ± 0.06

54598 BR BR 4 0.73 ± 0.05 0.93 ± 0.16 1.52 ± 0.06 1.89 ± 0.06

55565 IR IR,RR 5 0.61 ± 0.03 1.16 ± 0.03 1.74 ± 0.05 2.08 ± 0.06 2.15 ± 0.06

55637 IR RR,IR 2 1.03 db 0.23 1.16 ± 0.34

60558 BR BR,BB 4 0.49 db 0.07 1.48 db 0.07 1.85 ± 0.08 2.19 db 0.11

83982 RR 0.74 ± 0.09

90568 BR 4 0.56 ± 0.03 1.57 db 0.06 1.91 ± 0.09 2.05 ± 0.06

119951 0.61 ± 0.04

120132 BR 5 0.59 ± 0.03 1.15 ± 0.03 1.64 ± 0.06 2 ± 0.07 2.11 ± 0.07

136199 BB BB 5 0.85 ± 0.06 0.74 ± 0.12 0.83 ± 0.05 0.86 ± 0.07 0.58 ± 0.07

145451 BB 5 0.7 ± 0.06 0.7 ± 0.18 0.91 ± 0.06 1.11 ± 0.07 1.39 ± 0.07

145452 * 5 1.03 ± 0.07 1.13 ± 0.21 1.59 ± 0.05 1.86 ± 0.06 2.05 ± 0.06

145453 BB 3 0.71 ± 0.12 0.76 ± 0.16 0.99 ± 0.05

2003 AZ84 BB BB 5 0.4 ± 0.03 0.73 ± 0.03 1.21 ± 0.05 1.52 ± 0.05 1.58 ± 0.05

2003 QW90 IR,RR,BR 2 1.16 ± 0.07 1.98 ± 0.16

2003 UZ117 0.67 ± 0.05

“Previous classifications reportcd in Fulchignoni et al. (2008).
"Objects that fall within more than one class range hâve types listed in order of probability.

Objects marked with a * did not fall within the parameters of any taxonomie class.
cThe total number of colors used to détermine the taxonomie class. Objects with more colors

hâve a higher quality class détermination.

dSolar Colors are taken from Hardorp (1980) and Campins et al. (1985).
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Glossary

Adaptive Optics A technology for minimizing atmospheric aberrations by creating real-time deforma

tions of a mirror to compensate for the wavefront distortions. 34

airmass A measurement of the amount of atmosphère passed through by the light from an object. The

measurement goes from 1 at zénith to infinity and is calculated by l/cos(z) where z is the angle
between the the direction of observation and the zénith direction. 35

albedo Albedo is the measurement of the brightness, or reflectivity, of a surface on a 0 to 1 scale where

0 is perfectly absorbing and 1 is perfectly reflecting. There are three different ways of measuring

albedo, which include the normal, géométrie (physical), and bond (spherical) albedos. 14-17, 24

astronomical unit A unit of measurement corresponding to the Earth-Sun distance. One astronomical

unit is équivalent to 149,598,000 kilometers. 14, 15

Autospex A software tool to streamline réduction procedures that writes macros containing a set of
IRAF command files that are then executed by the image processing package. 56

Kuiper Belt The belt of Transneptunian objects between roughly 30 to 55 AU. 14, 17

LHB A short period about 4 billion years ago when the inner Solar System is thought to hâve experienced

a large influx of small bodies, many of which impacted the bodies still existing today. 22

Magnitude Measurement of the intensity of brightness of a celestial object. 0 corresponds to the

magnitude of Vega, the brightest star in the sky. It is based on a logarithmic scale and higher
values correspond to dimmer objects. 21

Main Belt The belt of asteroids in the inner Solar System located roughly between 2-3.3 AU. 14

MOID The minimum distance at which the orbit of one body passes by another, such as the Earth. 16

NEO Small bodies that hâve orbits that hâve a semi-major axis of less than or equal to 1.3 AU. They
pass within near-Earth space, and some cross Earth’s orbit. 15, 16, 27, 28

Pan-STARRS A wide-field imaging facility under development that will discover and characterize small

moving objects in the Solar System. Four 2.2-meter télescopes will be built on Mauna Kea. PSI, the

first telescope, is already functioning. More information is available on the Pan-STARRS website.
16

perihelion The location in an orbit where the object is at its closest distance to the Sun. 16

PHA Any asteroid that has an orbit that passes within 0.05 AU of Earth’s orbit. 16

phase angle The Sun-Object-Earth angle. 46

resolution Spectral resolution (R) is the resolving power of an instrument and is related to the smallest
différence in wavelength (À) that can be distinguished (AA). R = 23, 32
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Glossary

Seeing A measurement of the effect of atmospheric turbulence. It is the corresponding size of a point
source and is measured in arcsecond. 35

standard star A solar-like star (usually G type, specifically G2V) used to correct an objects spectrum
for solar features and telluric absorptions. 31, 35

Transneptunian Object Any object that résides past 30 AU, the orbit of Neptune. These objects are

within the Edgeworth-Kuiper Belt and are also known as Kuiper Belt Objects (KBOs), Edgeworth-
Kuiper Belt Objects (EKOs). 17, 18, 24, 25

Yarkovsky Non gravitational effect due to thermal radiation that can change the orbit of an asteroid

over long periods of time. 22

YORP Non gravitational effect due to thermal radiation that can change the rotational properties of
asteroids as well as their orbits. 22, 23
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Acronyms

ATRAN

CCD Charge-Coupled Device

ESA European Space Agency

ESO European Southern Observatory

FORS1 Focal Reducer Spectrograph 1

FORS2 Focal Reducer Spectrograph 2

IDL Interactive Data Language

IRAF Image Réduction and Analysis Facility

IRTF

ISAAC

JAXA

LESIA Laboratoire d’Etude Spatial et d’instrumentation en Astrophysique

NASA

NOAO

SINFONI

frared

Spectrograph for INtegral Field Observations in the Near In-

SMASS Small Main-Belt Asteroid Spectroscopic Survey

UKIRT United Kingdom InfraRed Telescope

VLT Very Large Telescope
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